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Foreword

in 2003 i gained my certificate in the field of architectural design at the art academy st. Joost in breda. i gained 

my certificate with the design of scryption, museum for written communication, at a new location. the ‘new’ 

location was a part of the ground floor of the tivoli parking garage in tilburg. this was no fictitious assignment; 

the museum really wanted to move to this location. during the design process there were constantly questions 

running through my head. Why does a museum want to locate in a parking garage? What is the relation between 

writing a letter and a pile of concrete with cars in between it? is there in fact any relation//similarity or contrast//

area of tension//dissonance at all? and isn’t that desirable? despite the fact i gained my certificate these questions 

lingered after completing my study. every time i cycled past the location i sought answers to my questions. to no 

avail.

i did however realise that this was the area in which i wanted to immerse myself. i decided to follow the museology 

masters at the reinwardt academy in amsterdam. after all, i would never be able to have an opinion about the 

design of a museum if i did not know enough about the institute ‘museum’. i had hoped to find answers to the 

questions that were on my mind. not specifically for scryption, but for conversion projects in general.

at the reinwardt academy i learned a lot about the museum as an institution. i was introduced to all disciplines 

on an international level. the questions that i had regarding re-location and specifically conversion were never 

raised in the curriculum and thus not answered. sources of literature in this field were few and far between. When 

i reached the last stage of my study and i was to choose a subject for my thesis it was immediately obvious to me 

which area to focus on. i would only then be able to find the answers to my questions.
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I.I theme: (re)location of a museum to a premises appointed for conversion

is it possible to re-designate already existing premises built for the purpose of a wholly different function or 

another target group (with other programmes and services) into a museum so that the housing is in line with the 

new function? is it possible, in this situation, to provide the visitor with an unambiguous story? or will it then be 

likely that the museum and the building both convey separate stories? How do you make this clear to the visitor? 

do you have to respect the ‘new’ location or is it acceptable to ‘transform’ it to such an extent that it serves the 

purpose of the museum? added to this is the ‘emotional’ factor; what do we experience when we visit a building 

and should this feeling remain the same if we apply a new designation to the building – times change after all?

museums only relocate once every 30-50 years.1 a process of relocation involves a lot of work. it is especially the 

process of conversion that includes many factors to consider and involves a whole range of external parties; a 

museum is dependent on the availability of vacant premises in good locations and subsidies and sponsoring by 

third parties. due to this dependence a museum can find itself in a difficult position when faced with making a 

sound choice regarding the housing. in addition it is often the case that the museum simply does not have the 

know-how regarding the process of relocation to a re-designated premises because the director and his team of 

employees will on average only have to deal with this specific situation one time in their working life. it is also 

true that museums are not used to looking at the organisation in an abstract and subjective manner; in order to 

raise and maintain subsidies they focus on tangible means as these can be justified in, and measured with tangible 

results. museums need to prepare well if they are to proceed with the relocation to a premises appointed for 

conversion. in order to avoid losing its way during the process, or being caught off guard by the myriad of parties 

involved, the museum needs a full overview of the process from the very start. 

museums should apply a pro-active stance rather than hesitating and being dependent. However, in my opinion, 

museums too often settle for less when they are offered a building and therefore don’t make the most of all 

opportunities or challenges in order to fulfill the wishes of the museum into the building: “We’ll make do.”  it’s 

my opinion that, on the one hand the museum is not fully aware of the impact that the architecture of the building 

has on the visitor and on the other hand, they pass by opportunities to use the museum architecture to the best 

of their advantage.

it is seen as utopian to consider the most ideal situation of housing. but can we blame museums for seeing utopian 

I  IntroduCtIon

1 Vincent van de Kerk of ‘Berns MuseumManagement’ states this during the interview on 16 April 2009
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thinking as a “non-issue?”2 on the other hand museums imply grand aims and ambitions in their mission and 

subsequently try to achieve these with presentations and activities. However, if an exhibition takes place within 

the museum walls, then these walls too belong to the context of the exhibition. not merely referring to the walls as 

vertical dividers, in as much as what there is to ‘see’ and ‘experience’ between those walls. if the museum building 

and the location are not of added value to the mission, aims and ambitions, it will be difficult to communicate the 

intended message to the visitor. 

“While most visitors do not see a museum mission during a visit, the visitor does gain a sense of what your mission is 

about based on his or her experience there. The evidence of your museum mission intended or not, is in fact visible 

to the visitor in the visual and aesthetic impression of the museum and as a result of that individual’s museum 

experience. The physical plant, the way the visitor is treated, the emphasis of the collections, the design and contents 

of the exhibitions, the programs offered, and who staffs the museum all send clear messages about museum values, 

priorities, and the role the visitor plays in the well being of the museum.”3

is it fair to blame museums for these abovementioned reproaches when there is nearly no written background 

on relocation and in fact none in the case of conversion, specifically for museums? the critics often don’t get 

further than analysing newly-built development properties (designation) and then they are predominantly art 

museums, which are a relatively small percentage of the entire museum scope. these analyses also often describe 

a momentary situation, in which the architecture has been put in place but is not yet being used. the tiring 

process preceding this moment and the actual use of the building are nearly never described. no, we cannot place 

fault with the museums and i am under no illusion that this thesis will guarantee a successful result. despite all 

the above, i want this thesis to research this undefined area, primarily to increase awareness, because i believe 

that awareness can certainly contribute to a successful outcome. on the one hand this paper is a subjective look 

at the effect of museum buildings on the visitors of museums: what is the role, the meaning and the value of the 

museum building? How can the building offer added value to museum organisations; communicating the company 

philosophy? on the other hand this paper tries to provide an insight into the process and offer a helping hand in 

the process of relocation. How do we get from the company philosophy to a conclusion of the wishes and demands 

of the ‘new’ housing, and how do we translate these to a spatial form? With an aim to demonstrate that housing 

certainly is an issue and that enough attention and awareness during the process will eventually contribute to the 

overall experience of a museum visit.

2 Johan Idema of ‘LaGroup Leisure & Arts Consulting’ uses this term to indicate that museums do not entertain an underlying vision on housing/location. 
 (interview on the 15th of May 2009).

3 American Association of Museums, a higher standard: the museum accreditation handbook, p. 37
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I.II definition of the problem

How do you create a spatial experience in a to-be-converted building, that is of added or complementary value to 

the museum philosophy? 

sub questions

 - What is conversion? What does an analysis of registered museums in the netherlands, housed in converted 

  buildings show?

 - Which factors arise in the process of conversion?

 - What is a museum philosophy and how do you translate this into an architectural concept?

 - How does a museum arrive at a solid decision regarding the suitability of a building and the location, when 

  it wants to relocate to a premises marked for conversion?

 - What are the role, value and meaning of architecture, in relation to the museum philosophy and its visitors?

I.III Focus

designation and intervention (museums dedicated to telling the story of the building in which they are located; its 

history and/or historic events that took place in the building) are excluded from research in this thesis. in the case 

of designation the preconditions of the building are fully open to interpretation and in this case it is relatively easy 

to fulfill the wishes of the museum with the form of the building. as for intervention it is logical that the building 

is of added value to the museum, for it’s the central objective. 

However, in the case of conversion, the museum becomes the subject of predetermined conditions and the nature 

of the building is certainly not always of added value to the museum. this thesis then focuses on new museums or 

already existing museums that are looking to (re)locate in a building appointed for conversion.

this thesis will focus on the subjective wishes and demands of the ‘new’ location and the building rather than the 

physical wishes and demands. Firtsly, because there is already enough documentation on the physical aspects of 

conversion and sufficient knowledge on how to write a programme for the physical wishes and demands. secondly, 

because i am of the opinion that the subjective aspects should be crucial in decision making regarding the ‘new’ 

accommodation. of course the actual size, mutual relations and routing of the building have to offer the museum 

the possibility to connect the museum functions to one another. but a building is more than it’s quantity in actual 

sizes. the building creates an atmosphere for the visitor, one that adds to the total experience of the museum visit. 

this is not something one can hush up by changing the actual size and lay out. Why would the museum after all 

want to locate in a premises destined for conversion?

in my opinion the process of (re)location to a premises appointed for conversion consists of four phases: 

 1. the initiative phase, in which the museum declares its intent to relocate. 

 2. the definition phase, in which the museum begins the search for a ‘new’ location.

 3. the design phase, in which the wishes and demands are translated into spatial design. 

 4. the realisation phase, in which the premises is ‘built’. 

the focus of this thesis lies in the first two phases, because in my opinion these are most essential in a (re)location 

project. i will look into the design phase, but will limit this to the museum taking position on architectural design 

aspects in relation to the theme of the museum and the desired effect on the visitors. i won’t go into the last phase 

whitin this thesis. 
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the analysis in chapter 1 (various forms of museum accommodation) is supported by a list of registered museums 

in the netherlands. Whitin this framework of museums i can be sure of having access to enough information 

(most of the registered museums have their own website with information on their accommodation); i can visit 

the museums myself; they fall under one and the same political system and experience the same issues relating to 

finances, values and social responsibility. as nearly 50% of all registered museums in the netherlands are located 

in re-designated premises and all museum genres are represented, i am of the opinion that this offers plenty of 

opportunity for comparison, analysis and support for my research.

I.IV Aim

there are many examples of projects which in hindsight say “if only we had known, we would have done it 

differently.” or there are museums that re-organise the whole building in the first few months after opening 

because things are better located elsewhere. “no the routing isn’t right” and “no the atmosphere doesn’t match 

with what we represent, but why is it?” to make museums aware of the important role of architecture and to avoid 

questions afterwards the aim of this thesis is to write a guideline for museums; a method which describes the step-

by-step process of (re)locating to a ‘new’ location. so that they are not clueless in the process, remain one step 

ahead of the process and thus are able to keep their wishes within their frame of vision. the method will however 

need to be put into in practice in the future. it should also be said that the method is a guideline that does not 

have to be followed exactly to the letter. as every museum is unique, every process will have its exceptions and 

interpretations. it is after all work which involves people and many factors. Yet, i do believe that using the method 

as a guideline can be a valuable contribution in the design process, with a significant chance of a successful result. 

I.V Structure of the thesis

Chapter 1

in chapter 1 a description of accommodation and the three forms in which this can be subdivided is provided. 

designation, intervention and conversion are further illustrated by way of examples. this chapter also maps out 

all registered museums in the netherlands in order to be able to analyse conversion in a wide context. this 

analysis shows the relation of the different forms of accommodation in time and in type of museum. the type 

of accommodation ‘converted premises’ is furthermore analysed in time, type of building and type of museum. 

this chapter answers the various sub-questions of the definition: What is conversion? What does an analysis of 

registered museums in the netherlands, located in converted buildings show us?

Chapter 2

this chapter delves into the initiative phase: What does the museum need to know and do in preparing to look for 

a ‘new’ building and location? it sums up the various factors a museum will encounter and which actors it will be 

dealing with? this chapter answers the following sub questions of the definition: Which factors arise in the process 

of conversion? What is a company philosophy and how do you translate this into an architectural concept?

Chapter 3

this chapter researches the definition phase: the search for a ‘new’ location by means of subjective justification. 

From a museological point of view it will look at what extent, why and when it is justifiable that a museum (re)

locates to a converted premises. How does the museum come to a sound and conscious decision on the building 

and location? How can the museum test the building and the location? How does the museum deal with the 
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authenticity of a building? How does it deal with the ethical justification? this chapter answers the following sub 

question of the definition: How does the museum arrive at a solid decision regarding the suitability of a building 

and the location, when it wants to relocate to a premises marked for conversion?

Chapter 4

to conclude, this chapter deals with the design phase. the museum needs to make decisions regarding architectonic 

questions so that the architect can make the translation to a spatial design, in which the wishes of the museum are 

respected. does the museum want to tackle the dialogue between the museum and the building? is it okay for the 

building to present itself in the position of ‘storyteller’? and how can a museum create a positive dynamic with the 

building? it also looks at the effects that extreme changes and minimal alterations can have on the building. and 

finally, the anticipated effect of the architecture on the visitor. this chapter answers the following sub question of 

the definition: What are the role, value and meaning of architecture, in relation to the museum philosophy and 

its visitors?

Chapter 5

in chapter 5 conclusions are summed up and the location guideline is drawn up, showing the step-by-step plan of 

a conversion project. this chapter also includes advice for further research.
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1.1 Introduction

 The Galerij Willem V in The Hague, opened its doors in 1774 until 1795 and re-opened in 1987 and the Teylers Museum 

 in Haarlem has been open to the public ever since 1784. Which of these is officially the first museum in the Netherlands 

 is something I leave up for discussion. We can in any case state that the Netherlands put its collections out for a larger 

 and wider audience since the end of the 18th century. From the beginning of the 19th century the phenomena ‘museum’ 

 becomes an aspect of entertainment and knowledge distribution for society, in the terms of the Enlightenment. 

 Philosophers such as John Locke (1632-1704), George Berkeley (1685-1753), David Hume (1711-1776) and Immanuel 

 Kant (1724-1804) doubted whether such a thing as ‘universal values’ existed. They concentrated their philosophical 

 thoughts to the individual; a person ‘perceives’, makes use of his ‘senses’ and ‘experiences’ the outside world in this 

 way; and the human ability to imagine. “Have the courage to serve your own rationale (sapere aude)!”4 is the motto of 

 the Enlightenment. (City) palaces are opened to the general public as museums. For example the Royal Cabinet of 

 Paintings in The Hague in 1816 (now more commonly known as Mauritshuis). At the same time various scientific 

 collections are made accessible to the public, primarily for scientific purposes. For example the collection of the National 

 University of Leiden, originally housed in an acquired residential home opposite the university. With the addition of a few 

 other collections, the National Museum of Natural History opens it doors at this location in 1820 (now known as 

 Naturalis, recolated to a designated building in 1998). 

each building is built for a specific use/function. the oldest function since the existence of our society is 

‘accommodation’, a lodging in which we temporarily or permanently find shelter to live, sleep, work or relax.5 

the building type museum falls into this category, for it offers shelter to a collection in order to preserve it. next 

to this a museum has a responsibility of researching and communicating its collection. thus the accommodation 

must fulfill the spatial demands and wishes of the museum institute to preserve, research and communicate its 

collection. 

However, a building can undergo a change of function and user through time. in architecture this is a known 

phenomena, even well before the first museums (in the netherlands) open their doors to the public. accommodation 

of a museum can then be categorized in three forms, since its existence in the netherlands. 

ChApter 1 

reloCAtIon oF muSeumS In buIldIngS

AppoInted For ConVerSIon

4 Delius C. et. al., Geschiedenis van de filosofie: Van de klassieke oudheid tot heden, p. 116 

5 http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/huisvesting (checked on the 9th of May 2009)
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using architectural terms these categories are: 

 1  designation: a building can be built specifically to function as a museum. 

 2.  intervention: a museum locates in a particular building because the museum’s theme is the building itself 

  or the buildings history. 

 3.  Conversion: a museum locates in a building without any direct relation between the museum’s theme and 

  the original function of the building. 

in the three following paragraphs these terms will be further clarified in relation to dutch museums. in the 

subsequent paragraphs insight based on the analysis is provided into how these forms of accommodation, of 

registered museums in the netherlands, are related to one and another.

1.2 designation

We refer to designation when a building is designed and built specifically for museum purposes, to function as 

a museum and for the museum visitors. in the history of dutch museums the teylers museum in Haarlem is the 

first example of such a building. a ‘book and art-room’ was built with the specific intention of being used to open 

the collection and the ‘ability to promote art and science.’ the room was built behind the living quarters of the 

wealthy material and silk producer pieter teyler van der Hulst. the room designed by leendert viervant opened 

to the general public in 17846 and in the centuries that followed the museum was expanded a number of times: in 

1878 with a new entrance and further museum rooms and in 1996 the addition of a whole new wing. We can speak 

of designation because the museum is built entirely for museum purposes; pieter teylers’ house does not undergo 

transformation into a museum space.

a recent example of designation is the groninger museum in groningen, opened to the public in 1994. in post-

modern times the museum building located opposite groningen’s Central station stands as a portal to the city 

centre. a selected group of artists and architects contributed to the establishment of a building that is rich in 

colour and shapes. although the building and its museum presentations are controversial and criticized, this 

museum signifies a new trend for dutch (museum) architecture in the 21st century.

 At the spot where there once stood a medieval castle belonging to the Sypesteyn family, the youngest of the family Henri 

 Sypesteyn (1857-1937) fulfills his life purpose. To honour his descendants at the beginning of the 20th century he 

 reconstructs the medieval castle (foundations of which were laid in 1288) that carries the name ‘Hofstede Sypesteyn.’ 

 His opinions on the reconstruction are defined, according to Peter van Mensch in his article: ‘De uitvinding van het verleden. 

 Jonkheer Henri van Sypesteyn op zoek naar zijn stamslot,’ 7 in “historical continuity” and thus not in “stylistic purity”.

 Henri Sypesten’s ambitions grow during the reconstruction of the castl. He does not simply want to create the castle, but 

 also open the castle and the acreage (including porters lodgings, stable, carriage house and gate houses) as a museum. 

 Even before the renovation of the castle has started, the first exhibition of Van Sypesteyns collection opens in the big 

 gatehouse. The renovation of the castle consists of various phases and in 1923 the first exhibition (albeit on a small 

 scale) is held within the castle. Henri van Sypesteyn chose not to literally project for example the flourishing year of 1667 

 in displaying the families living situation. He chose retain historical continuity in the interior design: the various style-rooms 

6 Handboek Cultuurbeleid ‘musea’ 

7 Mensch P. van, ‘De uitvinding van het verleden. Jonkheer Henri van Sypesteyn op zoek naar zijn stamslot’ in: De uitvinding van het verleden, p. 207
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 depict the fleeting decades, as if they “grew organically” which should prove “centuries of residence.” Castle Sypesteyn 

 is an exceptional form of accommodation. Not typical in designation when accommodating a collection, but in this 

 example the entire building, its interior design and the acreage become the collection.

1.3 Intervention

if we look up ‘intervention’ in a dictionary, ‘interference’ will come up as a synonym. Within architecture, this 

term is used when there is talk of conscious amendment to the existing. For museums this is characterised when 

a museum locates in a building with the intention of telling the story of the history of that particular building, 

its original inhabitants or an event at that location or that building. in museum terminology these museums are 

sometimes also referred to as ‘memorial museums’ or ‘bibliographical museums.’8 the museum takes everything 

in its original context of place and time ‘in situ’; “the building is in all aspects at one with the more or less original 

collections.”9

an early example of intervention in museums is museum de gevangenpoort in the Hague. it was built in the 

thirteenth century as an entrance to the residence of the dukes of Holland. in the early fifteenth century this gate 

also became a prison. in 1828, more than three centuries later, the prison lost its function. in 1852 a decision was 

made to open the prison gate as a ‘historical souvenir’ to the public (what we nowadays refer to as a ‘monument’). 

as is nearly always the case with intervention, the museum takes the utmost care and has respect for the original 

architecture of the building and highly values authenticity. any changes to be made for functional reasons are 

minimal because it is the very nature of the original architecture of the building that is part of the museum 

presentation. intervention is the form of accommodation in which the atmosphere of the museum’s story is most 

tangible, in and through the building itself. the website of the gevangenpoort describes it as follows: “What’s 

special about the Gevangenpoort […] is the secretive and often spooky atmosphere”10

possibly the best known example of intervention in the netherlands is the anne Frank Foundation in amsterdam 

which was established in 1960. in setting up the anne Frank house in the form of a museum the foundation offers 

visitors the possibility to personally imagine what happened at that place. in order to achieve this, the authenticity 

of the house (especially the ‘achterhuis’ which was the undercover address of anne Frank during the second 

World War) has been treated with utmost respect. in order to preserve the collection, of which the building is an 

important part in the case of intervention, the related museum functions such as entrance, shop, café, cloakroom 

etc are all located in a brand new wing, neighbouring the canal premises.

 If it is only the surrounding area which bears relation to the theme of the museum and not the building itself, I do not 

 call it intervention. An example of this is the Municipal Archeological Museum in Aardenburg. Between 1955 and 1975 

 many findings were discovered during excavations in the centre of the town Aardenburg. As early as 1958 the Municipal 

 Archeological Museum was opened to display these finds. The museum is housed in a former fire station in the town 

 centre. Due to the increasing amount of finds throughout the years and the dampness in the building, the decision was 

8 These names come from Peter van Mensch in ‘Museum buildings and urban context’ (coursematerial) but were originally used by Z.Z. Strárnský in 
‘The memorial museum of recent history’, Yugoslavica 15, 1983, (34), pp.227-236

9 Risnicoff de Gorgas m., ‘Reality as Illusion, the Historic Houses that Become Museums’ in: Museum Studies: An Anthology of contexts, (Chapter 35) p. 357

10 http://www.gevangenpoort.nl/museum/geschiedenis (checked on the 30th of May 2009)
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 made to move to a ‘new’ building. In 1969 the museum opened its new accommodation, a former patrician mansion, 

 also in the town centre. The original functions of the fire station and the patrician mansion are totally unrelated to the 

 excavations carried out near by, therefor I define this as conversion.

 There are museums that present various themes within the museum building; as is often the case in regional museums. 

 Should one of the themes be directly related to the history and the purpose of the building and should the museum present 

 this theme within the authentic context of the building, then we can regard it as intervention. For example, the Museum 

 of the Twentieth Century in Hoorn, located in two former cheese warehouses. Built in 1903 they served their purpose as 

 storage place for cheese until 1993. Not long after, the regional museum opens its doors to the public. “Inside the 

 buildings you will still find an authentic section of the cheese warehouse, so that you can form an idea of how the 

 warehouses looked in the past.”11 As well as this we can also find period rooms: grandma’s living room in 1925, the Solex 

 motorbike in the shed, various shop interiors and a model of Hoorn. 

1.4 Conversion

if the theme of the museum does not specifically relate to the original function and the original users of the 

building, ‘ex situ’, and if the museum does not present the original function as a primary theme in the museum, 

then we are talking about conversion.12

in some cases a museum gradually ‘emerges’ in a building. For example the biblical museum in amsterdam. the 

dutch bible society moved in to two massive canal-side residences which had not been in use as family homes 

for some time. leendert schouten, the forefather of the museum, linked to the society in those days (1887), was 

appointed one room in one of the residences and once a fortnight he received visitors to view his life’s work: a 

reconstruction of a tabernacle (mobile shrine from israël). due to the growing collection, ever more rooms were 

installed as museum rooms. in 1995 the museum became the owner of the residences. in doing so the museum 

had ‘written off ’ the original function of the building. this often occurs, especially when the original function is 

that of a residence.

it is however also possible that the original user moves to a new location because the building is no longer 

suitable. the building loses its original function because a museum locates itself in the premises. since 1972 the 

royal military police museum in buren has been located in a former royal orphanage. as the building no longer 

served the demands and wishes of the original users, they decided to rent it out for museum purposes.

lastly, it is also possible that the demand for the function itself disappears and therefore the building loses its 

purpose. For example, the first philips light-bulb factory lost its function due to automation and relocation of 

production to low-wage countries and especially due to the invention of the halogen lamp. since 2001 the Centre 

11 www.museumhoorn.nl/pg-5548-7-7378/pagina/welkom.html (checked on the 15th of May 2009)
  

12 Conversion is a term that has only been used since 1980 for the first time. Namely all shifts of function and changes of buildings within architecture 
terminology before that time fall under ‘reuse’. Whether this is the transformation of a textile factory to a similar sort function as a shoe factory or the 

transformation of a monastry to a very different function, as for example a barrack. In professional architectural circles there is the desire to differentiate and so 
the term conversion is applied to all buildings that substantially differ their function with the arrival of the new user. In terms of my thesis I have chosen to use 
the term conversion even if there is talk of substantial change of function before 1980. I have dropped the term reuse as a from of accommodation because it 

seems to be very vague within the definition of accommodation for museums.
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for artificial light in art opened to the public in the (now a registered monument) factory building.

 The museum Artificial Light in Art in Eindhoven shows sculptures, installations and paintings in which artificial light plays    

 a central role.13 It is then also fitting that they have found accommodation in a former light-bulb factory. This does not 

 however make this form of accommodation intervention because they do not elaborate on the production process of the 

 light-bulb.14 Above all: a light-bulb does produce artificial light but this does not mean that all pieces of art feature light 

 bulbs.

 Usually a collection of devotional objects and icons develops in a monastery and logically a museum of icons located in 

 a monastery would therefor fall under the term intervention. However, this is not the case at all for the Museum of Icons 

 (Alexander Foundation), located in a former monastery in Kampen. Not even a century after the monastery was rebuilt 

 (due to a fire) the monks were forced to leave in 1579 during the Reformation. The monastery became annexed by the 

 city and as of that moment was used as living quarters by the director of the Latin School and its pupils from outside the 

 city. After 1834 the monastery fulfills various municipal functions, such as a police station and city department of 

 building expertise. 

 Not until 2005 the building again becomes private property of the Alexander Foundation. “The building has once again 

 been given a religious designation after 425 years. Eastern Orthodox religious images, the icons, now hang in the 

 bedrooms of the catholic monks.”15 However, as the Eastern Orthodox religious images have nothing to do with the 

 original presence of devotionals and as the Alexander Foundation does not state the building and its history as a central 

 theme, I regard this an example of conversion.

 The Cultural Masonic Centre ‘Prins Frederik’ in The Hague is located in a former carriage building, an additional building  

 of the head office (Order building of the Freemasons). “Here is more than 250 years of the Dutch freemasons’ collection  

 which encompasses the library, the archive and the museum collection of Masonic regalia, decorative objects, prints 

 and paintings.”16 Had this museum been located in the main building and had the visitor been allowed to visit the offices, 

 the ceremonial rooms and the informal interview rooms (the history, the use of the building, the users), then the form of 

 accommodation would be intervention. However, it is not the history of the carriage house and the use of it in relation to 

 the Freemasons which is a central theme; and therefore I regard this museum under the term conversion.

1.5 Analysis of types of museum accommodation 

For a number of reasons an analysis on the types of museum accommodation in the netherlands is relevant for my 

research. the main reason is that i want confirmation on my personal assumption that there are predominantly 

references to new-build developments whilst it is often actually conversion (and intervention). and by that showing 

the importance of highlighting the process of relocating in conversion projects more often. the second reason is to 

be able to place conversion in the context of the current situation so as to be able to answer the question whether 

13  www.kunstlichtkunst.nl (checked on the 31th of May 2009)

14 Located next to the museum Artificial Light in Art is the museum Philips Gloeilampje. This museum does elaborate on the production process 
of the light-bulb. This museum is not registered and therefor not further mentioned. 

15 www.alexanderstichting.nl/museum/gebouw.htm (checked on the 14th of June 2009)

 16 www.vrijmetselarij.nl/Organisatie/CMCPrinsFrederik/tabid/62/Default.aspx (checked on the 15th of June 2009)
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societal or technological developments are influential on relocating msueums to to-be-converted buildings. a 

third reason is that i am curious want an overview of functions/museum genres will show. is it, for example often 

the case that a church becomes appointed for conversion? or how often does a factory become a converted 

property? in addition i want to know which types of museums most often locate to converted premises, in order 

to discern which themes are likely appropriate to conversion. as a source for the analysis i’ve used the list of 

registered museums in the netherlands (dutch museum association – appendix 1)17, because of guaranteed access 

to further necessary information. the registered museums describe the icom Code of ethics’ and generally tend 

to provide much information on the accommodation of their museum via their website. i have not consulted the 

Cbs (Central bureau of statistics), partially due to their different criteria of ‘museum’ and partially because they 

do not offer detailed information on the museum (ie. name and location of museum). 

the nmv list, and so also my analysis, includes 412 registered museums. this amount covers 1/3 of the total       

offer of museums in the netherlands. For my analysis i also consulted the following sources: museum & almanak 

(2007) and the groot museumboek (1980), museum websites or other related websites such as wikipedia,                              

www.kunstbus.nl and www.museum.nl and in a number of cases information was also requested by mail or 

telephone. 

For the analysis (appendix 2) the following information was successively collected: name of museum, location, year 

of establishment, year of locating at current accommodation, theme (general and specific) and type of building. i 

tried to obtain this information on all museums and although in some cases this was not possible, i consider the 

number of unknown cases to be within a margin of representation.

1.5.1 A survey of accommodation types of all registered museums in the netherlands 

412 registered museums in the netherlands (rmn) sub divided into designation (57), intervention (163), conversion 

(181), various (4), none(5) and unknown (2).

Figure 1.1 Accomodation types of rmN 

What was previously an assumption is confirmed in fig. 1.1. there is only a small percentage of museum 

  17 Membership register of the Dutch Museum Association (Nederlandse museumvereniging) 23 maart 2009. 
www.museumvereniging.nl/default.aspx?id=1112

Designation 14%

Intervension 40%

None 1%
Unknown 0%

Various 1%

Conversion 44%
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accommodation that refers to designation. i did however expect the percentage of intervention to be higher (in 

comparison to conversion). the four museums in the category ‘various’ consist of a number of buildings in which 

possibly all 3 forms of accommodation are represented. in these cases there is no main building or focus on a 

specific building. the explanation for the museums without buildings is that they are either awaiting a (re)location 

or have no fixed location but exhibit in other museums or establishments.

Figure 1.2 rmN housed in current building or relocated

Fig. 1.2. shows that nearly two third of all registered museums in the netherlands have been housed in the current 

building since their establishment.18 it also shows that around one third of the total has moved at least once since 

establishment. For this last group i have not recorded whether they relocated more than once. i estimate that 

this is the case for one third of the museums that have relocated at least once. if this would also be surveyed then 

there would logically be a higher percentage of relocations to converted premises. i dare to assume this because 

i do not know of any examples of museums that have moved out of a building built specifically for them. more- 

over relocations are just not logical in the case of intervention. Why would one want to move the building and it’s 

collection to a ‘new’ location?

 

Figure 1.3 rmN Accomodation types in relation to amount of current building or relocation 

18 These figures are 95% accurate. In some cases (where the website of the museum does not mention relocation) I assumed the year 
of establishment and the year of opening. If, in this case there was up to 5 years in between I supposed the museum had not relocated.
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this is also the case in the significantly low number of relocations in intervention, in comparison with designation 

and conversion (see fig. 1.3). in the few cases that there was relocation before the museum moved into its current 

location, it could be the case that a part of the museum, for example a local archaeological museum, was placed 

at another location. it could also be the case that there was a fusion of museums, in which the older museum 

moved to the location of the newer museum. it could be the case that a museum was established elsewhere and 

manages to relocate to a location that is directly associated with the theme of the museum (these do not fall 

under the term conversion as they do not regard a presentation of the building’s history and location as a priority 

of the museum). the equal share of relocated and non-relocated in the case of designated and converted can 

be explained; they are not connected content-wise and so not interdependent to the building and location. the 

reasons for a museum to relocate can be very diverse. to get a better perspective of the developments in types of 

accommodation throughout the years, these have been divided into the 18th century, the 19th century and the 

20th century until the present.

Figure1.4 rmN. in relation to amount and time

during the interbellum we see that the number of museums that was established and/or relocated remains 

relatively steady and compared to the years following the second World War it is on the low side. this is due to the 

economic crisis in the netherlands. in the years after the second World War the number of museums increased by 

a large amount, especially intervention and conversion shot up in figures. it is not surprising that society becomes 

aware of upkeep and management of our cultural heritage. during the second World War much was lost. the 

dutch wanted to resurrect and cherish that which was left. these years are spent repairing and reforming the 

identity of the country. 

What can also been seen from fig. 1.4 is that intervention and conversion are contrary proportional. at the time 

that intervention declines, the number of conversions increases and vice versa (note: the last century, 2001-2010, 

is not complete). i cannot give an unambiguous explanation for this. i also can’t say that this will continue to 

develop this way in the future. i can clarify that this is dependent on a number of factors which i will highlight in 

the next paragraphs, especially in using the example of conversion.

1.5.2. Conversion in context of period and type of building

in the introduction of this chapter i already described conversion as a form of accommodation that existed long 
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before the first museums opened to the public in the netherlands. the paper ‘on transforming and managing 

our museums’ from 1918, supports museums ‘ex situ’. it suggests that museums choose to display and capture 

“gradual developments in society” in period rooms, making sure reference is made to the overall impression.19 

museums should (make) model rooms; an authentic whole or composition of objects in a room in the museum 

building. the strongest argument for the museum building not having to be context-related to the content of the 

museum is the fact that these period rooms are supposed to be created within the building of the museum.

peter van mensch even goes so far as to state the following in reaction to a report on the promotion of museum visits 

presented in 1952 in the ‘Handboek Cultuurbeleid’: “In order to promote accessibility museums should, for example, 

exhibit in factories and community centres.”20 in the 1960’s the museum sector agreed that museum presentations 

could take place ‘ex situ’. but despite the report mentioning an “irreversible change over to a more society-focused 

attitude”21 we can’t detect an enormous increase in conversion projects as a stand alone development, separate 

from changes in society and technology.

in fig. 1.5 we can see that up until the fifties it is mainly the national, provincial and municipal museums that 

locate to converted premises; there is not yet much in the way of private initiatives. in general we see that it is 

mainly government properties and municipal accommodations such as city palaces, town halls, courts and care 

homes which are offered up for functional use as a museum. in some cases the local authority buys a house with 

the intention of exhibiting a collection of local interest. after the fifties more examples of the abovementioned 

buildings appear on the list. there is however a huge increase in the number of living accommodations (see fig. 

1.6). on the one hand this is due to more of the smaller cities establishing regional museums and on the other 

hand there is an increase in private initiatives. especially in the nineties conversion of living accommodations 

seems to be in favour. For the relatively small initiatives, residential houses within the urban areas are regarded 

as being suitable in size and location. in some cases there is a connection between the theme of the museum and 

the former resident, or between the theme and the building and in other cases it is purely physical factors of the 

building that lead to the decision making for the building in that location. 

 19 Mensch P. van, ‘Tussen narratieve detaillering en authenticiteit: Dilemma’s van een contextgeoriënteerde ethiek’ in: Interieurs belicht. 
Jaarboek Rijksdienst voor de Monumentenzorg, p. 49

  
20 Mensch P. van, Handboek Cultuurbeleid. Musea

  
21 Mensch P. van, Handboek Cultuurbeleid. Musea
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Figure 1.5 Buildingtypes of museums in converted premises in relation to time and amount
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besides this fig. 1.5 also shows that, as of 1960, museums were also moving into other types of buildings. For 

example defence buildings which were defunct after the second World War. or churches that merged due to the 

low number of preachers and the secularization. a new and similar function for the building often couldn’t be 

found which meant that many churches were demolished. the churches that remained were often converted for 

housing and sometimes museums. in the 70’s abbeys and more church-related buildings followed. although there 

were a number of monasteries that were converted into museums in the 50’s, there were nearly three times as 

many to follow in the 70’s.

in a totally different sector we can see that work-related buildings were more frequently appointed for conversion. 

the development of the computer rockets when companies start using it on a larger scale after the second 

World War. When companies start to use the computer on a larger scale human labour is replaced by automatic 

processes which lead to all manner of jobs becoming defunct. another effect of the arrival of the computer is 

that many office buildings are subsequently too large. at the same time the arrival of internet (1970) brings with 

it the modernization of companies, employees work at a flexible work space and spend more time working from 

home. many office buildings are converted into residential places. However, office buildings located in an enlisted  

building and situated in the city centre are converted for the use of socio-cultural organisations by order of the 

government. since the cabinet ‘formation den uyl’ (1973-1977) the government regards the promotion of an “open 

and relaxed society”22 as a priority  and in this wants to learn from the past to prevent the “insufficient accessibility 

and low availability”23 of museums. on the other hand it’s due to enlisted buildings from before 1850 that “a large 

social basis has developed in the run of the 20th century due to the intervention of the Monumentenzorg.”24

automation and globalization of companies render the spacious factory halls too big and an inefficient use of 

space. the business sector discovers cheaper production abroad, especially in low-wage countries. the knowledge 

and it sector push the need for the ‘old’ industries aside. in the decades following the second World War many 

factory premises in inner city areas end up empty. these relatively new buildings have not yet been enlisted. 

“For these relatively young monuments of around after 1850 and particularly industrial heritage, compliance lacks: 

preservation for the future can only be secured if the new function is economically profitable or socially accepted. 

In general many industrial monuments are not in conjunction with being ‘a beauty’ and therefor lack a large social 

basis amongst the population.”25 buildings that remain empty for a long time, because municipalities cannot find a 

new designation for them, are claimed by squatters as a form of protest of the housing shortage in inner city areas. 

in a reaction to this many industrial buildings are demolished to make room for residential building works, or they 

are transformed into residential premises (economically viable). there are a number of examples of museums that 

locate in factory buildings varying from warehouses, hangars, sheds and containers to production sites such as a 

brewery, a gin factory, ceramics factory, textile factory, light-bulb factory and even a station building. 

22 Mensch P. van, Handboek Cultuurbeleid. Musea

23 Mensch P. van, Handboek Cultuurbeleid. Musea

24 Nijhof P. and Schulte E., Herbestemming industrieel erfgoed in Nederland, p. 9. 
‘Monumentenzorg’ stands for the preservation, upkeep, management of real estate properties (over 50 years old), which have an historical-, industrial-,

cultural- or other value. In the Netherlands the Rijksdienst voor Cultureel Erfgoed (RCE) is responsible for enlisting buildings (monuments). 

25 Nijhof P. and Schulte E., Herbestemming industrieel erfgoed in Nederland, p. 10 
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in the museum sector we can divide conversion into two trends:

1. temporary accommodation, as is the case with the stedelijk museum Cs. as the stedelijk museum in amsterdam 

is undergoing a thorough renovation and extension, the former post sorting centre (post Cs – building) was 

used from 2004-2008 to present temporary exhibitions. stedelijk museum has now left because the building will 

be demolished soon. the sm’s – stedelijk museum ‘s-Hertogenbosch is also undergoing temporary conversion 

because their future accommodation is under construction so they are now located in the storage facility of the 

former interpharm office site in the paleiskwartier in den bosch. 

2. bringing together different functions under one roof: ‘cultural centres’ or ‘cultural quarters’; the nai in 

maastricht and the persmuseum in amsterdam are both examples. this latter trend is anticipated to increase in 

the 21st century. 

a last building type that contributed to the increase of (re)location to a premises up to conversion is the school 

building. the education sector continuously undergoes changes. due to technical developments and new concepts 

in education school buildings quickly become outdated. illustrative of this is the increase (in scale) of school 

mergers or cooperatives with after-school child care facilities since the end of the last century. as long as the 

school building is aesthetically pleasing (which often is the case for school buildings dating back to the beginning 

of the last century) and as long as they are located at easily accessible points in the city (which often is not the 

case in new residential areas) then school buildings can be deemed suitable for conversion.26

 

Figure 1.6 Overview on buildingtypes of museums in converted premises 

26 Hek M. and Kamstra J. and Geraedts R.P., Herbestemmingswijzer: Herbestemming van bestaand vastgoed, p. 47-48
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1.5.3. Conversion in relation to the theme of a museum

themes of museums in the netherlands can be divided into 7 categories. these are respectively: art, historical/

archaeological, natural history, technical/transport, maritime/shipping, ethnological and mixed. if we consider 

all registered museums in the netherlands in relation to their theme (fig. 1.7) compared with the number of 

museums located in a converted premises (fig. 1.8) then we see hardly any differences in the percentages. there 

is however a shift in the percentages for intervention and especially designation, which can be seen in fig. 1.9 and 

fig. 1.10 respectively.

Figure 1.7 rmN. in relation to museum theme Figure 1.8 Conversion rmN. to museum theme

Figure 1.9 Intervention rmN. to museum theme Figure 1.10 Designation rmN. to museum theme
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2.1 Introduction

relocation to existing premises can often be a tiresome process in which many deciding factors play a part and 

many individuals are involved. the factors being ‘things’ that the museum will come up against will be dependent 

on, or that it actually has to create. they are necessary items in the process or points that can actually prove 

obstructive during the process. they can turn out to be advantageous for the museum or just as easily turn out to 

be disadvantageous in the conversion project. actors are the various players that the museum will deal with during 

the process. in this chapter the factors and actors will be analysed. before we go into the (f)actors i want to use 

the following paragraphs to explain what the reasons could be for a museum wanting to relocate. and what, in my 

opinion precedes the search for a ‘new’ building and a ‘new’ location; the ‘initiative phase.’

2.2 reason to relocate

there can be many very different reasons for a museum wanting to relocate to a ‘new’ location: 

- ‘a lack of space’ is the most often quoted internal reason.

- ‘the location’ (for example outside the inner city) or ‘the building’ (that no longer suits the desired ambitions 

 or image) are also internal reasons often heard.

- However just as the museum itself may decide that it doesn’t fit in the environment, so the municipality might 

 also have future plans for the area, in which the museum does not fit. 

- it could also be the case that architectural research, repairs and/or restorations of the building are done and it 

 becomes apparent that the building presents a danger to the safety of its visitors. 

- or the building could be named a monument by the state, which will suddenly mean restrictions 

 on the building. 

- and it is also possible that the image of the location deteriorates; that the social control no longer guarantees 

 safety of the public.

 Scryption (museum for written communication) in Tilburg considers the present location unsuitable because it 

 doesn’t offer the opportunity for the museum to professionalise and raise its profile in the city. The museum wants to 

 be rid of its current image, that of a ‘typewriter museum’ it wants a building with its own identity and no longer wants to 

 be the little neighbour of the much larger nature museum next door. The current location, the former garage of the 

 large villa (in which the nature museum is located) lies back from the street, the architecture is in a bad state and the 

 permitted weight on the first floor is far too low. And last the museum is too small spatially to be able to achieve its 

 ambitions and aims.

ChApter 2

(F)ACtorS wIth In ConVerSIon
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 Museum Jan Cunen in Oss wants to move because it is faced with ‘physical limitations.’ “The bottlenecks partly derive 

 from the original function of the building being a residence which is conflicting the museum function: space is limited for 

 providing temporary exhibitions and presenting the collection at the same time […] The status of ‘Rijksmonument’ 

 acquired in 2001, has limited opportunities even further. For example climate and security control are hardly up to 

 adjustment. Moreover, increase of visitornumbers see to it that the villa wears out […]. If Museum Jan Cunen stays 

 within the villa, a decrease in activities is inevitable […] which brings on that visitornumbers will drastically decline and 

 that the good reputation of the Museum in Oss will calve in.”27 Or, liberally translated: the museum is paving the way; 

 with the intention to expand and profile, but the limitations of the villa block the growth. Museum Jan Cunen wants a 

 ‘bigger jacket’, even though this means they have to leave the “pleasant Villa Constance.”

before reaching the conclusion that a museum must relocate, the museum needs to look at whether the desire 

to move comes from the need to solve a problem or the desire to achieve aims and ambitions. in order to do 

so the museum needs to take a critical look at its organisation and its company philosophy and in doing so also 

(re)formulate the desires and demands of the building. in practice this step is often ignored. as was the case for 

scryption and museum Jan Cunen. both places set their sights on a ‘new’ location before the company philosophy 

was written. in the case of scryption a number of aspects of the new museum concept were actually written 

according to the new location. and in the case of museum Jan Cunen the business plan of 2012-2014 was only 

made once a quick scan of the desired future location was made. in my opinion this is disadvantageous for both 

museums as in doing so they rule out other possibilities and above all it is possible that they miss out the intrinsic 

values of their museum. the new museum concept of the scryption and the quick scan of museum Jan Cunen 

on the new location both describe the added value that they create for the city quarter and the city – at the new 

location, yet they don’t ask themselves which value the location offers their museums.28

paragraph 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 will delve into the topic of writing a ‘new’ company philosophy or museumconcept 

(2.2.1) and from this, how to come to pronouncements on architectural aspects on the ‘new’ building and location. 

both paragraphs consist of recommendations mostly my own. 

  

2.2.1 the ‘new’ company philosophy

it is in this ‘initiative phase’ that a museum should take a very critical look at its organisation. this demands a lot 

from the organisation but it is a step that shouldn’t be thought of lightly. a museum should dare to think out of 

the box in order to ensure that the new situation is ‘better’ or in any case, that the new situation takes with it the 

benefits of the museum. re-address all questions in this phase and write a new museumconcept.29

27 Pingen R. (director Museum Jan Cunen) et.al., Onder de sheddaken. Businessplan Museum Jan Cunen in Bergoss 2012-2014, february 2009, p.4

28 One should note that this applies to the first choice of location for the Scryption, the Veemarktkwartier. In the meantime Scryption has set its sights 
on ‘de Spoorzone’, which fits the intrinsic values of the museum much better. Added to this, Scryption at this location would offer an

added value to the city form its own intrinsic values.

29 A museumconcept contains: vision, mission, ambition, aims (short and long term aims) identity/image (differentiation from other museums), profile in 
the market (local/provincial/national/international), stakeholders, subsidy providers/sponsors/target groups/cooperation’s with other parties, municipal 
foundation or independence or private, content, organisation structure (management/board/employees/volunteers), products, services, collection and 

collection policy, education, pr/marketing, type of exhibition on offer, exploitation, possible collaboration projects and strategy. 
For a more detailed description of what all aspects should contain, I refer to various source literatures: American Association of Museums (AAM), 

A higher standard: The museum accreditation handbook; Anderson G. et al., Museum Mission Statements: Building a Distinct Identity; Dexter G., Lord B., 
The manual of museum planning; Kotler N. & Kotler P., Museum Strategy and Marketing: Designing Missions - Building Audiences - Generating 

Revenue and Resources.
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2.2.2 From a company philosophy to pronouncements on the architecture of the future building  

using the written museumconcept the museum can define the desires and demands of accommodation and 

location. these are deducted from the company philosophy because this covers the essential characteristics of 

the museum. and the building should in turn be able to add to or increase the company philosophy in the spatial 

sense. the pronouncements on the desires and demands of the architecture of the building and location are 

described in the physical and subjective programme of desires and demands. the motivation of the physical 

programme of desires and demands (actual space/square meters, routing, daylight, climate demands etc) lies, in 

my opinion, in the subjective desires and demands; in other words the ‘meaning’ of the building. or, as richard 

toon defines it, the “complex symbolism”30 of a building.

James strike writes the following about a programme of desires and demands in his book ‘architecture in 

Conversation’: “This is usually written in a ‘prescriptive’ tone: Library 200 square meters, Educational room 40 

square meters, etc. It would, however be more helpful to produce this brief in a more ‘descriptive form’. This should 

open up with a philosophical statement about the overall intention for the site; it could use such phrases as ‘the 

landscaping and new architecture should strengthen the masculine and authoritative characteristics […], or ‘the 

site will be returned to the eighteenth century “picturesque”’. The designer can then understand the overall aim of the 

new architecture. Similarly, the brief should explain the function and performance of each area rather than giving 

a bland statement of the supposed square meters. The designer is then able to deduce far more from these descriptive 

words, to understand the performance and characteristics required, and to match these to the specially commissioned 

buildings. Research is not just a matter of collecting data, it requires interpretation, and it requires a philosophical 

assessment which gives the data context.”31

in the mission, ambition and aims a number of core terms are formulated. according to the current trends these 

are terms like ‘headstrong’, ‘inspiration’, ‘consciousness’ and ‘meeting place’. but what does ‘headstrong’ mean 

in terms of space? When is a space inspirational for me or for you? How does one ‘create’ a meeting place? the 

art of a translation exercise is that the museum collects the core terms specific to its museum ánd its theme, only 

then they will be apparent in spatial form. a description of the accommodation and location is a summary of ideals. 

all options are open at this stage and it’s not yet about thinking in priorities. it should be a free exercise which 

enables you to think at large and in a visual way about your own environment. this process may be amended at 

any stage and become steadily more concrete in collaboration with the architect. the goal of a translation exercise 

mainly is to create a basis within the organisation; to align the entire museum staff in their thinking because 

a carefully weighed request and sufficient argumentation is what the museum needs to be able to present the 

municipality with for a suitable location. any questions that arise can be answered unambiguously and besides, in 

the later design phase the museum will be able to formulate its desires and demands.

describe the ideal environment. What does it look like? Which functions are present? What happens in this area? 

do you want to be in the vicinity of other museums, do you want to be located in an area where the theme of the 

museum can be supported, strengthened by other functions? do you want to be in an area that is easily accessible 

30 Toon R. ‘Black box sience in black box science centres’ in: Macleod S., Reshaping Museum Space: architecture, design, exhibitions, p.28

31 Strike J., Architecture in Conservation, p. 143
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by public transport, or do you want to be situated in an area that is surrounded by nature or something else? 

describe the ideal route to the museum; what do you pass on the way and what do you see when you leave the 

museum? Which colours do you see and which smells do you smell? Considering your target group: is it important 

that there is an abundance of parking facilities or a bike shed? What can you say about public safety and social 

control? at this point there is no need to take into account the physical form and completion of the city. make sure 

that the ideal situation does not become defined by already existing situations.

describe the ideal accommodation situation. What kind of look and atmosphere does the new accommodation 

have? does the museum want to be in touch with its surroundings? does it want to distance itself from the outside 

world? does it even want to be visible from outside? does the museum have any ideas about categorization/

dividing up the space or even layers/floors in the museum? What are you thinking of: large or intimate, extrovert 

or virtuous, structured or flowing, a unity or fragmented, symmetry, repetition, chaos, closed/open, contrasting/

unified, rhythm, texture, light, sound, smell, colour, material, impressively awesome or human size and proportions, 

neat lines or frivolous/organic. all can be descibed in a pragmatic either abstract manner. 

 Suggestion:

 Let every member of the museum staff team make a collage of the perfect building and the perfect location. Present   

 the collages to the project team. Then make one collage as a team, to come to one unambiguous story. Take care   

 when making the collage to ensure that it projects the mission’s ambition and aims of the museum and not a collection  

 of personal preferences. Hang the collage up in the office so that everyone can familiarise themselves with it. Perhaps   

 hang up two so that the staff can contribute again and get more used to the idea and feel more involved by being able  

 to contribute. Continue to expanding the basis by engagement and transparency throughout the process.

2.3 Availability of buildings

it is very seldom that a user is required to leave the building because ‘someone’ thinks that a museum should be 

located within it. We can rationally assume that the former owners have already left the premises and it is then 

standing empty. due to social and technological changes there are periods of too many empty buildings or in fact a 

scarcity. if a building is to stand empty for a long time this is disadvantageous for the local authority. the property 

is not maintained and can deteriorate, resulting in a bad appearance for the street, area or (city if a number of 

buildings in the area are empty). if they stand empty for a longer period of time they are often bought up by the 

municipality (especially industrial buildings or office buildings) in order to see if they are viable for demolishing 

or indeed whether they should be kept and maintained.

When there is talk of a ‘long vacancy’ the cost of buying up is low. sometimes it is just a ‘symbolic’ amount. 

Combined with the advantages of the building costs (the structure is already up) this is what makes conversion 

such an attractive option. However, long vacancy often goes hand in hand with bad maintenance. building costs 

can be increased severely if a building is in a bad state or if significant changes need to be made to the structure 

to make it suitable for the new function as a museum. in the worst case, the costs could end up higher than a 

new-build project. the same goes for the building planning. because the structure is already there, the building 

plans can be much quicker than new-build, however in cases of conversion the process of pre project investigation 

costs so much time including getting all the correct permits which can result in the parties involved being less 

motivated.
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in the case of museums relocating to decommissioned buildings, it doesn’t necessarily have to mean that the 

building stands empty. it could also be the case that the building is ‘for sale’ or ‘for rent’ whilst the owner is still 

established there. it could come from private ownership; the many residential properties are such an example 

(excluding the palaces and mayoral residencies). on the other hand it could be that a building does not get bought 

up by the municipality but that it is already owned by the government. state, city and town halls, school buildings, 

hospitals and nursing homes and defence buildings for example. a large (amount) and wide (variety) in available 

vacant buildings add to the opportunities for museums to find the ideal building. Yet, never mind how big the 

availability might be, there are always preconditions, as opposed to new build projects in which case all options 

are open. it is then seldom that a building and location fulfill all the demands and desires of the museum; that 

the look of the building fits the aimed for look of the museum; and that the space, natural light, climate control 

and layout of the building exactly fit within those needs and wishes. Conversion means making concessions, and 

being very patient.

2.4 municipalities and museums

according to the statistics of the ‘Centraal bureau voor de statistiek’32 museums in the netherlands can be divided 

into the following legal definitions:

17% government institutions

77% foundation/society/association

8% other

it should be noted that this refers to all museums in the netherlands and not specifically the registered museums 

(of which i do not have any figures). i assume that these percentages are roughly the same for the registered 

museums. this thesis focuses on the museums that fall under the term foundation/association. in relation to 

accommodation there are three reasons for this: 

 1. they are dependent on the subsidies from municipalities and third parties and therefore the least ‘free’ to 

  operate as they wish. 

 2. they are dependent on the museum policy of a municipality. 

 3. they are dependent on the future plans and vision of the municipality in the various areas.

a foundation can be a municipal service or an independent foundation. both are structurally subsidised by the 

city in many ways. in the case of accommodation, this can be divided into two types. there is either incidental 

subsidy of the building costs: restoration, renovation and adaptation of the museum functions. or the city hands 

out an annual subsidy related to the accommodation costs. in most cases the museum rents the building from 

the municipality. this subsidy is deducted from the rental cost (the museum doesn’t actually receive the money). 

rental costs can be very low, sometimes even symbolic, especially when a building happens to be property of the 

municipality.

Financial dependency means limitations in the fulfillment of the most desirable building and location. if there is a 

lack of potential buildings it can be very difficult for a museum to negotiate with the municipality. this can end up 

in ‘political games’. the museum must be steadfast and be able to implement a solid strategy to be able to attain a 

32 Central Bureau of Statistics (2005, latest numbers)
http://statline.cbs.nl/StatWeb/publication/?VW=T&DM=SLNL&PA=70692ned&HD=090603-1552&HDR=G2&STB=T,G1 (checked on the 2nd of June 2009)
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‘monopoly position’ with the city. in the past it was frequently the case that museums were content with a building 

that they were appointed by the municipality.

 Museum Maluku in Utrecht: “The building consists of two houses that originate from circa 1900. To accommodate the 

 museum a section was added (entrance, foyer, and theatre). It still has original elements such as a mantelpiece, a safe, 

 wine cellar. It is less suited as a museum building because there is a lack of storage space (depot) and because we fall 

 under the heritage/enlisted buildings act and we cannot make changes as easily.”33

the museum should use its position as player in the cultural offering of the city as a pawn. it is after all “the 

cultural identity of a city and town […] strongly determined by cultural facilities, including museums. […] They 

largely determine the image and attractiveness of a city for tourists and companies.”34 a good connection with the 

municipality is advantageous for the museum, in all respects. a lack of vacant buildings does not even have to be 

a big problem, as a good mutual understanding will lead to both parties being open to each others wishes and 

demands. the position of the museum works to its advantage when the market share is suited better than its 

former function; when a building and location come so close to the wishes and demands of the museum and fit 

within the development plan and future vision of the city. in an ideal situation municipality and museum approach 

the process of re-location together.

 Scryption has been discussing possible accommodation in the city centre for ten years, in an area at which the 

 municipality plans a cultural cluster (Veemarktkwartier). Five floors are being built on top of an already existing parking 

 garage and will offer space to three non-profit organisations (including Scryption) and commercial, creative companies. 

 Scryption will  be located on the ground floor of the parking garage. Or will it? There have been a number of civil 

 servants in charge of dealing with this portfolio over the years. The investor engaged in the project sees little winst in the 

 cultural organisations and wants to remove Scryption from the publics view. The municipality makes a term of 

 participation that the cultural organsations must cooperate with one and other and it takes some time before there is 

 a unanimous agreement. And the municipality demands that Scryption adjusts its company philosophy before being 

 welcome to join. The latter has taken place, Scryption has even implemented the museumconcept in the present 

 location already in order to experiment. However, it doesn’t help, there is no support form within the city authority. 

 Therefor the museum is concentrating on creating support with its stakeholders and collaborations with external parties 

 with the aim of raising the support within the city authority so that they may be able to look for another location in the 

 future. 

 The municipality of Oss is proud of its rich cultural offerings. The amount on offer is fine and that’s how the authority 

 wants to keep it. When writing the ‘Policy vision for museums in Oss 2007-2010 the Museum Jan Cunen gives 

 consent and makes recommendations. The municipality reports that the responsibility of the museum lies entirely 

 with the municipality. After renovation and restoration the Rijskdienst voor Monumentenzorg sees to it that an analysis 

 is carried out to find out the specific points of difficulty. The report includes the following: “We want to research in 

 what way we can help the museum to improve its functioning. To be able to process the increasing visitornumbers and 

33 Mail contact with mevr. drs W.H.M. Wigard, Informationmanagement Museum Maluku, 29th of May 2009 (with permission)

34 Mensch P. van, Handboek Cultuurbeleid. Musea
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 to stimulate the museum opportunities the time has come to consider accomodation issues within these policy 

 perceptions. Relocation to another premises in Oss might be considered a possibility. In 2007 we want this option to be 

 drawn up in a designstudy, including financial consequences.”35 When the factory halls of the former carpet factory 

 Bergoss are procured by the municipality in 2007 they ask external advisor Berns Museum Management in Arnhem 

 to carry out a quick scan to look at the possibilities and costs of relocation of Museum Jan Cunen at this very location. 

 Next, external advisor LAGroup Leisure & Arts Consulting in Amsterdam is requested to further develop 

 the quick scan “in the field of collaborations, finances and the accomodation itself (program of demands, spatial 

 program and urban planning).”36 LAGroup advises Museum Jan Cunen to write a business plan for the period 2012-

 2014. The fact that not only the municipality, but also the museum, is positively engaged in the choice of a new location 

 becomes apparent in the description they provide in their business plan. “The new accomodation will provide an impulse 

 which joins up with the growth and development the museum has in mind: a good equiped museum that due to its 

 program and top-location can continu its succes and can contribute to the development of the city centre of Oss.”37 

 The plans are under development and municipality and museum are working together. What is apparent is that the 

 municipality is taking the accommodation problem very seriously and thus taking initiative in the development.

 In 1989 the Machine museum in Zwolle is established by a group of enthusiastic volunteers. The museum that 

 collects large machines (that it wants to present to the public in use) soon requires more space and at the same time 

 the organisation needs to become professional. In 2008 an attempt is made at a new location (in an industrial hall, 

 former storage and collection location of DHL package service) outside the centre of Zwolle. The factory hall is equipped 

 with the necessary public functions and the big machines are brought in through the existing large sliding doors. At 

 the beginning of 2009 the museum opens to the general public, albeit sporadically. It is a sort of test case for the 

 (mostly) volunteers that run the museum. It leads to the new situation in which the museum envisages being open to 

 the public six days a week. Project manager Jaep van Dijk was taken on to professionalise the museum. He has lots of 

 experience with organisations, finances and ‘sparring’ with politicians. In his opinion “a strategy is important. For 

 example, this museum was first located in a small space and was run by volunteers. Now it’s housed in a municipal 

 premises. We are expected to leave in 10 years.” Jaep already knew it was a temporary accommodation at the time the 

 museum was offered the building. He has a long term strategy: when it’s time for the museum to move, Jaep will tell the 

 municipality “it’s a municipal premises and so we expect you to take care of a new location.” According to Jaep the 

 choice of this location was based on investment in getting further ahead in the future. “It’s like playing draughts. The 

 museum makes a move and the local authority makes a move. You make big plans and many of them don’t work out as 

 such because of money and political games, which leaves you disappointed. But you have to keep juggling and make 

 sure you don’t end up in a dead-end situation. You have to like the game otherwise you should probably find another 

 job.”38

35 Gemeente Oss (Paul Spanjaard), Beleidsvisie musea in de gemeente Oss 2007-2010, february 2007, p.12

36 LaGroup Leisure & Arts Consulting, Eindnotitie Uitwerking van de herhuisvesting van Museum Jan Cunen, december 2008, p.3 

37 Pingen R. (director Museum Jan Cunen) et.al., Onder de sheddaken. Businessplan Museum Jan Cunen in Bergoss 2012-2014, february 2009, p.5

38 Interview by telephone with Jaep van Dijk, projectmanager of the Machinemuseum in Zwolle, 29 may 2009 (with permission)
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2.5 basis

basis is a core term in the process of conversion, specifically a solid basis within the organisation and management, 

but also from the part of the local authority (municipal council, aldermen and especially the alderman for culture). 

in an ideal situation the basis develops during the process. this can for example still be advantageous after the 

opening if the museum wants to partake in collaboration projects with the municipality with regards to city 

marketing or if the municipality supports working together with other cultural or social organisations. a solid 

framework doesn’t just have to be built with the local authority, the museum needs to strive for a basis with all the 

museum stakeholders. investors,39 subsidy providers and sponsors, neighbours/residents and companies of the 

new location (because any opposition from them can seriously delay the process and won’t promote the desired 

image of the museum in the future), target groups, (potential) parties with whom the museum will work together 

and with parties that the museum is involved in during the whole process.

2.6 Finances

in an ideal situation money is no issue; unfortunately we cannot assume this. Finances will always be an important 

factor in the process. Financial advantages of conversion in building costs and accommodation costs have already 

been mentioned in the above paragraphs. despite this there can also be financial drawbacks, for example if there 

aren’t enough financiers to be able to implement the new museum concept to all degrees and demands. or if, for 

example, not all costs surrounding the renovation/restoration can be covered by the municipality. this can work 

out badly for the construction of the museum functions; a cut might be made in further extensions to the existing. 

it costs less to renovate something that already exists and to reuse it rather than transform the whole and add 

totally new elements. in some cases the disadvantages can be turned around, and sometimes limitations turn out 

to be challenges that surprisingly deliver ‘gifts’. despite the fact that a museum will always depend on financial 

possibilities, in this thesis i argue the point that the financial means should not be the leading factor in a process 

of (re)location.40

39 Nowadays we regularly see that a museum makes up part of a larger whole, ‘cultureclusters’ are a trend of the 21st century. A variety of organisations 
(a museum quarter or art and culture cluster or a cluster of social organisations) are most common. In case of a large project with lots of organisations 

involved a private invester/projectdeveloper is often engaged to financially support (and with that gain profits from) the project. 
The museum is expected to cooperate with the other organisations.

40 Recommended literature regarding financial aspects are: Dexter Lord G. & Lord B., The Manual of Museum Planning; Voort T. van der et. al., 
Transformaties van kantoorgebouwen: Thema’s, actoren, instrumenten en projecten; Hek M. and Kamstra J. and Geraedts R.P., 

Herbestemmingswijzer: Herbestemming van bestaand vastgoed
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3.1 Introduction

“A central branch of metaphysics is ontology, the investigation into what types of things there are in the world and 

what relations these things bear to one another. The metaphysician […] attempts to clarify the notions by which people 

understand the world, including existence, objecthood, property, space, time, causality, and possibility.”41

as well as physical and financial pre-conditions there are also emotive, or subjective pre-conditions related to 

a building up to conversion. in metaphysical terms these can be described as the ‘essential characteristics’ of a 

building. in greek the word meta means ‘after,’ metaphysics literally means ‘that which comes after the physical.’ 

in metaphysical terms the material of a building is an essential characteristic, if it is in relation to itself and the 

building. in other words: wooden red coloured doorframes are an essential characteristic of a building if they 

are specific to the building; if they actually make up what the building ‘is’; if they are for example related to the 

function and use of the building; or if they add another layer of meaning to the building. Just as we can describe 

every building as a metaphysical entity, we can also do so with every museum, for the company philosophy contains 

the essential characteristics of a museum. if a museum wants to (re)locate to a premises ready for conversion, in 

metaphysical terms this means that there are two forms of essential characteristic types coming together; new 

characteristics, conditions and relations are created that together make a new ‘it.’

the introduction of chapter 1 describes the primary function of a museum building being ‘accommodation’ with 

a service purpose. put differently, the metaphysical characteristics of the building are subjugated to the museum 

function. However if an already existing building, up for conversion, reaches a high status in its subjective values, 

the building is seldom placed in an inferior position in relation to its new function. it is exactly this paradox that 

makes conversion projects difficult.

in this chapter this paradox will be tackled from a museological point of view; the building as a museum object. 

Within museology there are various aspects that are considered when looking at a museum object. is it justifiable 

to musealise an object, with the result that the object will be placed (with)out its original context? Which values 

does an object have? and how are these judged? When to act ethically responsible? and which statements are 

made about the authenticity of an object? during the ‘defenition phase’ of a relocation project, abovementioned 

ChApter 3

SubjeCtIVe juStIFICAtIon:

the buIldIng AS A muSeum objeCt

41 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaphysics (checked on the 20th of July 2010)
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questiones should be considerd concerning the ‘new’ building. this chapter will look at which items the museum 

needs to be aware of when making a solid decision on the suitability of a building and location; when is the choice 

subjectively justified?

3.2 de-contextualisation 

Within museology de-contextualisation often refers to the phenomenon of taking an object out of its original 

context to place it within a museumcontext, so it becomes a museumobject. or as susan Crane states: “collected 

or conserved objects are frozen in the moment of their most emblematic value – of singularity, of implementation, or 

representativeness – and denied their naturel, or intended, decadent life span.”42 in case of conversion, the original 

function of the building is banished, declared dead and doesn’t get the chance to develop any further. a double 

phenomenon arises in conversion projects: the museum wants to preserve, manage and present its objects in a 

‘new’ context and at the same time it wants to preserve, manage and present the building with a ‘new’ context in 

it. 

this phenomenon doesn’t fit in the movement of new museology which starts around 1970. one of the most 

important thoughts of this movement, is that our heritage should only be saved and presented in the case that it 

“has a (living) function.”43 or more explicitly, they are “meaningful only in their ecological and cultural contexts.”44  

However if the netherlands has one steam engine museum is it then required to keep all other steam machine 

factories in the netherlands preserved as such; in a ‘static’ and ‘plastic’ situation? Can we not decommission 

the other buildings and let them grow ‘dynamically’ with the area? in my opinion it is exactly this development 

of our cultural identity that shows a realistic image of society and its heritage. or is it justified, considering 

new museology does not place heritage centrally, but the identity of a community that is formed by the entire 

“landscape, material and immaterial culture?” is the community allowed to convert architectural heritage, as long 

as it is not a museum, in which objects are presented outside of their original context?

the theoretical discussion of new museology does play a role in the large increase of intervention as accommodation 

in the netherlands as of 1980. on the other hand it does not implement a decrease in conversion. Just the opposite 

in fact, as in practic social and technological developments ensure an increase. it even gets more attention from 

the architectural sector nowadays. architect Hubert-Jan Henket (Henket & partners architecten and professor of 

architecture at the technische universiteit delft) wants to encourage the new generation of architects to explore 

a new approach and vision on design and does this in offering students masterclasses at the technical university 

(tu) in delft. as well as this the tu delft has the knowledge centre ®mit. their research programme consists of 

three working areas: modification, intervention, and transformation. in the field of transformation (conversion) 

they research quality control and process management; they develop methods and techniques; and they offer 

design research and advice in the form of master planning. 

Within the museum sector there is another line of thought developing alongside new museology. nowadays the 

museum wants to move away from the ‘sole copyright on the truth.’ “The viewers and their potential perceptions 

42 Crane S. ‘The Conundrum of Ephemerality: Time, Memory, and Museums’ in A Companion to Museum Studies, p. 99
 

43 Mensch P. van, ‘Nieuwe museologie: Identiteit of erfgoed’ in: Laarse R. van der, Bezeten van vroeger: Erfgoed, identiteit en musealisering, p. 187

44 Mensch P. van, ‘Annotating the environment: Heritage and new technologies’ in: Nordisk Museologi 2005 (2), p. 17
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are now taken into account; they become part of the ensemble and are challenged to express their own perfectionist, 

judgements and emotions.”45 this grows, (also thanks to the information age), into one of the current trends: 

making cross-overs in all sorts of disciplines. the current generation of visitors is continuously surprised by his/

her daily environment; the visitor expects nothing less and above all wants to decide by himself which of the 

wide variety on offer he will take in. “Freed from given definitions and interpretational frameworks, individual 

subjects seek to assert their right to see things and history in their own way.”46 in response the museum doesn’t 

just present its exhibition themes from different perspectives but also presents these in unexpected settings and 

arrangements. it is especially the accommodation type conversion which suits this angle of presenting museum 

themes in an unexpected and surprising setting. Conversion is, as it were, being ‘used’ to emphasise a 21st century 

museum; having abandoned the ‘sole copyright on the truth’.

3.3 determining value

objects belonging to a collection are part of our material or immaterial heritage. but before they are included in 

a collection they undergo a process of ‘musealisation’. peter van mensch, head of the department of ‘master in 

museology’ at the reinwardt academy provides the following description: “The transfer of objects from one sphere 

to the other creates a special sector of our material environment, identified as heritage. Two key-terms are worth 

mentioning here: “musealisation” and “museality”. Both terms are coined by the Czech museologist Zbynek Stránský. 

In case of museums “musealisation” means the conceptual and usually also physical transfer of objects from the 

“primary context” to the “museological conext”. “Museality” refers to the meanings attributed to objects which cause 

the process of musealisation.”47 peter van mensch used the following model to illustrate the above:

Figure 3.1 Peter van Mensch, Musealisation

45 Beier-de Haan R., ‘Re-staging Histories and Identities’ in: A companion to Museum Studies (chapter 12, p. 193)

46 Beier-de Haan R., ‘Re-staging Histories and Identities’ in: A companion to Museum Studies (chapter 12, p. 187)

47 Mensch P. van, ‘Museology and Management: enemies or friends? Current tendencies in theoretical museology and museum
management in Europe’ in: E. Mizushima (red.), Museum management in the 21st century, (pp. 3-19)
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the ‘documentary values’ in fig. 3.1 are the preconditions connected to a building; the reasons for the property 

being spared demolition and for wanting to convert. Within the definition phase of a relocation project the 

museum should regard the building as a museum object. not with a view of judging it as ‘heritage’ as a part of the 

collection, but for four other reasons:

 1. to be able to determine its suitability as accommodation

 2. to test the attainability (adaption of museum functions). 

 3. to take ownership of the building. if it is going to become the new location, the museum needs to become 

  the expert on it.

 4. to remain a step ahead of the design and realisation phase; to discover the advantages and disadvantages 

  of the building.

3.3.1 Subjective examination

in 2001 the ‘Commonwealth of australia on behalf of the Heritage Collections Council’ published the significance 

methodology. “Significance defines the meanings and values of an item or collection through research and analysis, 

and by assessment against a standard set of criteria.”48 since then the version has been updated and is called 

significance 2.0. (appendix 3). the bulletin is also used outside of australia, for example at the reinwardt academy, 

as course material. 

in the netherlands a building history examination is usually done using the ‘guidelines building History 

examination.’49 these guidelines are relevant in cases of buildings with (possible) heritage value. it should be noted 

that the owner/commissioner of the project is responsible for the extent of the examination and the initiation of 

the project. in some cases the owner/commissioner will suffice an inventory or preliminary exam: details are 

collected, but no thorough research. the most thorough and extensive research is presented in the form of a 

‘report of decomposition of the historical construction, paired with a valuation’ (appendix 4). 

based on the significance 2.0 method (object), guidelines building History examination (building) and some 

more related methodologies within the architecture discourse50 i have designed a matrix, which makes it possible 

for the museum to rate the subjective values on positive and negative preconditions. this matrix can be used 

in addition to a quick scan or a feasibility study. an important difference here is that a quick scan or feasibility 

study is carried out by external parties, for example experts, and the matrix should (partially) be filled out by 

the museum itself. by doing this, the museum is forcing itself – and external parties such as the municipality and 

experts – to regard the research from the point of intrinsic values of the museum. the matrix works two ways. 

it will provide the museum a score in number and colour from which the suitability of the building and location 

can be determined. moreover it provides the museum insight in the aspects on which it can negotiate with itself 

and the municipality on priorities, since it maps out all the subjective aspects that have to be taken into account. 

a grounded decision on the suitability of the building and the location is a game in which the subjective values 

48 http://significance.collectionscouncil.com.au/ (Checked on the 29th of June 2009)

49 Hoeve van der and Kamphuis, Richtlijnen Bouwhistorisch Onderzoek, Rijksgebouwendienst (Rijksdienst voor de monumentenzorg (RdMz), VROM/
Rijksgebouwendienst (Rgd), Stichting Bouwhistorie Nederland (SBN) en Stichting Historisch Boerderij Onderzoek (SHBO), The Hague 2000

50 Hek M. van, ‘de herbestemmingswijzer’, Voordt T. van der, Transformatie van kantoorgebouwen: de ‘Leegstandrisicometer’ (pp. 374-381) and the 
‘Transformatiepotentiemeter’ (pp. 382-398), Gerraedts R. and Voordt T. van der, the ‘Transformatiemeter voor kerkgebouwen’ (pp. 417- 429), 

Vlist N. van der, ‘Cultuurhistorische waardemeter’ (440-451) Beers B.J., ‘een lijst met veertig beoordelingscomponenten’, and Schrieken B. J. ‘Geloof in 
transformatie... of toch de kogel door de kerk?’ (pp. 430-439) 
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and the practical conditions are put side by side and realistic considerations are made. in ‘the manual of museum 

planning’ ted silberberg writes the following in the chapter ‘selecting a site’: “A high-quality museum in a poor 

location will attract more visitors than a poor-quality museum in a great location.” 51

51 Silberberg T., ‘Selecting a Site’ in: The Manual of Museum Planning, p. 331
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column 1 value allotment   total column 1  

very positive value 4  29 - 57 little value  

positive value 3  58 - 87 average value 

negative value 2  88 - 116 much value 

very negative value 1    

not relevant -    

     

column 2 flexibility   total column 2  

not open to change 4  29 - 57 very flexible 

change up to discussion 3  58 - 87 flexible 

change required 2  88 - 116 not flexible 

change a pre-condition 1    

not relevant -    

     

column 3 score   total column 3  

sum column 1 X column 2   29-174 little value = very flexible    

if -, note value column 1 or 2   175-318 average value = flexible    

   319-464 much value = not flexible    

        

column 4 pre-conditions        

positive pre-condition        

negative pre-condition        

subject for discussion        

        

column 5 weighing factor        

not of importance 0       

light weight 1       

heavy weight 2       

        

column 6 score   total column 6     

sum column 4 X column 5   green more then   red  and orange  very suitable 

   green more then   red orange as counterweight suitability up to discussion

   green less then   red orange as counterweight suitability up to discussion

   green less then   red and orange  not suitable
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the left column states five conditions and their comparative conditions:

Social-cultural values concerns the different subjective values that are allocated by former users, neighbours, 

owners, or even on national level the inhabitants of a country concerning the extrior/interior as well as parts of 

both. 

Architectural/construction values concerns the physical appearance of the building, exterior/interior, and 

visible or invisible elements. 

landscape/urban planning conditions concerns the location and the exterior of the building in the urban 

design plan of a city or part of it. 

Architectural/construction conditions concerns the fysical quality of the building. 

policy conditions concerns the future urban planning on the area (not of importance to the expert on the building)

the top row will be filled in by three different parties: 

Value allotment on each condition should be determined in a construction report. thus the expert bureau that 

has been charged with carrying out the construction report (in the case of a monument, the heritage association) 

fills in this column. 

Flexibility will be determined by the owner/commissioner. this is to make understandable to what extent 

importance is placed with the appointed values and to what extent they are open to changes/amendments in 

accommodating the new museum function. this is of importance especially when the building belongs to the 

local authority or government in connection with policy plans and urban planning (in the case of a monumental 

building this column will be little different from the first column). 

pre-conditions will be filled in by the museum, using the (new or revised) company philosophy. to what extent 

is a precondition is positive or negative issue for the museum?

weighing factor will also be filled in by the museum, using the (new or revised) company philosophy. to what 

degree is a precondition a deciding factor in judging the suitability of the building and location?

Score
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3.3.2 detailed examination

if a solid choice has been made on the suitability of a building and location, then a look at the suitability of the 

building and location on a more detailed level is what follows. an architect will ‘fit in’ the program of demands of 

the museum in a spatial sketch. the spatial sketch visually shows how the identity of the museum and the identity 

of the building could relate to one another. Here a big advantage of conversion is that the drawings are an addition 

to the existing building, something in which you can already sense the atmosphere. in the case of newly-built 

developments we only have the architect’s ground plan drawings and 3d sketches. You can imagine the intended 

atmosphere, but it can’t be experienced yet. this also goes for the routing and organisation of the spaces inside, in 

other words the space syntax of the building. nevertheless i am of the opinion that a spatial sketch only provides 

a correct image once the subjective values of a building are taken into regard. only then does a museum have an 

impression of the influence that the physical qualities and subjective emotive qualities of the building can have 

on presenting the theme/contextual story of the museum. this may seem a very black/white statement. and many 

museums are of the opinion that using museum presentations can influence this problem, or in fact override it. 

but it is in fact these values that seem to bring the negative aspects of the accommodation to the forefront in 

hindsight, when the building is already in use, and are the least easy to adapt/fix. above all the museum has a 

responsibility toward society (as it does with any museum object) in management, upkeep and accessibility of the 

building. the museum respectfully deals with the assigned values. should it ignore these, it will lead to tension 

with stakeholders (from subsidy donors to neighbours of the building). all this leading to a non-conducive process 

in conversion and additionally negative pr for the museum.

When making a spatial sketch many questions arise: is there synergy between the museum and the building? is 

the amount of useable m2 sufficient to cater for all functions? is the existing layout ideal or does a lot need to be 

changed? Which values of the museum now appear? With how much respect can one look at the building? Where 

are the possibilities and limitations? What is, in estimation, the measure of interventions necessary? if there is talk 

of a combination of functions and therefore future collaborative parties, how can these become related? Chapter 

4 will further delve into these questions. especially on how a museum can take a view on these matters. 

in this phase of the process financial aspects also arise. What are the financial figures of a proposal/sketch, 

foundation costs (renovation and new-build)? How do the financial figures stand in relation to the exploitation 

of the museum? a longlist of potential financiers will be made, as well as a risk analysis, and together with the 

municipality a rough plan for the design process and the realisation phase. there are various sources of literature52  

that go into detail of the physical and financial aspects, this thesis will not further go into these. the following 

paragraphs will further look at which other aspects, from a museums perspective, can be influential on the 

subjective justification of accommodation in the form of conversion. 

52 Dexter G., Lord B., The manual of museum planning; Hek M. and Kamstra J. and Geraedts R.P., Herbestemmingswijzer: Herbestemming van bestaand 
vastgoed; Voort T. van der et. al., Transformaties van kantoorgebouwen: Thema’s, actoren, instrumenten en projecten; Franz G., An empirical approach to the 

experience of architectural space, Dissertation Max Planck; Macleod S., Reshaping Museum Space: Architecture, Design, Exhibitions
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3.4 ethics

Within the museum discourse there is ample discussion on ethical issues linked to museum objects. are they, 

for example, only worth procuring if they are a valuable addition to the collection? Has the object been obtained 

illegally? How does the museum deal with restitution? or how does the museum deal with collecting organic 

material? in regarding the building as an object all of these issues are irrelevant. there is another issue at stake. is 

it ethically responsible to place a museum theme within the previous context (function and user) of the building?

Join in a waltz, sing a folk song, dance to musical vibes from istanbul and enjoy cabaret and belly dancers: or listen 

to the tunes of dJ isis.53 these are examples of activities that we can find in a museum, we aren’t even surprised 

anymore. and in the tolerant society of the netherlands, we are not even surprised if these activities take place in a 

former church, now functioning as a museum. often church councils are seen as ‘rigid’ when confronted with the 

decision of converting their building. they are looked down on if they would rather see the church demolished 

than have it change its function to house entertaining events. i can’t disagree with those church councils when 

looking at it from their perspective. 

3.5 Authenticity

architectural heritage is mainly preserved when it is awarded value by: former users, neighbouring residents, an 

entire community or even the entire population. it is then also to these people that the museum owes a certain 

responsibility. does it make a difference for them if the ‘true’ historical story of the building is being told, or if, 

by means of transformation, an idyllic fairytale develops? the manner, in which museums deal with this, varies 

greatly. often authenticity is high on the agenda. before moving into the building the premises is renovated/

restored as responsibly as possible to its original state and museum functions and presentations are placed with 

minimum interferences. but in some cases the historical reality is hard to find.

during three museum visits to, respectively the bakery museum de oude bakkerij in medemblik, museum Joure 

in Joure and the stedelijk museum Kampen in Kampen, i put myself in the position of a typical museum visitor. 

to be able to gain an insight in to what is intelligible, regarding authenticity. Can the visitor literally see this? Can 

he visually deduce this from the architecture and museum presentations? or does he need to depend on his own 

frame of reference?

 On the facade of the bakery museum De Oude Bakkerij in Medemblik is a neon sign projecting: ‘Union – bonbons, 

 chocolade, cacao –, Ringers – bonbons, chocolade –.’ This is where we need to be? On stepping inside the doorbell 

 rings and we step into a bakery shop from grandma’s time. If you buy a ‘speculaas’ cake you pay with the lady behind 

 the counter and if you want to visit the museum you also pay with the lady but then at the cash register in the left 

 side of the shop. When we walk behind the screens of the shop into the first museum space we find ourselves in a small 

 space that was possibly the living quarters of the baker? In the next room we see the bakery, on the left a large 

 workspace behind it a baker making cookies and an oven and on the right a pile of baking trays. Continuing on we see 

 more piles of bakers appliances: biscuit tins, whisks and machines. Spruced up with plastic flower pieces. Did the 

53 Respectivily you can hear the automatic playing instruments in the former local church in Utrecht, which now houses the ‘Nationaal Museum van 
Speelklok tot Pierement’. During the Museumnight in 2006 a variaty of swinging activities is provided in the ‘Ottoman Lounge’ in the ‘Nieuwe Kerk’ in 

Amsterdam, as part of the temporary exhibition ‘Istanbul, de Stad en de Sultan’. And during this same museumnight DJ Isis presents her dance repertoire 
at the attic that houses a hidden church in ‘Museum Ons’ Lieve Heer op Solder’ in Amsterdam.  
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 bakery used to look like this? In the attic we find certificates, bonbon and chocolate letter moulds, sugared figures and 

 grand dolls dressed in female bakers’ clothes? Written on a beer mat we see that the book underneath is for sale in the 

 shop. We also see three large workspaces with tables and chairs offering space to visitors who are decorating cookies. 

 And when we continue on downstairs through the space behind the living quarters (it’s obvious by the objects that both 

 this space and the attic originally were not part of the shop or living quarters) we find to our great surprise a large steam 

 machine. What is this machine doing in an old bakery? We ask the ‘head baker’. “This steam machine is here because 

 this space, behind the living quarters of the cigar shop and the salesmans livingquarters, used to house a carpenters 

 factory, the steam machine was used, among other purposes, to power the saw machine.” Cigar shop? Carpenters 

 factory? So it wasn’t a bakery originally? “No, the shop, living space and factory have been connected to one another 

 because the museum located here and the attic and toilet facilities have been added.” The baker tells us much more 

 about the museum and about himself and we realise that in him we have found the ultimate piece in the museum 

 collection. 

 In Joure we visit Museum Joure. It’s a complex of seven industrial buildings of which one lies slightly further away from 

 the others. The museum entrance has obviously been built on to the main building as it greatly differs in use of material. 

 The introductory text of the first museum space tells us that we are in the former warehouse annex factory hall of the 

 company Douwe Egberts. Excluding one corner of the space in which a coffee bean roaster stands, the room is filled 

 with objects related to the consumption and production of coffee, tea and tobacco. In the attic there is a collection of 

 shells, birds, butterflies, minerals, in short: anything relating to nature. Slightly confused by the presentation of this 

 theme we walk back downstairs and outside. A small path takes us to the entrance of a very small farm. In the entrance 

 hall we read that we are now in the double workers house where Egbert Douwes was born. But the sign also tells us 

 the following: ‘on the occasion of the 200 year celebration the Douwe Egberts family decided to deconstruct and rebuild 

 the house formerly on the Bramerstraat in Idskenshuizen, which was going to be demolished,  as authentically as 

 possible in the museum garden in Joure.’ Another sign tells us that both interiors give a good impression of the living 

 situation in the old days. In the house opposite we can read that it has been furnished as a ‘sunday’s farmer room’ at 

 the front of the house and the other half of the house is in the style of the first half of the 18th century. The informative 

 signs in the third premises tell us that we are in what was originally a tanners, that in 1854 became used by a brass 

 founders – however in the museum’s exhibition we can see the workspace of a tanner. The following building shows a 

 reconstruction of a gold- and silversmith and the workspace of a clockmaker. The upstairs houses an overview 

 exhibition of bakery paraphernalia. On the façade of the last building it says: ‘Metal work factory – 1854 – 1911 – 

 Keverling’. Inside is a work space, showing the old custom of brass founder. The original work bench takes pride of 

 place and around it are all sorts of attributes, models and finished products. A film which was made in this location 

 shows us the process. In a second space in the building we find a museum exhibition of graphical printing machines 

 and the last space houses a printing press.

 On a sunny sunday afternoon we visit the recently re-opened Stedelijk Museum Kampen. The Old Town hall which is 

 where the museum is located consists of two connected buildings in two different architectural styles. Later on the 

 museum website I read that the left part dates from ca. 1350 and is erected in ‘Nederrijnse Gotiek’ and that the right side 

 was rebuilt in 1543 in Renaissance style, because it was this section of the Old Town hall that was damaged by a fire.54

54 www.stedelijkemuseakampen.nl/smk/stedelijkmuseum/meer/geschiedenis.asp (checked on the 16th of June 2009)
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 The lady at the desk informs us that we’d be best off starting our visit on the second floor because the history of the 

 city is presented there. An authentic yet very new in appearance stairway takes us to the top floor of the building. As 

 we open the heavy door we find the exhibition on the city of Kampen. The ceiling is decorated with blue light which 

 adds a mystical atmosphere. Screens used for the museum exhibition hide the original architecture but in some places 

 give us a view outside. The next room presents the theme ‘polder boards’ (a theme typical of the area), in the same 

 style of design. We take the stairs - a modern staircase (not original, we can tell by the material used) to the first floor 

 and turn (right) into the oldest part of the Old City Hall. The architecture is authentic right into the last detail, including 

 the furniture. This room has no museum items; it completely is a museum item. Ouside in the modern corridor we really 

 realise that we were just standing in a very old space, we are now standing in a very new space and we’ll enter 

 something in between (as we could already tell from the exterior of the building). In the next room screens have been 

 placed in front of two of the walls and the floor is covered with soft black carpeting (as is the entire building including 

 the original staircase, excluding the council hall). The ceiling and the other two walls show the original architecture, 

 including the mirror above the mantelpiece and a large painting on the long wall. The following rooms repeat the box-in-

 a-box construction (screens in front of walls as on the floor above). Here again the ceilings are decorated with orange 

 and blue lighting. The screens, generally black and smooth surfaced, display portraits of prominent individuals. Some 

 panels are covered with graphic prints, indicating a themed collection. Other places are given enough space for a 

 display case with objects. These rooms have cut outs in the screens to uncover the original mantelpiece. On the 

 downstairs floor we visit another space in which a temporary exhibition is presented. In contrast to all other rooms this 

 space is painted wholly white and the semi-transparent window covering allows us to look outside and allows daylight 

 in. The spatial layout gives us a good impression of the contrast but because everything is white we can’t, unfortunately, 

 sense the authentic atmosphere of the space. To finish up we have a cup of coffee in the modernly designed café and at 

 the entrance desk we ask what’s behind the closed door under the old council hall. “That’s the marriage ceremony hall, 

 it’s not open to the public, unless you and your partner…”

When visiting the old bakery the visitor is surely tested. Can he distinguish between “historical reality” and 

“historical fiction?”55 the objects may be authentic and therefore a historical representation of the bakers life. but 

the setting is an orchestrated context and therefore fictitious. the story is presented in a “hyper realistic”56 setting. 

tourists, or the romantics among us, will assume that the ‘corner bakers shop’ was always here. in any case this 

could rub the wrong way with inhabitants of medemblik as they have been buying their bread at the baker at the 

other end of the street and in fact they used to buy their cigars here. 

museum Joure very clearly presents what is authentic and what is museum interpretations or has been added, this 

goes for the building as does the museum presentations. mainly by using the following syntax in the explanatory 

texts: ‘impression’, ‘arranged’, ‘dealing with’, ‘as authentic as possible’, ‘museum presentation’, ‘reconstruction’, 

‘incorporated in’. the visitor is not given the freedom to make up his own truth regarding the authenticity of the 

objects and presentations. 

the stedelijk museum Kampen hardly uses any informative texts. they make clear what is authentic to the building 

55 Mensch P. van, ‘Tussen narratieve detaillering en authenticiteit. Dilemma’s van een contextgeoriënteerde ethiek’ in: Interieurs belicht 
(jaarboek Rijksdienst voor de monumentenzorg), Zwolle-Zeist 2001, p. 46-55

56 “In an essay in 1984 Umberto Eco wrote about this new way of telling stories. ‘Travel in the hyper reality is what he called the visitor’s experience. 
The ‘totally real’ identifies with the ‘totally unreal’. The absolute unreality pretends to be truly present.” Mensch P. van, ‘Tussen narratieve detaillering en 

authenticiteit. Dilemma’s van een contextgeoriënteerde ethiek’ in: Interieurs belicht (jaarboek Rijksdienst voor de monumentenzorg), p. 46-55
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and what has been added for museum purposes or presentations by way of material usage and design. they do 

assume that the visitor has some frame of reference allowing him to distinguish the two. the spaces show different 

degrees of original architecture. Firstly, the rooms that are entirely authentic. secondly, the rooms that partly 

show the original or the entire original space but do not reflect it in atmosphere. and thirdly the rooms in which 

the visitor can view fragments of the original architecture.  again, the romantics among us (evocative, visual) will 

complete the incomplete picture. less visually able (informative, textual) will however have difficulties combining 

old and new or actually separating the two. this can positively arouse the visitors’ curiosity but just as easily 

confuse them in a negative way. in any case, every visitor is assured by the fact that the additions are separate from 

the building and thus of a temporary nature.

in my opinion it is the duty of every museum to make known what has been orchestrated and added to. this is also 

something that James strike endorses in his book ‘architecture in Conversation’: “[…] make a clear statement, and 

thus establish a clear understanding of what is new and what is historic.”57 even more so because research shows 

that museums are regarded as the “most reliable medium.” to which peter van mensch adds: “The prestige of the 

museum as a reliable medium rests assumedly on the trust that the public has in the museum presenting authentic 

objects.”58 if a museum wants to test its own offer on authenticity, ‘the real/Fake matrix’ by James H. gilmore and 

b. Joseph pine59 can be used. in order to be able to test this in relation to the building i have adjusted the matrix 

slightly. 

the four degrees of authenticity are those original to pine and gilmores matrix. the x-axis neiher has been 

changed. this describes ‘the self-directed relationship between your company and its own output: is what you 

offer true to itself and to your company?’ in this case the museum, its mission, aims, programs and services. the 

Y-axis has been adjusted. in the gilmore and pine matrix it describes ‘the other-focused relationship between your 

company and costumers: is what you offer what you say it is and not false to any customer?’ For my matrix (3.3) i 

translate this as follows: does the museum make it known to its visitors which aspects of the building are authentic 

or which, in any degree at all, have been adjusted for the purpose of museum presentations or functions; does the 

museum let its visitors know if the building is what  it is or not?

Figure 3.3 building Real/Fake matrix

57 Strike J., Architecture in Conservation, p. 82
 

 58 Mensch P. van, ‘Tussen narratieve detaillering en authenticiteit. Dilemma’s van een contextgeoriënteerde ethiek’ in: Interieurs belicht 
(jaarboek Rijksdienst voor de monumentenzorg), p. 46-55

59 Gilmore J.H. and Pine B.J., Authenticity: What consumers really want, p. 97. Highly recommended if you would like to read more 
about authenticity within the museum. 

The museum is loyal 
to the building

The museum is not 
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The museum is 
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real - fake real - real

fake - fake fake - real
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Within the structure of this thesis it is not my intention to judge whether the three named examples museums 

are true to themselves, that i will leave unanswered. i will though classify which should be placed above or below, 

in my opinion. the bakery museum is placed in the bottom half of the matrix. except in the case of a visitor 

questioning the ‘chief baker’ he will not receive any further insightful information on the building and will not 

know ‘what it is’. the stedelijk museum Kampen is more difficult to classify. above, because the museum is loyal 

to the building in that the original architecture and any additions have not been interfered with or other materials 

are used. in the bottom, because it does stray from the original architecture of the building by largely hiding it 

with presentations. the Joure museum  can be placed in the top half of the matrix, it clearly states which buildings 

‘are what they are’ and which ‘have been adjusted according to museum needs’. according to pine and gilmore 

no single museum can fall entirely within one of the four ‘modes of authenticity’. museums can seldom operate 

equally true (or untrue) in all facets. Yet: in my understanding every registered museum should strive to achieve 

a real-real situation.
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4.1 Introduction

does a museum experience differ, if the theme of ‘archaeology’ is presented in the setting of either a former school 

building, a toll house, a residential house, a castle or a fire station?60 Just say for instance that the contextual story 

and the collection of archaeology is the same in all of the abovementioned buildings and that the presentation of 

the exhibition is comparable in style and use of material, does that mean then that the architecture of the existing 

building makes for a difference in experience and is the original function of the building influential in this? 

or imagine this; someone visits five orphanages and in every orphanage a different museum theme is presented, 

for example the royal military police, the surrounding environment, art, nature and maritime and fisheries?61 How 

much influence then is the existing building and its former function as an orphanage on the visitor’s museum 

experience?

it is the museum’s intentions that the visitor experiences when he finds himself in and around the architecture 

of the museum. every museum is unique in deciding specifically which experiences it will offer its visitors; which 

message it would like to convey in relation to the theme. the architecture of the building is spatially, one of the 

tools in delivering this message. ivo maroevic states: “The entire ambiance of the exhibition should create the idea 

among the visitors that they enter into an artificial world in which everything is subordinated to the message […] 

that world of the message and directed sense is the world having the quality which is offered by the museum as an 

institution.”62

the path that the visitor takes leading to the museum, the exterior of the building, the entrance, public facilities 

such as the toilets, the routing, the structure of museum spaces and leaving the museum, all makes up the 

museum experience for the visitor. He experiences colour, smell, light, temperature, proportion and distance. a 

building can leave an impression on a visitor by recalling a certain feeling, such as ‘feeling welcome’ or ‘feeling 

safe’, he can feel ‘inspired’ or ‘confused’. all of the abovementioned aspects of the ‘experience of architecture’ 

belong to semiotics.

ChApter 4

ArChIteCturAl ISSueS: the buIldIng AS

A SemIotIC entIty

60 Respectively: Museum het Domein in Sittard, Geologisch Museum Hofland in Laren, Gemeentelijk Archeologisch Museum in Aardenburg, Museum Kasteel 
Wijchen, Museum Het Rondeel in Rhenen

61 Respectively: Museum der Koninklijke Marechaussee in Buren, Amsterdams Historisch Museum in Amsterdam, Frans Halsmuseum in Haarlem, 
Natuurmuseum Fryslân in Leeuwarden, Museum in ’t Houten Huis in De Rijp. 

62 Maroević I., ‘The exhibitions as presentative communication’, in: V. Sofka ed., The language of exhibitions, p. 74
about authenticity within the museum. 

´
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in the ‘design phase’ of a conversion project, in collaboration with the architect, the museum continuously 

finds itself on a semiotic level. When the architect translates the wishes and demands into a spatial concept he 

will continuously ask the museum questions of a semantic and pragmatic nature. and in order to arrive at a spatial 

design, he will use the syntax and codes of architecture. in this chapter architectural dilemmas/issues will be 

submitted from a semiotic point of view. the museum needs claim a position regarding these issues in order to be 

able to provoke the desired effect on its visitors.

4.2 Architectural semiotics

the word ‘semiotic’ derives from the greek work ‘semeion’, which means ‘sign’. semiotics is a branch of science 

that looks at the ‘study of signs’, sign systems and the processes involved. though the philosophical thoughts 

and works of the founder of semiotics, the american philosopher Charles sanders peirce (1839 – 1914) were only 

given recognition after his death in the 1930’s, we can state that his theories form the basis of all subsequent 

communications studies. However, independently from peirce, the swiss Ferdinand de saussure (1857-1913) 

studied the signs and symbols of language. He gave this study the name ‘semiology’. as the language aspect is 

not relevant in this thesis i merely researched the theories of peirce,63 specifically so because architecture as a 

field of application can be better explained from this perspective. moreover because peirce’s theory is a source of 

inspiration for various sources of literature within architectural discourse. i will not, however describe all facets of 

pierces theories in the following paragraphs, i will only focus on those aspects relevant to the theme of this thesis. 

as far as peirce is concerned ‘everything’ can be a sign. on the condition that it is ‘tangible’, it is ‘referring to’ 

something else, or ‘representing or ‘interpretable’, or can be formed into a new sign in the manner of the receiver 

of the sign. We can view a museum building as a sign because the physical appearance is tangible. For example, 

we can name the material it is made of, how many windows there are in the building, how the spatial division is 

arranged and which colour scheme has been used. the building, as a semiotic sign, refers in that respect primarily 

to its function: ‘this is a museum building, because it offers accommodation to a collection and it offers the space 

to present this collection to the public.’ in semiotics this primary function is called the denotation of the museum 

building. a museum building does also have a secondary reference. the physical appearance of the building is 

interpreted in the visitors own manner, or in other words - qualified. in this way a building can be qualified as, 

for example, ‘awesome’ or ‘beautiful’. in semiotics this interpretation is called connotation. denotation describes 

the material reality as it is: an objective and factual description, whereas connotation can be seen as a personal 

opinion. in the visitors own manner a new sign is formed. For example: ‘i can learn a lot about the specific theme 

of the museum in this building’, ‘i’m not welcome in this building’, or ‘in this building i feel the freedom to 

discover and decide for myself what i think about the museum theme’.

4.3 Syntax

according to peirce a semiotic sign can only be studied properly if one questions how the sign stands juxtaposed 

to other sign systems. Within semiotics the study of sign systems and their relationship to one another is called 

syntaxis. so we cannot view architecture purely as a discipline in itself; we should also take the psyche of human 

63 I did not study the actual findings of Charles Sanders Perice. My findings are based on the following sources: Cobley P. and Jansz L., 
Introducing Semiotics; Liszka J., A General Introduction to the Semeiotic of Charles Sanders Peirce; Zoest A van, Semiotiek: Over tekens, hoe ze werken 

en wat we ermee doen
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beings into consideration. on an individual level but also on the level of a group of people, who speak the same 

language, have the same conventions regarding norms, values, rules and laws, in other words a group of people in 

the same cultural framework. above all we must place architecture in relation to the company philosophy of the 

museum and therefore the museum theme.

“A building is made up like the syntax of grammer; the written word is read and understood through the correct 

combination and arrangements of words, phrases and grammatical constructions. Similarly, a building is appreciated 

and understood through a coherent combination of details and structure.”64

moreover, according to peirce, a sign can only be a sign on the basis of its grounds. these are the codes such 

as rules, agreements and habits that make it possible to recognise and interpret signs as being signs. Within 

architecture peirce’s grounds can be compared with ‘the basic terms of architecture’. teaching in these terms 

then also belongs to basic architecture education and many sources of literature in the architectural discourse65  

view these terms as the basis of a design process. 

 Basic terms in architecture:

 Shape: Outline or surface of a particular form. Further description: size, color, texture, position, 

    orientation and visual balance.

 Proportion: Material, structural, manufactured and according to a system (for example the ‘golden section).

 Scale:  Mechanical (size), visual and human.

 Organisation:  Spatial relationships: interlocking, adjecent, linked, centralized, linear, radial, on a grid etcetera. 

 Principles: Axis, symmetry, hierarchy, datum, rhythm, repetition, transformation.

 Circulation:  Approach, entrance, configuration of the path, path-space relationships, form of the circulation 

    space.

 Sign systems such as the basic terms in architecture are linked with the sign systems of the human psyche. Their 

 relationship has often been researched and results have become institutionalised codes within architecture. 

 Take ‘colour’ for example: a colour can have a symbolic value within a cultural belief or has a symbolic status 

 through an association with material (for example red brick and grey concrete). ‘Red’ is seen as a warm, or even 

 exciting, fiery colour and green is calming, white is clear and sometimes clinical and black is mysterious or remote. A 

 space in a building can seem bigger than it is through the use of light and clear colours. Or the intimacy of a room can 

 be emphasized by using warm and deep colours. Within architecture daylight is also interpreted as a colour. The 

 presence, or in fact absence of daylight and the effects of it (shadows) can certainly influence other moods. Without 

 daylight, humans are disoriented, but standing in full daylight they become happier. If the owner/commissioner wants 

 transparency and clarity in the building, the architect will often choose glass as material.

64 Strike, J., Architecture in Conservation, p. 106

65 Ching F., Architecture, Form, Space, and Order (basisboek in het architectuur onderwijs); Rasmussen, S., Experiencing Architecture; Rowe P., Design 
Thinking; Kleijer E., instrumenten van de architectuur, de compositie van gebouwen; Gelernter, M., Sources of architectural form: A critical history of 

Western design history; Brawne M., Architectural thought: The design process and the expectant eye
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there are many examples in the use of codes; the innumerable variations make every building unique; and users 

of a building react to each building according to the codes (from their own frame of reference). However, this 

doesn’t mean that each individual user of a building will recognise these codes as such. “...we generally are not 

aware of what it is that we perceive but only of the conception created in our minds when we perceive it.”66 the user 

can view a building as remote, formal and feel unsafe, but he can’t determine this being due to the high ceilings 

and superhuman proportions of the spaces/rooms. or someone may have the feeling of knowing his way around 

the building after only one visit, but he has no idea whatsoever that this is due to the clear rhythm and very clear 

routing in the building and that he feels free because a lot of attention has been paid to the tactility of the rooms 

– they invite the visitor to touch everything.

peirce differentiates three levels of an effect:

 1. the intended or possible effect on the sign user. a feeling: the unanalysed effect, the first reaction that 

 often is an emotion or a vague impression.

 2. the direct or actual effect upon the sign user. either physically or mentally the sign user will act upon 

 the sign throughout the object. in this stage the singular determined effects are experienced, but the 

 intention of the sign is not yet grasped.

 3. the stage in which the sign user becomes acquainted with the intentions of the sign and is able to 

 translate these intentions to a personal perspective. in this stage the sign user will react on the sign.

When a visitor walks into a museum it arouses a feeling in him, the first level of the effect. a visitor can think: it’s 

so beautiful in here. His reaction or action afterwards is the second level. a visitor can, as a result of his feeling 

that the environment is ‘beautiful’, subsequently feel at ease and welcome. in the third level the visitor can have 

felt inspired or have increased or changed his frame of reference, in such a way that the result of his feeling about 

the theme of the museum, in this case, has been placed in a positive framework. 

if the architecture of a building can contribute to accompaniment of the levels of an effect then the connotation 

will, in an ideal situation be equal to the mission of the museum. the average visitor to a museum is not actually 

able to regard the secondary reference of a building separate from the theme of the museum. in fact, a visitor will, 

often subconsciously, relate his interpretation of the building - the connotation, to the museum. Falk and dierking 

describe the syntaxis specifically for the educational environment as follows: “Learning always occurs within the 

physical environment; in fact, it is always a dialogue with that physical environment (…) One should expect that a 

myriad of architectural and design factors, including lighting, crowding, presentation, context and the quantity and 

quality of the information presented, will also affect the nature of the learning that happens there.”67 if a museum 

wants to present its theme in a neutral way then a hierarchical routing can prove to be an obstacle as the visitor 

will not be able to ‘roam’ through the building to determine his own sequencing and so be able to create his own 

story. if a museum wants to be inspiring then it will have to question how this can be accomplished in relation to 

the museum theme and what the architecture should radiate: can for example an empty concrete building, that is 

often seen as cold, be inspiring in the presentation of the theme?

66 Rasmussen, S., Experiencing Architecture, p. 32

67 Falk J., Dierking L. et al, ‘Museums and Free-choice Learning’ in: A Companion to Museum Studies, p. 327
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on top of this a conversion situation makes it even more difficult for the visitor to interpret the codes with the 

architecture. When a visitor approaches barracks he will not consider by way of the exterior that the building is a 

museum. unless there is a ‘museum’ sign hanging on the façade or the name of the museum is well visible, only 

then the visitor can interpret the building in the way that the museum intends. this is also the case for the interior 

of a building. the visitor walks through the museum and views the museum presentations, set up in display 

cabinets. the display cabinets and accompanying texts tell him that he is in the museum, but the atmosphere of 

the building can suggest otherwise and can lead to confusion. the theme of the museum can be placed in a totally 

different light if the visitor links it to aspects such as rank and power.

4.4 Semantics and pragmatics

in practice all aspects within semantics are enquiries into the same sign systems; that which we regard as ‘normal’ 

in our daily life, without our noticing them. Conventions, agreements, codes, rules and laws are questioned. each 

museum consideres semantics in many areas. such as with exhibitions it questions what a theme of an exhibition 

should contain, what it wants to tell the visitor regarding this theme, what is true and what isn’t, what is relevant 

and which message should be conveyed. the museum also asks itself questions with regards to the internal 

collection policy, with regards to collecting and dispersing, the active and passive management of collection and 

the safety, climate control, subjection to daylight, burglary, rightful ownership and so on. 

all questions that a museum asks itself during a conversion project come under semantics. the considerations of 

all aspects that have already been named belong to the grey area of semantics. all assurances are removed when 

facts are placed in doubt with an open mind. the museum must dare to ask the organisation questions during the 

initiative phase. a new company philosophy will become unanimous and clear when the organisation is viewed 

critically. if, in the definition phase the organisation really considers all questions also of third parties, the choice 

of a building and location will be sure and will be the best choice. by asking these questions the museum can 

‘own’ the building and stay a step ahead in the design process. in the design process it will be the architect asking 

many of the questions, in order to become as clear as possible on the assignment. subsequently the museum 

will ask the architect many questions when he presents his first sketches to the museum. a conversion project is 

continuously tested by semantics. it’s a fascinating process that homes in on insecurities but at the same time will 

lead to positive results. 

Within pragmatics, as a part of semiotics, consideration is given to the relation of the sign to the sign user and 

vice versa. it studies the effect of the sign on the sign user. and what then causes the sign to react to the sign 

or indeed not to. and also what this reaction means. above all pragmatics considers the circumstances in which 

sign usage can work or in fact fail. Just like semantics, pragmatics is a continuous process; it recurs in all phases 

of the project. and just as i suggest that semantics are a testing point, pragmatics can be seen as a tester. every 

museum exists for its visitors, does it not? architectural issues of a semantic nature are dealt with in the following 

paragraphs. When the museum takes a stance in these questions it enters pragmatics; will the positions it takes 

have the desired effect on the visitor?

When the time comes for a museum to make a decision on a building and a location it should pay a visit to the 

building from the perspective of the desired target group(s). or even better, invite a representative of the target 

group to visit the museum and make a report on this. although (many) adjustments will be made to accommodate 
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the museum functions, the atmosphere of the building will likely remain roughly the same. if a museum desires 

the spatial experience of the museum in its current state to be of added value or even supportive of the company 

philosophy, then it should first know what the effect of the building is on its target groups. if the building is in 

a bad state of disrepair then the museum could invite the representative to visit another building of the same 

type. it is not sufficient to invite one individual from the intended target group because every person is different 

- even within the target group. the best case scenario would be to form a representation of about 10 people from 

every target group. no single person will have the same experience. this depends on the difference in frame of 

reference: culture, upbringing, education, interests and so on. the qualifications of a visit to the building will 

never be singular. However if they are largely in line with the museum’s intended qualifications for the ‘future’ 

museum then the museum has the best chance of interpreting its company philosophy to its visitors. if the 

qualifications are very different the museum could ask itself what could be done in order to realign these with the 

help of accommodating the museum functions. if however, no single qualification is aligned with the intended 

atmosphere of the museum, it should ask itself whether the location is suitable.

 

4.4.1 Is there a relationship between the building and/or location and the theme of the museum?

paragraph 1.4 (Conversion) states that we’re dealing with conversion in the case of no specific relation between 

the museum theme and the original function and/or users of the building. this needs further definition. there 

can be a relationship, although it may not be visible and/or tangible to the average museum visitor. despite this 

relationship, the type of accommodation is conversion because the museum does not regard it as a priority to 

present this relation as a theme of the museum. using the analysis of the registered museums in the netherlands, 

and looking at those accommodated in reappointed buildings i have come to the following possible relationships:

physical relationship (predominantly visible for the visitor of the museum).‘Centrum Kunstlicht in de Kunst’ 

(paragraph 2.4), situated in a former phillips light bulb factory in eindhoven, is an example of a relationship 

between the theme and the former function of the building. ‘gemeentelijk archeologisch museum’, situated in 

a patrician mansion in aardenburg is an example of a relationship between the location and the theme of the 

museum; the museum is located here because archaeological findings were made in the area.

mental relationship (predominantly tangible for the visitor). in this case it’s not the former function of the 

building per se which is central, but an event that has taken place at that location (likely in relation to the function). 

the relationship is especially tangible if the visitor has prior knowledge of the specific event. the regional museum 

‘twentse Welle’ is an example of this. the museum is situated in a former textile factory. the building was already 

in a major state of disrepair and then was badly hit by a firework disaster in may 2000, leaving little of the original 

architecture. ironically this increased the sentimental value of the building and the affected surrounding area with 

the city’s inhabitants. the museum doesn’t just show ‘the development of man and nature in the region of twente’ 

through a diversity of regional themes, but by using remnants in the modern materialisation of the building a place 

has been created in which the unfortunate history of the location can be permanently remembered.

Interpersonal external relationship (not visible and/or tangible for the visitor). We can talk of an interpersonal 

relation external if, for example the founder of a museum has personal ties with the building, the location, or 

the former users. there is however no relation between the museum theme/the collection and the building, 

the original function or users. an example of this is the contemporary art museum ‘de pont’ in tilburg. de pont 
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is, like twentse Welle, accommodated in a disused textile factory. However, when the factory was still in use the 

art collector Jan de pont became involved as lawyer and businessman during the reorganisation of thomas de 

beer’s wool spinning company in tilburg. despite the fact that Jan de pont no longer had a professional business 

connection with the factory after a few years, he remained interested in it until the end of his lifetime. after 

his death the decision was made to accommodate his inheritance ‘as stimulation of contemporary art’ in the 

abovementioned factory complex. “The fact that the factory complex now plays an important part in housing an art 

institution after him would certainly have delighted Jan de Pont greatly.”68

Interpersonal internal relationship (visible and/or tangible for the visitor). We can refer to an internal 

interpersonal relationship when there is a relationship between the former users of a building and the museum 

theme/the collection of the museum. an example of this is the mauritshuis in den Haag. owner Johan maurits 

showed his collection of art and curiosa in the former city palace. some time after the death of Johan maurits 

the building was appointed museum status and the collection was displayed in the same way. although the 

new situation does not focus on the entire collection of Johan maurits, the collection is made up of a group of 

stadholders. 

no relation (not visible and/or tangible for the visitor). For example Huis marseille in amsterdam. in 1993 

museum de pont acquired a 17th century canal side residence in amsterdam with the intention of housing a 

new cultural initiative around photography, in 1999 Huis marseille opened its doors to the public. the house was 

restored and returned to the original state of residency, which was built by commission by a French salesman 

in 1665. at the same time as it was restored it was made suitable for museum purposes. the museum explains 

that “The layered structure of the house is very much suited to combining different exhibitions and highlighting the 

relationships between them.”69

if a relation is visible to and/or tangible for the visitor of the museum we can state that there are (certain) essential 

characteristics that come together in an organic manner. the few examples above show that this cohesion can 

have an effect on different aspects of both the building (function, materialisation, user) as well as the museum 

(atmosphere, target group, presentation). some examples also name the way in which the museum has given form 

and content to the relationship (whether present or not). abovementioned examples however only show a few 

plausible variations. 

4.4.2 Are the two entities in dialogue with one another?

in the case of a relationship that is visible to and/or tangible for the visitor, it goes without saying that the museum 

theme and building are in dialogue (with one another). to which extent, and in which way this dialogue presents 

itself physically to the visitor, depends on the predetermined guidelines of the building, which is the museum’s 

choice.

in the case of a relationship which is not visible and/or tangible, it does not necessarily mean that the museum 

theme and building cannot be in dialogue with one another. a dialogue can be ‘forced’ in a metaphorical or poetic 

68 www.depont.nl/nl/algemeen/jan-de-pont (checked on the 8th of May 2009)

69 www.huismarseille.nl (checked on the 7th of May 2009)
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manner. in this case ‘forced’ should not be taken in the negative connotation; it is to say that it is a desired, 

conscious addition of the museum; a dialogue that can be (sub)consciously experienced by the museum visitor. 

For example the ‘Flessenscheepjesmuseum’ in enkhuizen displays bottle art; miniature ships in a bottle. this 

form of art at this particular location, in the small house of the sluice gate (a water connection between the 

Zuiderhavendijk and the ijsselmeer) can imply that this form of art comes from this area, or that the bottles 

possibly washed ashore here. another example is the photo exhibition in Huis marseille, which displays photos of 

dutch families in the year 2000.70 You can see various families photographed in their home; at the dinner table, on 

the sofa, behind the computer and so on, and whilst you view the photos you walk through the former residency 

of the French salesman and imagine how life was here, what kind of wall displays they had, or you might think of 

your own family, of being photographed in your own home.

4.4.3 the building as a story teller of the museum theme or as an entity in itself?

“Architecture is the medium par excellence for demarcating a specific space, differentiating a certain area within the 

ever increasing and nebular field of cultural production, and for defining and materializing the boundaries of the 

framework within which the museum can deploy its institutional programme. Then again, it is up to the museums to 

let interfere.”71

When a museum puts on an exhibition it has already decided which message it wants to convey to its visitors, in 

doing so the museum can choose the role the building will have in contributing to conveying the message. in 

other words, it will decide to what extent the building will play a part as a story teller. if, for example, the museum 

wants the visitor to formulate his ‘own truth’ on a theme, then the building will have to make sure not to direct the 

visitor in a certain way but to remain ambivalent to the theme. in the case of conversion it is not necessarily the 

case that the desire to have the building function as a storyteller can be justified. the abovementioned paragraphs 

show that the relationship and/or dialogue can be influential and they are not always presented objectively with 

regards to a theme. if a museum is aware of this influence, it creates a choice for itself as to the amount of 

influence in representation and attention is given to the architecture. or, if a museum wants to circumvent a 

guiding influence, how can it deal with this in the design brief. in my understanding there are three forms of 

influence  a museum can choose from:

 Paragraph 6.5 is a description of a visit to Museum Joure in the place of Joure. Because the visitor is not left to his 

 own devices in interpreting the architecture and the museum presentations, we can state that the museum is 

 exercising a guiding influence on the museum visitor’s experience.

70 Taco Anema – ‘Dutch Households’. Part of the exhibition: ‘Family!’ (7 March - 24 May 2009)
  

71Davidts W., ‘Why bother (about) architecture? Contemporary art, architecture and the museum’

Guiding influence Engaged

Differential influence Neutral

No influence Impartial
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 The Huis Marseille building does not direct the visitor specifically in the ‘family’ exhibition. We can say that the 

 building is presented in a neutral way as a story teller. It is up to the visitor of the museum to include the building in   

 the experience as a story teller and in doing so how the visitor will form his own story around this.

 The mission statement of the Museum voor Communicatie in The Hague: “From the conext of the collection The 

 Museum for Communication shows a broad public, the actual trends and historical developments of 

 communication, in doing so the public becomes aware of the impact this has on daily life.”72 This mission clearly 

 states that the experience offered by the museum comes from the context of the collection. During a visit to the 

 museum it indeed becomes apparent that the building has no function as a story teller. The building is entirely 

 impartial to the theme of the museum; it does not make the visitor aware of the impact of current trends and 

 historic developments on daily life. The Museum for Communication could just as easily be located in any another 

 building. 

4.4.4 does the museum look for tension with the building or does it avoid this?

in conversion we are always dealing with two stories: the story of the building (history) and the story of the 

museum (theme). Whether there is talk of a relationship, a dialogue or a choice regarding the dialogue and ‘story 

teller’, in conversion the two stories come together or they present themselves next to each other. in other words, 

the museum looks for tension or avoids it, there is no middle of the road. in the case of a museum not making a 

conscious decision regarding a ‘new’ building and location, lack of motivation to seek tension is most often the 

case. Yet, if the museum would dare to think outside of the framework of ‘the known’ and ‘habituation of the old’, 

the design would be full of new meanings and challenges. the reconciliatory factor of the various truths needs 

to be found. You can look for the different layers of meaning between museum and building. these can lay in the 

aspects mentioned in previous paragraphs and can also be worked out on various levels. perhaps the feeling that 

the museum wants to suggest to its visitors is similar to the feeling that the image of the building suggests to its 

neighbours. or the effect of daylight and museum presentations build a relationship. small, forgotten rooms can 

be given a new function as presentation rooms that work best in an intimate setting. Within the framework of the 

guidelines, the museum has to try and come into its own in the building. many possibilities will arise in using the 

building without disrespecting it if the museum really knows the building well. “The forms of presentator – and the 

strong emphasis on presentator itself – add metaphorical layers of meaning.”73 it is a process that requires a lot of 

creativity, but one that often delivers the best results.

4.4.5 minimal measures or extreme adjustments?

the new building movement, occurring from 1920, introduced the ‘time’ factor in architectural discourse. “They 

did so by accepting that buildings no longer had to be made for eternity, but could be applied temporary functional 

needs of the industrial society and the limited budgets that accompanied it. And so changeability and transience 

implicitly became terms in their thinking.”74 For example, new school buildings and factories were built with the 

assumption that the spaces needed to be flexible and changeable. these buildings are open to extreme changes 

72 Translation of the mission on the website: www.muscom.nl/organisatie (checked on the 12th of May 2009)

73 Beier-de Haan R., ‘Re-staging Histories and Identities’ in: A companion to Museum Studies (chapter 12, p. 195)

74 Jonge W. de, ‘Innovatie in restauratie, Van het Nieuwe Bouwen naar Duurzaam Bouwen’, in: Archis, (pp. 97-103
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(form follows function). the freedom to make changes is very limited with the ‘older’ buildings in which much 

intuitive and/or architectonic value has been applied, especially when a building has acquired enlisted status. if 

a museum moves in to this type of building, it will have to use the state and status of the building as a starting 

point and fit in the museum functions with minor adjustments (function follows form). in this cases most often a 

report of decomposition of the historical construction, paired with a valuation’ (paragraph 3.3.1) will include very 

detailed information on visible and invisible elements that should be respected and which elements have room for 

adjustments; which elements preferably need restoration and which elements can be copied for example; whether 

it is desired to keep not only the character but also original elements; to what extent new elements can be added; 

and above all what the basic assumptions of the architect/designer and commissioner were concerning the design 

of the building. 

When the design process and subsequently the building process start, various advisory parties will be involved 

as advisors and controllers. this thesis will not go into further detail on this part of the process. Yet i do want to 

make it clear that the museum must be aware which impact a minimal measure or extreme adjustment can have 

beforehand. “It requires less bravery to molest and demolish a building than to cope with it, to think through it.”75  i’ll 

try to capture this in the table below.

  

 De Pont “The starting point with the renovation was to keep as much character of the building as possible, on the 

 one hand because of the usability of the rooms, on the other hand to preserve some of the past.”76 The original 

 casco/frame was taken as a basis and the walls were restored. Breaks were made in the walls in order to optimise 

 the routing and views for the new function. The brick walls in the main hall/exhibition room were painted white. 

 In the big factory hall a brand new floor was laid, one that bears little resemblance to the original. As for the 

 roof, the original form was the basis but at the same time it was totally renewed to satisfy the demands of lighting 

 in contemporary art museums. The additions of museum functions are placed separately in the building, “they are 

 purely functional and do not determine the tone in charisma.” The materialisation of this addition is sometimes 

 contrasting and sometimes closely associated to the original building. Despite of the interferences mentioned 

 above, architect Benthem & Crouwel states that De Pont “is made suitable for its new function with minimal 

 adjustments.”77 In my opinion though, De Pont is an example of ‘diminishing’, but one where the character of the 

 

75 Davidts W., ‘Why bother (about) architecture? Contemporary art, architecture and the museum’
  

76 www.depont.nl/nl/algemeen/gebouw (checked on the 8th of May 2009)
  

77 Benthem & Crouwel, Benthem & Crouwel 1980 – 2000, p. 274

Denail and avoidance + transformation Exreme changes

Recognise not (re)use + add other Diminish

Accept + restore/renovate (copy) Neutral

Recognise and (re)use + add to Exaggerate
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 original is very tangible. 

 In paragraph 4.5 (Authenticity) the box-in-a-box construction of the Stedelijk Museum Kampen is named as a 

 museum solution for accommodating museum functions and presentations. Added elements are distanced from 

 the original architecture, “It does not pose a permanent threat.”78 Nonetheless this I also define as diminishing the 

 existing.

 Huis Marseille in Amsterdam is an example of a neutral disposition towards the original architecture. This has been 

 brought back to its original state as much as possible. The Bible Museum in Amsterdam is an example of 

 exaggeration. During the restoration they chose to bring back as many elements to the original state as possible. 

 However, they also added decorative elements, such as the Johan de Wit ceiling – as an interpretation of what it 

 could have been like.

various architects and experts advise to listen properly to a building. the building tells you how to act. the 

building tells where the changes are needed, where it wants to be left alone and where it allows transformations. 

For example James strike: “What does the existing fabric look like> If the answer is that it looks unfinished, that it 

looks as if it is waiting to be completed, then the response should be to rebuild the missing part. If, however, the existing 

fabric can be seen as a picturesque ruin, incomplete but an attractive object in its own right, then leave it as it is.”79 

or renzo piano: “When projects are of a highly complex nature, they need to be assimilated slowly: knowledge has 

to be stored up and you must know how to wait in silence, perhaps wandering around the site. During this period of 

silence something is happening: the historical and climatic aspects, which have conditioned the surroundings through 

the centuries, are absorbed and linked together.”80 However, we also have to deal with the new function that will be 

placed in the building and so, together with the commissioner a middle ground will have to be found. architect 

Hubert Jan Henket says the following about this: “intervention and conversion require more competencies and 

skills because of a double phenomenon. One is confronted with the intentions of the original designer and reasonable 

and in-reasonable materialisation, but at the same time one has to deal with a new function if it concerns conversion 

new views, demands and ideas.”81 He describes his approach to a project as such: “listening and looking: what is 

the essence of what is standing here, what is the assignment (building) and what is the essence of what I think together 

with the director – on what the museum should be. Altogether these ingredients make the final building.”82

4.4.6 respect the hierarchy of an existing building or be adamant?

in most cases minimal or extreme changes have a direct relevance to the architectural /physical aspects of a 

building. However, as well as this a change in the hierarchy and structure of a building can also have a big impact. 

the arrangement of different rooms their sizes, the placement of the front and back door and the placement of 

the kitchen in relation to the dining room were all well thought out decisions of the designer. Changes in the 

routing or structure can be influential to visitors if they try to understand the building they find themselves in. 

78 Strike J., Architecture in Conservation, p. 122
 

79 Strike J., Architecture in Conservation, p. 130

80 Strike J., referring to Renzo Piano, Domus, November 1987 in Architecture in Conversation

81 Henket H-J., ‘Interventie in bestaande gebouwen, een verwaarloosde maar veeleisende ontwerpopgave’

 82 Interview with Henket (19 november 2007)
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James strike in the book architecture in Conversation describes it as follows: “Visitors are unable to pass through 

the sequence of rooms in any meaningful way; they are naturally confused, unable to understand and enjoy the 

architecture and history of the building.”83 With intervention it is necessary to limit this confusion to a minimum; 

the changes to the museum need to be invisible to the visitor. in the case of conversion we could say that it is 

not necessary to understand the existing structure of the building, because after all we are using the building to 

accommodate and it is not our intention as a museum to make the building a part of the collection. However, 

this does not mean that we should ignore the fact that the accommodation should be a pleasant experience for 

the museum visitor. “Whether or not people are satisfied with their experience will depend on their comfort level 

in getting to the museum and finding their way about it to do what they want to do.”84 an understanding of the 

structure offers safety and so adds to the pleasant museum experience. but if the museum wants to challenge the 

visitor and surprise him, if it invites the visitor to go on an adventure of discovery in the museum, is it then not a 

good decision to use the structure in an adamant way? not so, in my opinion. especially if we are talking about a 

monument or an enlisted building, it clashes with the reasons for the building having been labeled a monument; 

the museum doesn’t respect the essential characteristics of the building.

at the entrance of the bible museum in amsterdam the visitor is advised to start his museum visit at the top floor 

(taking the lift up): up there is an exhibition which explains the creation of the museum and talks of the founder 

of the museum. From a museum point of view it’s a logical choice; start with the history of the museum theme and 

descend to the present. but seen from an architectural point of view the choice is not logical at all. even though 

the museum consciously chose a forced dialogue – as well as the contextual story of the museum theme it also 

wants to tell the architectural story of the building – the visitor does not get the chance to get an overview of the 

buildings structure. moreover; it’s the oldest architectural elements of the building (the kitchens) which can be 

found in the cellar of the museum.

83 Strike J., Architecture in Conservation, p. 65

84 G. Dexter Lord & B. Lord, The manual of Museum Planning, p. 59
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5.1 Conclusions

43% of the registered museums in the netherlands are accommodated in converted buildings. a careful prediction 

for the future says that this percentage, in relation to the other forms of accommodation, will not decrease; it is 

likelier to increase. Within the architecture discourse conversion is getting more attention as a discipline in its 

own right. studies develop methods and guidelines and various sources of literature explain how to act when a 

building is appointed for conversion. studies and sources of literature work from the point of view of the state and 

status of the buildings marked for conversion and they decide from that perspective which new function could be 

applicable to the building. in writing this paper i partially wanted to make clear that a conversion project should 

not only be researched from the angle of the existing building, but that it is actually the possible new function 

of the building which plays a big role in the application of the dedicated new function in a building. this can be 

argued from within the architecture discourse, but is dependent on the wishes and demands of every specific 

museum.

museums only relocate once in 30 to 50 years. museum directors and employees only deal with this issue once 

(or never) during their working life. every museum reinvents the wheel, as there are no existing guidelines or 

methods from within the museum discourse. museums start by dealing with the same problems. How do you start 

a relocation process? How can we as museums deal with political issues? What is the museums’ role/position in 

collaboration with the municipality, provincial and/or government? How do we deal with expert organisations like 

heritage care, subsidy providers and sponsors, the architect and working parties? i have tried, in researching this 

paper, to give museums more insight into the conversion project process, so that they already understand which 

factors and key players will partake during the process. in addition i have tried to give guidelines in dealing with 

these in all aspects. if they are armed with the knowledge prior to the process they can confidently deal with the 

key players, communicate their wishes and demands clearly and in doing so take on a pro-active approach. 

a relocation project starts with the initiave phase. a museum first needs to research the reasons to (re)locate. 

it therefor has to take a critical look at the organisation at present. if conclusions are that the museum ‘must’ 

move to a ‘new’ premisses then the museum starts writing a (new) company philosophy; the intrinsic values of 

the museum are redefined. and once a foundation has been secured from within the organisation, the museum 

can make statements on the wishes and demands of the ‘new’ building and location based on this company 

philosophy. not purely based on the physical demands, but also the subjective wishes. the programme of Wishes 

and demands, is then, of a descriptive nature and not prescriptive nature. it will be formulated by a project group; 

ChApter 5

ConCluSIonS And reCommendAtIonS
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the process will be transparant, well documented, evaluated and comprehensible for the whole museum team to 

ensure a continuous growth of resources within the museum.

in the definition phase the museum will be looking for a ‘new’ building and location, and will become dependent 

on the municipality, provincial and state government, choice of vacancy, sponsors and subsidy providers, advisory 

parties such as vacancy commissions and heritage care. at the same time it must deal with stakeholders, such as 

neighbours of the building. it is important the museum takes a pro active stance, with an open attitude toward the 

municipality to promote good collaboration,  and well prepared for a political debate. in this phase the museum 

will be dealing with many factors and key players. it demands knowledge, motivation and perseverance on the 

part of the museum.

in order to judge a building’s suitability the museum will have to consider various aspects. it will have to ask 

itself, but also the expert organisations and the municipality many questions in order to be fully informed. various 

expert organisations will research the state and status of the building in question. an architectural report will 

indicate which elements of the building are seen as valuable and must remain, are open to change or even require 

changing; the subjective values. the architectural report together with the structure vision and the municipalities 

development plan together form a summary  of the guidelines for the museum. by means of the subjective and 

practical testing, the physical possibilities of the building are considered against the subjective values of the 

building. it’s very important for the museum to take a critical look at the subjective values of the building in 

relation to its own wishes. it is these subjective values that are the most difficult to change when implementing 

the museum functions. the subjective testing and the practical testing deliver the following veto criteria; based 

on this a museum can make its first judgments on the suitability of a building and location. if this evolves in to a 

positive valuation, the museum will also have to test the building on a detailed level. if the building also receives 

a positive valuation on this level, it means the building and location are suitable. before making the decision 

the museum would be smart to form its opinion on dealing with the authenticity of the building. in my opinion 

the museum can not disrespect the building, it must aim for a situation in which visitors can clearly understand 

what the building is and what it isn’t. the museum has a social responsibility regarding the authenticity, and also 

regarding ethical issues.

When a museum has made a choice of building and location, it will face various architectural dilemmas/issues in 

the design phase. architecture has a serving purpose in the case of accommodation. in conversion it is though not 

always possible to place it in a service role. the museum is aware that every building tells a story to the visitor. 

the building exudes a certain atmosphere, has an image and its subjective values. the museum can not regard 

the museum and the building as independent entities that have no relationship with one another. the museum 

can however, determine the role of the building and make decisions on the power that the architecture portrays 

– or not. this can be done in different ways. the building and the museum can have a relationship or start a 

relationship. a dialogue can be forced in a physical or metaphorical way. or the building can undertake a role as 

a story teller – or not. it’s important that the museum makes the most of the building. it’s better to look for the 

tension than avoid it, it’s better to look for the different levels of symbolism of museum and building and portray 

these in the architecture of the building rather than disrespect it. extreme changes to the building or big changes 

to the structure of the building can be disastrous to the atmosphere in the building and therefore also for the 

effect on the visitor. the effect that the museum would like to have on the visitor is closely linked to the company 
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philosophy of the museum. the codes that exist within architecture discourse are an aid in achieving the desired 

effect on the visitor. the museum does not have to be knowledgeable on all the codes; the architect will assist 

the museum with this. it is important that the museum makes its assignment clear and that it tests the architect’s 

ideas from the visitor’s perspective.

to answer my main question: how do you create an added value or support of the company philosophy of the 

museum in the spatial experience of a museum, specifically in the case of relocation to a premises appointed for 

conversion? i can conclude that this is dependent on taking the right steps, at the right moment. the essence of 

the answer lies in the beginning of the process: the initiative phase. as well as that, it s about making a sound and 

conscious decision on a building and location; the definition phase. the design phase should purely be seen as 

dotting the i’s and crossing the t’s.

5.1.1 guideline

the aim of this thesis is to support museums with a development plan for museums and their new building 

and location. a guideline for the step by step plan which describes the processes of (re)location to a premises 

appointed for conversion. the research into this paper has made it possible for me to set up this guideline. as 

every museum is unique and should be seen as an individual project, the guideline should only be regarded as a 

tool, own interpretation and branching off will certainly be necessary.

5.2 recommendations and further research

Writing this thesis is an incentive for conversion projects of museums, namely in the museum discourse. in 

my opinion this needs to be given more attention, to do away with the continuous reinvention of the wheel. 

the guideline for museum conversion projects can, in the same way that in the netherlands there is a national 

guideline for deaccessioning museum objects (lamo), contribute to the development of a national quality of 

museum projects in conversion. a level that can endorse the ethical codes of the iCom; in which it is apparent 

that a museum is taking care of its social responsibilities and at the same time testing them; and one that museums 

can build on, when they encounter all (f)actors in the process. 

nevertheless the guideline is not yet tested in practise, and neither viewed or critisized from various disciplines/

actors such as heritage care, municipality, financial sector and the architect. my recommendation then is that 

specialist organisations such as the nederlandse museumverniging (dutch museum association), erfgoed 

nederland (Heritage association in the netherlands) and heritage organisations in the various provinces, should 

support or even initiate research within this theme and that they raise the theme within the museum discourse 

more often, especially since conversion will likely increase over designation and intervention. 

Conversion is also gaining attention in the architecture discourse. tools are written on conversion projects from 

an architectural point of view, to prevent continiously reinventing the wheel, which i think is very positive. there 

is one remark i have though. the architecture discourse should in my opinion not merely take the opportunities 

and constraints of the to-be-converted-building as initial point of reseaching its possible future function. by doing 

so, the architecture discourse is guilty of generalisation. it presumes whishes and demands to be equal for every 

organisation type (for example a museum); or within that the genre (for example a historic or art museum); and 

within that its unique (museum) profile. a recommendation i have for myself is to converse on this with the 

masterclass program of he ®mit knowledge centre of the technical university in delft (commited to research and 
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develop tools on conversion). 

during the interviews most museums told about their difficulties in collaboration with the municipality. due to 

lack of collaboration a conversion process can stagnate; plans take ages to implement; or the project won’t even 

be executed. Why is it that most museums, and not only  museums, experience collaboration with the municipality 

as unpleasant? and how come each project will come against the same struggles? this thesis outlined several 

factors that a museum can encounter, but has not researched the ‘why’ of it. and only from the view of the 

museum, and not from the view of the municipality or other organisations, or higher organs such as the province 

or government. Can a guideline be a tool that contributes changing the negative connotation on ‘how to play the 

political game’? a guideline would in any way help the museum on ‘how to play’.
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•	 http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/mission_statement (checked on the 11th of may 2009)

•	 www.icom.museum/ethics.html#introduction (checked on the 8th of may 2009)

•	 statline.cbs.nl/statWeb/publication/?vW=t&dm=slnl&pa=70692ned&Hd=090603-    

 1552&Hdr=g2&stb=t,g1 Cijfers statistieken Centraal bureau statistieken 2005 

 (checked on the 2nd of June 2009)
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•	 www.bk.tudelft.nl/live/pagina.jsp?id=545c8b0b-53eb-470b-8eff-ae9fa12001d6&lang=nl 

 ®mit, kenniscentrum tu delft (checked on the 15th of september 2009) 

policies and feasibility researches

•	 DHV	(Harm	van	Dijk)	and	Scryption,	New	Museumconcept	Scryption,	juli	2008

•	 Berns	MuseumManagement	&	Architectenbureau	Hendriks	bna,	Quick	Scan:	Herhuisvesting	Museum	Jan	

 Cunen in het bergosscomplex, august 2007

•	 LAgroup	Leisure	&	Arts	Consulting,	Eindnotitie	Uitwerking	van	de	herhuisvesting	van	Museum	Jan	Cunen,	

 december 2008

•	 Gemeente	Oss	(Paul	Spanjaard),	Beleidsvisie	musea	in	de	gemeente	Oss	2007-2010,	February	2007

•	 Pingen	R.	(directeur	Museum	Jan	Cunen)	et.al.,	Onder	de	sheddaken.	Businessplan	Museum	Jan	Cunen	in	

 bergoss 2012-2014, February 2009

Interviews

•	 Boonstra	J-R.	(director),	Bijbels	museum,	Amsterdam	27	April	2009

•	 Dijk	J.	van,	Projectmanager	Machinemuseum	Zwolle,	(by	telephone)	29	May	2009

•	 FanU	(concept	and	advise	agency),	Amsterdam	3	April	2009

•	 Henket	H-J.	(architect),	Esch	19	November	2007

•	 Idema	J.	(concerning	feasibility	study	MJC),	LaGroup	Leisure	&	Arts	Consulting	(advise	agency),	

 amsterdam 15 may 2009 

•	 Kerk	V.	van	de	(concerning	quickscan	MJC),	Berns	MuseumManagement,	Rotterdam	16	April	2009	

•	 Venhuizen	H.	(concept	and	advise	agency),	Rotterdam	29	January	2008	

Activities and extra

•	 Museumcongres,	October	2008/2009/2010

•	 Internship	Scryption	(collaboration	on	the	new	museumconcept	within	a	projectteam,	under	guidance			

 of Harm van dijk (external advisor of dHv), tilburg February – June 2008

•	 Coördinator	of	presentations	at	Scryption	(redecoration	of	the	museum	and	exhibitions,	and		

 participation in sveral meetings/activities with the municipality and other oganisations, concerning the 

 re-location to the veemarktkwartier), tilburg June 2008 – april 2009

•	 Course	concerning	conversion	projects	of	monuments,	courseprogram	of	‘Monumentenzorg	in	de	

 praktijk’, in ‘luxor live’ (a converted building), arnhem 27 may 2008

•	 Inspiratie	atelier	Els	Hoogstraat	&	Harm	van	Dijk,	Utrecht	31	March,	7	April,	14	April	2009

•	 Salon	de	Museology,	theme	conceptdevelopment:	intern	vs	extern,	Amsterdam	4	June	2009

•	 Het	gebouw	als	denkbeeld	(dvd),	K.L.Poll-stichting	voor	Onderwijs,	Kunst	en	Wetenschap,	Amsterdam	
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AppendIx 1

lISt oF dutCh regIStered muSeumS 

From the nmV 

(dutCh muSeum ASSoCIAtIon)

museale leden per 16 maart 2009
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Aboriginal Art Museum UTRECHT

Afrika Museum BERG EN DAL

Afrikacentrum CADIER EN KEER

Airborne Museum Hartenstein OOSTERBEEK

Allard Pierson Museum AMSTERDAM

Amsterdams Historisch Museum AMSTERDAM

Anne Frank Stichting AMSTERDAM

Anton Pieck Museum HATTEM

Archeologisch Museum Haarlem HAARLEM

Armando Museum (A’foort in C) AMERSFOORT

Artimare EDAM

Ateliersmuseum Jac Maris MALDEN

AUDAX Textielmuseum (Stichting Mommers) TILBURG

Bakkerijmuseum De Oude Bakkerij MEDEMBLIK

Bebinghehoes EXLOO

Bedrijfsmuseum Waternet AMSTERDAM

Behoud van den Doornenburg, Stg. tot DOORNENBURG

Belasting & Douane Museum ROTTERDAM

Biesboschmuseum WERKENDAM

Bijbels Museum AMSTERDAM

Bijzondere Collecties (UVA erfgoed) AMSTERDAM

Bisdom van Vliet HAASTRECHT

Bonnefantenmuseum MAASTRICHT

Borg Verhildersum LEENS

Botanische Tuin Kerkrade KERKRADE

Botanische Tuin TU Delft DELFT

BotanischeTuinen Wageningen Universiteit WAGENINGEN

Breda’s Museum BREDA

BV Panorama Mesdag DEN HAAG

Centraal Museum UTRECHT

Centrum Kunstlicht in de Kunst EINDHOVEN

Chabot Museum ROTTERDAM

Cobra Museum Amstelveen AMSTELVEEN

CODA / Cultuur Onder Dak Apeldoorn APELDOORN

Comenius Museum NAARDEN

CRASH Luchtoorlog- en Verzetsmus. 40-45 AALSMEERDERBRUG

Cultureel Centrum Prins Frederik DEN HAAG

Czaar Peterhuis ZAANDAM

De Burcht, Centrum v Arbeidsverhoudingen AMSTERDAM

De Hallen HAARLEM

‘De Locht’ Nat. Asperge- & Champignonmus MELDERSLO

De Noordwester VLIELAND

De Pont Museum voor Hedendaagse Kunst TILBURG

De Zaansche Molen Vereniging KOOG AAN DE ZAAN

Diamant Museum Amsterdam AMSTERDAM

Dnst.Hist.Mus. (Mus.Willet Holthuijzen) AMSTERDAM

Dolhuys, Museum vd Psychiatrie HAARLEM

Dongha Museum DONGEN

Drents Museum ASSEN

Dubbelde Palmboom (Hist. Mus. R’dam Stg) ROTTERDAM

Ecodrome ZWOLLE

Edams Museum EDAM

Erfgoed Delft e.o. DELFT

Filmmuseum AMSTERDAM

Flessenscheepjesmuseum ENKHUIZEN

Florence Nightingale Instituut ZETTEN

FOAM Fotografiemuseum Amsterdam AMSTERDAM

Fotomuseum (Stichting Gemeentemuseum DH) DEN HAAG

Frans Halsmuseum / De Hallen HAARLEM

Fries Landbouw Museum EARNEWALD

Fries Museum LEEUWARDEN

Fries Scheepvaart Museum SNEEK

Fruitteeltmuseum KAPELLE

Galerij Willem V (Mauritshuis) DEN HAAG

Geelvinck Hinlopen Huis AMSTERDAM

Gelders Geologisch Museum VELP

Geldmuseum UTRECHT

Gemeente Dordrecht (Dordrechts Museum) DORDRECHT

Gemeente Dordrecht (Mus. Simon van Gijn) DORDRECHT

Gemeentelijk Archeologisch Museum AARDENBURG

Gemeentelijke Oudheidkamer Ermelo ERMELO

Gemeentemuseum De Tiendschuur WEERT

Gemeentemuseum Helmond HELMOND

Gemeentemuseum Het Hannemahuis HARLINGEN

Gemeentemuseum Het Land van Thorn THORN

Gemeentemuseum Het Sterkenhuis BERGEN

Gemeentemuseum Maassluis MAASSLUIS

Gemeentemuseum Weert, Religieuze Kunst WEERT

Gemeentemuseum Weesp WEESP

Genootschap Oud Rijnsburg RIJNSBURG

Geologisch Museum Hofland LAREN

Gevangenismuseum Veenhuizen VEENHUIZEN

Gorcums Museum/Gem.Gorinchem* GORINCHEM

Goud-, Zilver- en Klokkenmuseum, Ned. SCHOONHOVEN
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Grafisch Museum Zutphen BORCULO

Graphic Design Museum, Beyerd BREDA

Groninger Museum GRONINGEN

Haags Historisch Museum DEN HAAG

Haven- en Scheepvaartmuseum ROTTERDAM

Herinneringscentrum Kamp Westerbork HOOGHALEN

Het Hollands Kaasmuseum ALKMAAR

Het Nat. Park de Hoge Veluwe, Stg HOENDERLOO

Het Nederlands Stripmuseum GRONINGEN

Het Nederlands Vestingmuseum NAARDEN

Het Spinozahuis RIJNSBURG

Historisch Museum Arnhem ARNHEM

Historisch Museum De Bevelanden GOES

Historisch Museum Den Briel BRIELLE

Historisch Museum Deventer DEVENTER

Historisch Museum Ede EDE

Historisch Museum Haarlem HAARLEM

Historisch Museum Haarlemmermeer HOOFDDORP

Historisch Museum Het Palthe Huis OLDENZAAL

Historisch Museum Rtd (Schielandshuis) ROTTERDAM

Historische Tuin Aalsmeer AALSMEER

Honig Breet Huis ZAANDIJK

Hortus Botanicus Amsterdam AMSTERDAM

Hortus Botanicus Leiden LEIDEN

Huis Doorn DOORN

Huis Marseille AMSTERDAM

Huis Verwolde ARNHEM

Huis Zypendaal ARNHEM

Huizer Museum HUIZEN

Hunebedcentrum BORGER

Huygensmuseum Hofwijck VOORBURG

Ikonenmuseum (Alexander Stichting) KAMPEN

Industrion, Museum Industrie&Samenleving KERKRADE

Infanterie Museum HARSKAMP

Informatiecentrum Mar en Klif OUDEMIRDUM

Jenevermuseum SCHIEDAM

Joods Historisch Museum AMSTERDAM

Jopie Huisman Museum WORKUM

Kasteel Amerongen AMERONGEN

Kasteel Ammersoyen AMMERZODEN

Kasteel Cannenburch ARNHEM

Kasteel De Haar, Stg. HAARZUILENS

Kasteel Doorwerth / Ned. Jachtmuseum ARNHEM

Kasteel Duivenvoorde VOORSCHOTEN

Kasteel Groeneveld BAARN

Kasteel Hernen ARNHEM

Kasteel Hoensbroek HOENSBROEK

Kasteel Huis Bergh ‘S HEERENBERG

Kasteel Keukenhof LISSE

Kasteel Museum Sypesteyn LOOSDRECHT

Kasteel Rosendael ARNHEM

Katwijks Museum KATWIJK AAN ZEE

Keramiekcentrum Tiendschuur Tegelen TEGELEN

Keramiekmuseum Princessehof LEEUWARDEN

Kijk- en Luistermuseum BENNEKOM

KIT Tropenmuseum AMSTERDAM

Klompenmuseum Gebr. Wietzes PATERSWOLDE

Koninklijk Oudheidkundig Genootschap AMSTERDAM

Kröller-Müller Museum OTTERLO

Legermuseum DELFT

Letterkundig Museum/Kinderboekenmuseum DEN HAAG

Liberty Park OVERLOON

Liemers Museum ZEVENAAR

Limburgs Museum VENLO

Louis Couperus Museum DEN HAAG

Machinemuseum Zwolle ZWOLLE

Marinemuseum DEN HELDER

Mariniersmuseum ROTTERDAM

Maritiem Museum (Gem. Musea Zierikzee) ZIERIKZEE

Maritiem Museum Rotterdam, Stg. ROTTERDAM

Marker Museum MARKEN

Markiezenhof, gem. Bergen op Zoom BERGEN OP ZOOM

Mauritshuis DEN HAAG

Max Euwe Centrum AMSTERDAM

Militaire Luchtvaart Museum SOESTERBERG

Mineralogisch-Geologisch Museum DELFT

Miramar Zeemuseum VLEDDER

Missiemuseum Steyl STEYL

Molenmuseum De Wachter ZUIDLAREN

Mondriaanhuis AMERSFOORT

Muiderslot MUIDEN

Multatuli Museum AMSTERDAM

Museon DEN HAAG

Museum Belvédère, Stg. HEERENVEEN
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Museum Betje Wolff MIDDENBEEMSTER

Museum Boerhaave LEIDEN

Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Stg. ROTTERDAM

Museum Bredius DEN HAAG

Museum Broeker Veiling BROEK OP LANGEDIJK

Museum Bronbeek ARNHEM

Museum Buurt Spoorweg HAAKSBERGEN

Museum Catharijneconvent UTRECHT

Museum De 5000 Morgen HOOGEVEEN

Museum de Buitenplaats EELDE

Museum De Casteelse Poort WAGENINGEN

Museum De Cruquius CRUQUIUS

Museum de Fundatie (Kast. Het Nijenhuis) HEINO/WIJHE

Museum de Fundatie (Paleis a/d Blijmarkt HEINO/WIJHE

Museum De Koperen Knop HARDINXVELD-GIESSENDAM

Museum De Kopermolen VAALS

Museum De Oude Aarde GIETHOORN

Museum De Paviljoens ALMERE

Museum De Ronde Venen VINKEVEEN

Museum De Vier Quartieren OIRSCHOT

Museum De Wieger DEURNE

Museum der Koninklijke Marechaussee BUREN

Museum Dorestad WIJK BIJ DUURSTEDE

Museum Drachten Smallingerland DRACHTEN

Museum Elburg ELBURG

Museum Feijenoord (Home of History) ROTTERDAM

Museum Flehite AMERSFOORT

Museum Freriks WINTERSWIJK

Museum Gevangenpoort DEN HAAG

Museum Henriette Polak (gem. Zutphen) ZUTPHEN

Museum Het Domein SITTARD

Museum Het Elisabeth Weeshuis CULEMBORG

Museum Het Kleine Veenloo VEENENDAAL

Museum Het Oude Raadhuis Urk URK

Museum Het Petershuis GENNEP

Museum Het Rembrandthuis AMSTERDAM

Museum Het Rondeel RHENEN

Museum Het Valkhof NIJMEGEN

Museum Hilversum HILVERSUM

Museum Hindeloopen HINDELOOPEN

Museum In ‘t Houten Huis DE RIJP

Museum Jacobs van den Hof AMERSFOORT

Museum Jan Corver BUDEL

Museum Jan Cunen OSS

Museum Jan van der Togt AMSTELVEEN

Museum Joure JOURE

Museum Kasteel Wijchen WIJCHEN

Museum Kempenland EINDHOVEN

Museum Kranenburgh BERGEN

Museum Lambert van Meerten DELFT

Museum Land van Valkenburg VALKENBURG LB

Museum Maluku UTRECHT

Museum Martena FRANEKER

Museum Meermanno DEN HAAG

Museum Menkemaborg UITHUIZEN

Museum Mesdag DEN HAAG

Museum Natura Docet DENEKAMP

Museum Nederlandse Cavalerie AMERSFOORT

Museum Nusantara DELFT

Museum Ons’ Lieve Heer op Solder AMSTERDAM

Museum Paul Tétar van Elven DELFT

Museum Pieter Fentener v Vlissingen, Stg HELMOND

Museum Rijswijk RIJSWIJK

Museum Schokland EMMELOORD

Museum Slager ‘S HERTOGENBOSCH

Museum Slot Loevestein POEDEROIJEN

Museum Smedekinck ZELHEM

Museum Spaans Gouvernement MAASTRICHT

Museum St Paulusgasthuis/Brabantse Mutse SINT-OEDENRODE

Museum Stad Appingedam APPINGEDAM

Museum Stedhûs Sleat SLOTEN

Museum Sterrenwacht Sonnenborgh UTRECHT

Museum Swaensteyn VOORBURG

Museum ‘t Behouden Huys TERSCHELLING-WEST

Museum ‘t Freulekeshuus VENRAY

Museum ‘t Oude Slot VELDHOVEN

Museum Terra Maris OOSTKAPELLE

Museum Tongerlohuys ROOSENDAAL

Museum van Bommel van Dam VENLO

Museum van de Twintigste Eeuw HOORN

Museum van Egmond EGMOND AAN ZEE

Museum van het Nederlandse Uurwerk ZAANDAM

Museum Van Loon AMSTERDAM

Museum Volkenkunde LEIDEN
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Museum voor anatomie en pathologie NIJMEGEN

Museum voor Communicatie DEN HAAG

Museum voor Moderne Kunst Arnhem ARNHEM

Museum voor Religieuze Kunst UDEN

Museum Willem van Haren HEERENVEEN

MuseumGouda GOUDA

Museumpark Orientalis HEILIG LANDSTICHTING

Museumplatform Hellevoetsluis, Stg. HELLEVOETSLUIS

Museumstoomtram Hoorn-Medemblik HOORN

Muzee Scheveningen SCHEVENINGEN

Muzeeaquarium Delfzijl DELFZIJL

NAi Maastricht MAASTRICHT

Nat. Biermuseum De Boom ALKMAAR

Nat. Farmaceutisch Museum De Moriaan GOUDA

Nat. Museum van Speelklok tot Pierement UTRECHT

Nat. Reddingmuseum Dorus Rijkers DEN HELDER

Nationaal Baggermuseum SLIEDRECHT

Nationaal Beiaard- en Natuurmuseum Asten ASTEN

Nationaal Bevrijdingsmuseum 1944-1945 GROESBEEK

Nationaal Brandweermuseum HELLEVOETSLUIS

Nationaal Fietsmuseum Velorama NIJMEGEN

Nationaal Glasmuseum/ Stichting Glas LEERDAM

Nationaal Luchtvaart-Themapark Aviodrome LELYSTAD

Nationaal Monument Kamp Vught VUGHT

Nationaal Onderwijsmuseum ROTTERDAM

Nationaal Rijtuigmuseum LEEK

Nationaal Science Center NEMO AMSTERDAM

Nationaal Sleepvaart Museum MAASSLUIS

Nationaal Tinnen Figuren Museum OMMEN

Nationaal Veeteelt Museum BEERS (NB)

Nationaal Vlasserij-Suikermuseum KLUNDERT

Naturalis LEIDEN

Natuurhistorisch Museum Maastricht MAASTRICHT

Natuurhistorisch Museum Rotterdam ROTTERDAM

Natuurmuseum Brabant TILBURG

Natuurmuseum Dokkum DOKKUM

Natuurmuseum E. Heimans ZAANDAM

Natuurmuseum Fryslân LEEUWARDEN

Natuurmuseum Nijmegen NIJMEGEN

Ned. Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid HILVERSUM

Nederlands Architectuur Instituut (NAI) ROTTERDAM

Nederlands Artillerie Museum ‘T HARDE

Nederlands Bakkerijmuseum HATTEM

Nederlands Fotomuseum ROTTERDAM

Nederlands Instituut voor Mediakunst AMSTERDAM

Nederlands Leder- en Schoenenmuseum WAALWIJK

Nederlands Openluchtmuseum ARNHEM

Nederlands Politie Museum APELDOORN

Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum AMSTERDAM

Nederlands Steendrukmuseum VALKENSWAARD

Nederlands Stoommachinemuseum MEDEMBLIK

Nederlands Tegelmuseum OTTERLO

Nederlands Uitvaartmuseum, Stg. AMTERDAM

Nederlands Waterleidingmuseum UTRECHT

Nederlands Watermuseum ARNHEM

Nieuw Land Erfgoedcentrum LELYSTAD

NINSEE, Nat. Inst. Slavernij en Erfenis AMSTERDAM

Noordbrabants Museum ‘S HERTOGENBOSCH

Noordelijk Scheepvaartmuseum GRONINGEN

Oertijdmuseum De Groene Poort BOXTEL

Olympic Experience AMSTERDAM

Openbaar Vervoer Museum R’dam ROTTERDAM

Openluchtmuseum Het Hoogeland WARFFUM

Openluchtmuseum Ootmarsum OOTMARSUM

Oudheidkamer Bolsward BOLSWARD

Paleis Het Loo Nationaal Museum APELDOORN

Persmuseum AMSTERDAM

Pieter Vermeulen Museum, Stg. DRIEHUIS

Polderhuismuseum Westkapelle WESTKAPELLE

Poppenspe(e)lmuseum VORCHTEN

Purmerends Museum PURMEREND

Rijksmuseum Twenthe ENSCHEDE

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden LEIDEN

Rotterdams Radio Museum ROTTERDAM

Schatkamer Kathedraal Basiliek St. Bavo HAARLEM

Scheringa Museum voor Realisme SPANBROEK

Scryption TILBURG

Siebold Huis LEIDEN

Sikkens Schildersmuseum SASSENHEIM

Singer Laren LAREN (NH)

Sliedrechts Museum SLIEDRECHT

Slot Zuylen OUD-ZUILEN

SM’s-Stedelijk Museum ‘S HERTOGENBOSCH

Space Expo NOORDWIJK
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Speelgoedmuseum Deventer DEVENTER

Speldjesmuseum Pin Art Gallery KLAASWAAL

Spoorwegmuseum UTRECHT

St. Koninklijke Eise Eisinga Planetarium FRANEKER

Stadsarchief Amsterdam AMSTERDAM

Stadsgalerij Heerlen HEERLEN

Stadskasteel Zaltbommel ZALTBOMMEL

Stadsmuseum Harderwijk HARDERWIJK

Stadsmuseum IJsselstein IJSSELSTEIN

Stadsmuseum Tilburg TILBURG

Stadsmuseum Woerden WOERDEN

Stadsmuseum Zoetermeer ZOETERMEER

Stedelijk Museum Alkmaar ALKMAAR

Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, Stg. AMSTERDAM

Stedelijk Museum De Lakenhal LEIDEN

Stedelijk Museum Kampen KAMPEN

Stedelijk Museum Roermond ROERMOND

Stedelijk Museum Vianen VIANEN ZH

Stedelijk Museum Zutphen (gem. Zutphen) ZUTPHEN

Stedelijk Museum Zwolle ZWOLLE

Stg. Gemeentemuseum Den Haag DEN HAAG

Stg. Kasteel Heeswijk HEESWIJK-DINTHER

Stg. Museum Kinderwereld RODEN

Stg. Stedelijk Museum Schiedam SCHIEDAM

Stichting De Nollen DEN HELDER

Stichting De Schiedamse Molens SCHIEDAM

Stichting Het Bolwerk IJZENDIJKE

Stichting Jordaanmuseum AMSTERDAM

Stichting Klooster Ter Apel TER APEL

Stichting Museum de Kantfabriek HORST

Stichting Museum Tromp’s Huys VLIELAND

Stichting Provinciale Atlas NH HAARLEM

Stichting Rijksmuseum Amsterdam AMSTERDAM

Stichting Synagoge Elburg ELBURG

Stichting TwentseWelle ENSCHEDE

Stoomtrein Valkenb.Meer & Smalspoor Mus. VALKENBURG ZH

Streekhistorisch Centrum STADSKANAAL

Streekmuseum “Het Land van Axel” AXEL

Streekmuseum “De Meestoof” SINT-ANNALAND

Streekmuseum Crimpenerhof KRIMPEN A/D IJSSEL

Streekmuseum het Admiraliteitshuis DOKKUM

Streekmuseum Stevensweert/Ohé en Laak STEVENSWEERT

‘t Fiskershüske MODDERGAT

‘t Huys Dever LISSE

Tassenmuseum Hendrikje AMSTERDAM

Techniek Museum Delft DELFT

TENT.Stichting Centrum Beeldende Kunst ROTTERDAM

Texels Museum DE KOOG

Teylers Museum HAARLEM

Theater Instituut Nederland AMSTERDAM

Theo Thijssen Museum AMSTERDAM

Thermenmuseum HEERLEN

Titus Brandsma Museum BOLSWARD

Tresoar LEEUWARDEN

Twents Techniekmuseum HEIM HENGELO

Universiteitsmuseum Groningen GRONINGEN

Universiteitsmuseum Utrecht UTRECHT

Van Abbemuseum EINDHOVEN

Van Gogh Museum AMSTERDAM

Veenkoloniaal Museum VEENDAM

Veluws Museum Nairac BARNEVELD

Veluws Streekmuseum/Hagedoorns Plaatse EPE

Vereniging Aaltense Musea AALTEN

Verzetsmuseum Amsterdam AMSTERDAM

Verzetsmuseum Zuid-Holland GOUDA

Vincent van GoghHuis ZUNDERT

Visserijmuseum / Vlaardings Museum VLAARDINGEN

Voerman Museum HATTEM

Volkenkundige Collectie Radboud Univ.Nij NIJMEGEN

Volksbuurtmuseum Wijk C UTRECHT

Watersnoodmuseum OUWERKERK

Wereldmuseum Rotterdam ROTTERDAM

Westfries Museum HOORN

Westlands Museum HONSELERSDIJK

Zaans Museum ZAANDAM

Zandvoorts Museum ZANDVOORT

Zee- en Havenmuseum de Visserijschool IJMUIDEN

Zeeuws Maritiem MuZEEum VLISSINGEN

Zeeuws Museum MIDDELBURG

Zoölogisch Museum Amsterdam AMSTERDAM

Zoutmuseum DELDEN

Zuiderzeemuseum ENKHUIZEN
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AppendIx 2

AnAlySIS oF ACComodAtIon oF

regIStered muSeumS
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onbekend

Museum Pieter Fentener v Vlissingen

Artimare

divers

Museum Joure 

Breda’s Museum 

Museumplatform Hellevoetsluis

Erfgoed Delft e.o. 

geen 

Theater Instituut Nederland 

Volkenkundige Collectie Radboud Univ.

Nederlands Politie Museum 

Stichting Provinciale Atlas NH 

Stadsmuseum Tilburg 

bestemming

Hortus Botanicus Leiden 

Teylers Museum 

Stichting Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 

Naturalis 

Zoölogisch Museum Amsterdam 

Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen

Gemeentemuseum Den Haag 

Stedelijk Museum Alkmaar 

KIT Tropenmuseum 

Maritiem Museum Rotterdam

Thermenmuseum 

Museum Lambert van Meerten 

Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam

Kasteel Museum Sypesteyn 

Museon 

Museumpark Orientalis 

Museum Natura Docet 

Mineralogisch-Geologisch Museum 

Kröller-Müller Museum 

Nederlands Architectuur Instituut (NAI) 

Helmond

Edam

Joure

Breda

Hellevoetsluis

Delft

Amsterdam

Nijmegen

Apeldoorn

Haarlem

Tilburg

Leiden

Haarlem

Amsterdam

Leiden

Amsterdam

Rotterdam

‘s-Gravenhage

Alkmaar

Amsterdam

Rotterdam

Heerlen

Delft

Amsterdam

Loosdrecht

‘s-Gravenhage

Heilig Landstichting

Denekamp

Delft

Otterlo

Rotterdam

?  niet te vinden

? gestopt

1976 eerste 1976

1998 eerste 1998

divers divers

divers divers

 

1924 geen

1979 geen

1984 tot 2007 geen

1993 geen

2004 geen

 

1594 1594

1784 1784

1800 1885

1820 1998

1838/1872/1882 1838/1872/1882

1849 1935

1851 1935

1861 2000

1871 1926

1874 1986

1877 1977

1892 1905

1895 1895-2004   2004-2008

1902? 1923?

1904 1986

1911 1911

1911 1921

1912 1912

1913 1938

1915? 1989? 1993

?

Historich

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

divers

Historisch/archeologisch

Theater/Kunst

Ethnologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst en wetenschap

Kunst

Natuurhistorisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Kunst

Gemengd

Ethnologisch

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/kunst

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Kunst? Historie?
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?

Historich

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

divers

Historisch/archeologisch

Theater/Kunst

Ethnologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst en wetenschap

Kunst

Natuurhistorisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Kunst

Gemengd

Ethnologisch

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/kunst

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Kunst? Historie?

?

legende van een meermin in Edam

ambacht, industrie, kunst

streekmuseum

historie van de streek in diverse musea en gebouwen

een verzameling van historische panden, geschiedenis gebouw en omgeving

theater instituut

universiteitscollectie op gebied van antropologie

politiemuseum

topografisch-historische atlas van Noord-Holland

streekmuseum

botanische tuin

verzameling van zijde- en lakenhandelaar Pieter Teyler van der Hulst

kunst

natuurmuseum

natuurwetenschappen

kunst

kunst

streekhistorie

volkenkunde

scheepvaart en havenwezen

resten van een Romeins Badhuis en andere bodemvondsten

verzameling van Lambert van Meerten

kunst

historie van dit kasteel, maar bovenal, historie van het oorspronkelijke kasteel 

onderwijsmuseum

openluchtmuseum over cultuur & religie

de natuur onderwijst

mijnbouwkunde

kunst

architectuur

niet te vinden

gestopt

industrieel, ambachtelijk complex: 1976, fabriek, 1981 Keverling 
Pakhuis, 1981 Geboortehuis Egbert Douwes, 1986 Ambachtengebouw, 
1991 Metaalwarenfabriek Keverling, 1992 ’t Sael, 2001 Pand 99, 2001 nieuwbouw 
entree, 2003 Kadehuis 

Chassékazerne, Grote Kerk, Begijnhof en Holland Casino in de Kloosterkazerne

bezoekerscentrum de veste (herbestemming), droogdok (i), brandweermuseum 
(herbetemming), korenmolen (interventie), kunstuitleen (herbestemming), lichtschip 
(interventie), oudheidkamer (herbestemming), theater (herbestemming), vuurtoren 
(interventie)

archeologie, archief, winkeltje Kouwenhoven, Museum Lambert van Meerten, Museum 
Nusantara, Museum het Prinsenhof

vanaf 2009 reizend

geen, begin 2005 gesloten

Momenteel gesloten. Ze gaan wellicht verhuizen naar een brandweerkazerne, lees 
beleidsplan 2007-2011

geen, website en tentoonstellingen in diverse musea

geen, nóg geen locatie, wel tentoonstellingen in de stad

nieuwbouw en pesthuis (laatste is herbestemming)

gebouwd rondom de opgraving van een Romeins badhuis

Verzamelaar laat huis bouwen met als doelstelling de museum functie

restauratie + nieuwbouw, tijdelijke herbestemming (4 jaar), nu reizend 

Sypesteyn herbouwt in de 20ste eeuw een middeleeuws kasteel na

de gebouwen worden op locatie gebouwd

in het nieuwe TU gebouw werd plaats gereserveerd voor het museum 

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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Botanische Tuin TU Delft 

Nederlands Openluchtmuseum 

Nationaal Science Center NEMO 

Rijksmuseum Twenthe 

Van Abbemuseum 

Botanische Tuin Kerkrade 

Filmmuseum 

Letterkundig Museum/Kinderboekenmuseum 

Nationaal Luchtvaart-Themapark Aviodrome 

Afrika Museum 

Museum van Bommel van Dam 

Van Gogh Museum 

Groninger Museum 

Bonnefantenmuseum 

TENT.Stichting Centrum Beeldende Kunst 

Max Euwe Centrum 

Klompenmuseum Gebr. Wietzes 

Museum Jan van der Togt 

Museum de Buitenplaats 

Limburgs Museum 

Westlands Museum 

Zaans Museum 

Het Nederlands Stripmuseum 

Ecodrome 

Ned. Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid 

Museum De Paviljoens 

Industrion, Museum Industrie&Samenleving 

Museum Het Valkhof 

Fotomuseum (GEM) 

Tresoar 

Pieter Vermeulen Museum, Stg. 

Museum Belvédère

Nieuw Land Erfgoedcentrum 

Hunebedcentrum 

Cobra Museum Amstelveen 

CODA / Cultuur Onder Dak Apeldoorn 

Oertijdmuseum De Groene Poort 

Delft

Arnhem

Amsterdam

Enschede

Eindhoven

Kerkrade

Amsterdam

‘s-Gravenhage

Lelystad

Berg en Dal

Venlo

Amsterdam

Groningen

Maastricht

Rotterdam

Amsterdam

Paterswolde

Amstelveen

Eelde

Venlo

Honselersdijk

Zaandam

Groningen

Zwolle

Hilversum

Almere

Kerkrade

Nijmegen

‘s-Gravenhage

Leeuwarden

Driehuis

Heerenveen

Lelystad

Borger

Amstelveen

Apeldoorn

Boxtel

1917 1917

1918 1918

1923 1997

1930 1930

1936 1936

1939 1939

1952 1975

1954 1985

1955 1971

1956 1958

1971 1971

1973 1973

1978 1994

1979? 1995

1982 1999?

1986 1986

1990 1990

1991 1991

1991 1996

1993 2000

1993 fusie 1980 en 1993

1994? 1998

1995 2004

1997 1997

1997 2006

1998 1994

1998 1998

1999 1999

2002 2002

2002 2002

2002 2010

2004 2004

2004 fusie ?

2005 2005

? 1995

? 2004

? ?

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Kunst

Kunst

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Ethnologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Kunst

Kunst

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Technisch/transport

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Natuurhistorisch
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Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Kunst

Kunst

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Ethnologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Kunst

Kunst

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Technisch/transport

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Natuurhistorisch

botanische tuin

cultureel erfgoed gebouwen

technische en natuurkunidige wetenschap

beeldende kunst en kunstnijverheid

kunst

botanische tuin

filmmuseum

documentatie van letterkunde

luchtvaart

alles over Afrika

kunst

kunst

geschiedenis van de stad Groningen en geschiedenis

kunst

kunst

Ode aan Max Euwe wereldkampioen schaken

klompen

kunst

figuratieve kunst in een museumpaviljoen, naast woonhuis oprichters

historie en volkskunde

streekhistorie en historische tuin

streekmuseum

stripmuseum

themapark waar de natuur centraal staat

Nederlandse audiovisuele erfgoed

kunst

streekhistorie en techniek

archeologie en kunst

fotografie en hedendaagse kunst

letterkundig museum, archief

natuur en milieu educatie

kunst

cultureel erfgoed van Flevoland en het Zuiderzeeproject

hunebedden

kunst

kunst

prehistorie/oertijd

locatie = bestemming. De gebouwtjes an sich worden museumobject 

botanische tuin

2011 nieuw gebouw aan het IJ

gevestigd in het Koninklijke Bibliotheek complex

fusie: Groninger museum voor stad en lande  en natuurmuseum 

gevestigd in de witte de with, centrum voor hedendaagse kunst

kantorencomplex (gedeelde functie in het gebouw)

schuur. Bezig met nieuwbouwplannen

het goltziusmuseum (1967) is opgegaan in dit museum

Er werd een geheel nieuwe tuin aangelegd. Fusie van 3 instellingen (oprichtingen 1933, 
1980, 1993)

themapark binnen en buiten

2009 heropening en nieuwe naam: Discovery Center Continium

Fusie: Commanderie van St. Jan (1845) - Rijksmuseum G.M. Kam (1922)

in 1962 werd het gemeentemuseum uitgebreid met deze expositieruimte

Fusie: 1840 Ryksargyf, 1852 Bibliotheek, 1959 Letterkundich Museum 

historisch museum Apeldoorn, het archief en de bibliotheek onder 1 dak

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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Interventie

St. Koninklijke Eise Eisinga Planetarium 

Missiemuseum Steyl 

Museum Meermanno 

Drents Museum 

Historisch Museum Deventer 

Museum Bronbeek 

Gemeente Dordrecht (Mus. Simon van Gijn) 

Museum Nusantara 

Hortus Botanicus Amsterdam 

BV Panorama Mesdag 

Museum Gevangenpoort 

Wereldmuseum Rotterdam 

Museum Mesdag 

Museum Ons’ Lieve Heer op Solder 

Honig Breet Huis 

Edams Museum 

Het Spinozahuis 

De dubbele palmboom (Hist. Museum R’dam)

Stadskasteel Zaltbommel 

Multatuli Museum 

Museum Het Rembrandthuis 

Gemeentelijke Musea Zierikzee

Historisch Museum Den Briel 

Kasteel De Haar

Huygensmuseum Hofwijck 

Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum 

Markiezenhof, gem. Bergen op Zoom 

Museum Menkemaborg 

Bisdom van Vliet 

De Zaansche Molen Vereniging 

Museum Paul Tétar van Elven 

Joods Historisch Museum 

Spoorwegmuseum 

Museum De Casteelse Poort 

Museum Het Elisabeth Weeshuis 

Universiteitsmuseum Utrecht 

Franeker

Steyl

‘s-Gravenhage

Assen

Deventer

Arnhem

Dordrecht

Delft

Amsterdam

‘s-Gravenhage

‘s-Gravenhage

Rotterdam

‘s-Gravenhage

Amsterdam

Zaandijk

Edam

Rijnsburg

Rotterdam

Zaltbommel

Amsterdam

Amsterdam

Zierikzee

Brielle

Haarzuilens

Voorburg

Amsterdam

Bergen op Zoom

Uithuizen

Haastrecht

Koog aan de Zaan

Delft

Amsterdam

Utrecht

Wageningen

Culemborg

Utrecht

1781 rond 1825 of 1859?

1852 1852

1852 1852

1854 1854

1856 1915

1863 1863

1864 1925

1864 of 1901 1864

1877 1877

1881 1881

1882 1882

1883 1885

1887 1887

1888 1888

1890 1940

1895 1895

1897 1897

1904 1967

1905 1937

1910 1975

1911 1911

1911 en 1971 1911 en 1984

1912 1912

1912? 1912?

1913 1928

1916 1973

1919 1919

1921 1921?

1923 1923

1925 1925

1926 1926

1926 1981 of 1987

1927 1954

1927 1986

1928 1980

1928 ?

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Ethnologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Ethnologisch

Kunst

Historisch/kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/kunst

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/kunst

Kunst

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Gemengd

Technisch/transport

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch
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Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Ethnologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Ethnologisch

Kunst

Historisch/kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/kunst

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/kunst

Kunst

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Gemengd

Technisch/transport

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

sterrenkunde

verzameling schatten van de misionarissen 

het geschreven en gedrukte boek in al zijn vormen

drentse oudheden

historie van het waaggebouw + streekhistorie

het tehuis toont tevens een rijke collectie voorwerpen uit Nederlands-Indië

verzameling van Mr. Simon van Gijn, eigenaar van het voormalige woonhuis

geschiedenis en culturen van Indonesië

planten wetenschap

panorama van vissersdorp scheveningen

historie van de gevangenis met o.a. collectie van straf- en martelwerktuigen

erfgoed van over de hele wereld. Waar culturen elkaar ontmoeten

kunstverzameling 

historie van gebouw en inwonenden 

historie van het woonhuis en de bewoners van 1830

streekmuseum

Leven en werk van filosoof-theoloog Benedictus de Spinoza

geschiedenis van kooplui, havenwerkers, middenstand en Rotterdamse burger

streekmuseum en historie van het kasteel en bewoners

geboortehuis van de schrijver

Rembrandt woonde en werkte 21 jaar lang in dit huis

Oudeheidkamer + Historie van de gevangenis en het zeeleven

historie van waaggebouw en vuurtoren. Streekhistorie in de stadsgevangenis

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

historie van het buitenhuis, bewoner Constantijn Huygens en omgeving

museum voor scheepvaart

stad en regiomuseum vertelt het historische verhaal van paleis en bewoners

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

herinneringen aan het geslacht Bisdom van Vliet

12 draaiende industriemolens en het unieke Molenmuseum

historie omtrent de kunstschilder Tetar van Elven vanuit zijn woonhuis

Joodse historie

spoorwegmuseum

historie kasteel, streekhistorie en oudheidkamer

geschiedenis van het weeshuis en kunst en streek

wetenschap en de universiteit

woonhuis, planetarium in woonhuis gemaakt, al snel open voor publiek

missiehuis

woonhuis van baron van Westreenen van Tiellandt (verzamelaar en grondlegger)

Provinciehuis-complex: Abdijkerk, Drostenhuis, Ontvangershuis en voormalige 
Provinciehuis

waaggebouw

verzorgingstehuis

woonhuis

gastenverblijf van een klooster. Ontstaan uit de Indische Instelling (1864-1900)

botanische tuin

s werelds oudste panorama op lokatie

gevangenis. Oorspronkelijk toegangspoort tot de stad (1296). Vanaf de 15de eeuw 
gevangenis

clubgebouw koniklijke Yachtvereniging. Al snel museumfunctie door de verzamelde 
schatten

woonhuis + museumzaal (van en door het schildersechtpaar) 

woonhuis + katholieke kerk

woonhuis

woonhuis, winkel en raadhuis

chirurgijnswoning (kort woonverblijf van Spinoza)

(graan)pakhuis

stadskasteel

woonhuis

woonhuis

Oudheidkamer op de zolder van het stadhuis + stadsgevangenis, onderdeel van het 
Havenpoortcomplex. Binnenkort hele museum in stadhuis

stadsgevangenis, waaggebouw en vuurtoren

kasteel

buitenhuis

zeemagazijn

stadspaleis. Historie van het paleis. Maar ook spotprentenmuseum en kermismuseum

kasteel

woonhuis

molens en museumgebouw

woonhuis

synagogencomplex

maliebaanstation

kasteel. Fusie: oudheidkamer en historisch museum

weeshuis. Het begon met de oudheidkamer welke in 1928 verhuisde naar deze 
locatie. 1980 geheel museum 

botanische tuin en laboratorium
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Vereniging Aaltense Musea 

Historisch Museum Het Palthe Huis 

Stedelijk Museum Roermond 

Universiteitsmuseum Groningen 

Stichting Klooster Ter Apel 

Museum De Cruquius 

Het Nat. Park de Hoge Veluwe

Behoud van den Doornenburg, Stg. tot 

Belasting & Douane Museum 

Museum ‘t Behouden Huys 

Museum Rijswijk 

Purmerends Museum 

Kasteel Huis Bergh ‘S 

Liberty Park 

Airborne Museum Hartenstein 

Museum Betje Wolff 

BotanischeTuinen Wageningen Univ. 

Slot Zuylen 

Borg Verhildersum 

Huis Doorn 

Streekmuseum Crimpenerhof 

Singer Laren 

Nederlands Leder- en Schoenenmuseum 

Het Nederlands Vestingmuseum 

Jenevermuseum 

Stichting Museum Tromp’s Huys 

Gemeentemuseum Het Hannemahuis 

Museum de Fundatie (Kast. Het Nijenhuis) 

Nationaal Rijtuigmuseum 

AUDAX Textielmuseum 

Legermuseum 

Openluchtmuseum Het Hoogeland 

Afrikacentrum 

Anne Frank Stichting 

Kasteel Duivenvoorde 

Museum De 5000 Morgen 

Nederlands Artillerie Museum 

Museum Schokland 

Aalten

Oldenzaal

Roermond

Groningen

Ter Apel

Cruquius

Hoenderloo

Doornenburg

Rotterdam

Terschelling-west

Rijswijk

Purmerend

Heerenberg

Overloon

Oosterbeek

Middenbeemster

Wageningen

Oud-Zuilen

Leens

Doorn

Krimpen a/d IJssel

Laren (NH)

Waalwijk

Naarden

Schiedam

Vlieland

Harlingen

Heino/Wijhe

Leek

Tilburg

Delft

Warffum

Cadier en keer

Amsterdam

Voorschoten

Hoogeveen

‘t Harde

Emmeloord

1928 1977 en 1984 en 2004

1929 1929

1932 1932

1932 1987

1933? 1933?

1934 1934

1935 1935

1936 1968

1937 1949

1937 1952

1940 1975

1943 1987

1946 1946

1946 1946

1949 1978

1950 1950

1951 1954

1952 1952

1953 1953

1953 1953

1953 1953

1954 1956

1954 1960

1955 1955

1955? 1996

1956 1956

1957 1957

1958 1958

1958 1958

1958 1982

1959 1959

1959 1959

1959 ?

1960 1960

1960 1963

1960 1965?

1961 1961

1961? 1961?

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Kunst

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Ethnologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch
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Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Kunst

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Ethnologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

streekmuseum

historie van de woning + streekhistorie

Roermondse kunstenaars + streekhistorie

collectie van de universiteit

historie van het klooster

Stoomgemaal “De Cruquius” uit 1849, gerestaureerd en weer in werking

natuurgebied

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

belasting en douane

ene huis historie v/h huis. Andere huis streekhistorie

Historie voormalige bewoner + streekhistorie

streekmuseum

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

geschiedenis van de Tweede Wereldoorlog

‘de Slag om Arnhem’

voormalige bewoners van het pand + streekhistorie

tuinen van de landbouwhogeschool

historie van het kasteel, (laatste) bewoners en omgeving

historie van het huis, bewoners en omgeving

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

streekmuseum

kunst

schoen- en lederproductie

(vesting)artillerie, de geschiedenis van Naarden en de waterlinies

jenevermuseum

verhaal over vroegere bewoners + streekhistorie

streekmuseum

Historie van het kasteel en kunst

rijtuigen + historie van het landgoed

textielindustrie

geschiedenis van de Nederlandse soldaat door de eeuwen heen 

een twintigtal historische gebouwen vertellen het leven in Warffum rond 1900

in een voormailge schoolvleugel. West-Afrikaanse voorwerpen en gebruiken

historie van gebouw en inwonenden 

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

voormalige bewoners van het pand + streekhistorie

Nederlandse Artillerie

geschiedenis van de Noordoostpolder, Schokland en Schokker bevolking

woonhuizen + schuur

patriciërswoning

woning, Architect Pierre Cuypers ontwierp het gebouw (1853), manifest van zijn 
kunstopvattingen

universiteitsbibliotheek

klooster

stoomgemaal

natuurgebied 

kasteel

rijksbelastingsacademie

twee commandeurshuizen

Stijlkamer ingericht als werkkamer van de dichter Tollens die in dit patriciërshuis 
woonde. + nieuwbouw

stadhuis, oorspronkelijk alleen museum op zolder, nu het hele gebouw

kasteel

“slagveld”

villa (in 1944 hoofdkwartier Generaal-majoor Urquhart)

pastorie

arboretum

kasteel 

steenhuis + landgoed

kasteel

boerderij

woonhuis + nieuwbouw

Herenhuis en fabriek

in en op Bastion Turfpoort

branderij/destilleerderij

woonhuis

herenhuis, wat de laatste bewoners voor museale doeleindenen beschikbaar hebben 
gesteld

kasteel 

landhuis/kasteel

textielfabriek

armamentarium/wapenmagazijn

o.a. schoolgebouw, woonhuizen en schuren, kroeg, slagerij 

missiehuis

woonhuis/onderduikadres

kasteel 

herenhuis

legerplaats (diverse paviljoens)

kerkje + natuurgebied 

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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Marinemuseum 

t Fiskershüske 

Museum Buurt Spoorweg 

Museumstoomtram Hoorn-Medemblik 

Militaire Luchtvaart Museum 

Het Haven museum 

Paleis Het Loo Nationaal Museum 

Museum De Wieger 

Museum aan het Vrijthof

Museum Van Loon 

Museum voor Religieuze Kunst 

Schatkamer Kathedraal Basiliek St. Bavo 

Bebinghehoes

Kasteel Heeswijk 

Museum St Paulusgasthuis/Brabantse Mutsen 

Museum Terra Maris 

Kasteel Ammersoyen 

Historische Tuin Aalsmeer 

Veluws Streekmuseum/Hagedoorns Plaatse 

Museum Catharijneconvent 

Huizer Museum 

Mariniersmuseum 

Museum De Ronde Venen 

Stichting De Schiedamse Molens 

Stichting De Nollen 

Gemeentemuseum Helmond 

Herinneringscentrum Kamp Westerbork 

Marker Museum 

Nederlands Waterleidingmuseum 

Biesboschmuseum 

Openbaar Vervoer Museum R’dam 

Nationaal Monument Kamp Vught 

Molenmuseum De Wachter 

Theo Thijssen Museum 

CRASH Luchtoorlog- en Verzetsmus. 40-45 

Museum Sterrenwacht Sonnenborgh 

Museum De Koperen Knop 

Nederlands Stoommachinemuseum 

Zee- en Havenmuseum de Visserijschool 

Den helder

Moddergat

Haaksbergen

Hoorn

Soesterberg

Rotterdam

Apeldoorn

Deurne

Maastricht

Amsterdam

Uden

Haarlem

Exloo

Heeswijk-dinther

Sint-Oedenrode

Oostkapelle

Ammerzoden

Aalsmeer

Epe

Utrecht

Huizen

Rotterdam

Vinkeveen

Schiedam

Den Helder

Helmond

Hooghalen

Marken

Utrecht

Werkendam

Rotterdam

Vught

Zuidlaren

Amsterdam

Aalsmeerderbrug

Utrecht

Hardinxveld-Giessendam

Medemblik

IJmuiden

1965 1965 en 1995

1966 1966

1967 1975

1968 1968

1968 1980

1968 ?

1972 1972

1972 1976

1973 1973

1973 1973

1973 1973

1973 1973

1974 1974

1974 1974

1975 1975

1976 1976

1976? 1976?

1978 1978

1978 en 2007 1978 en 2007

1979 1979

1979? 1995

1980 1980

1980 1980

1981 1981

1981 1987

1982 1982 en 2001

1983 1983

1983 1983

1983? 1983

1984 1984

1984 1990

1986 1990

1987 1987

1987 1995

1987 2009

1987? 1987?

1989 1989

1989 1989

1989 1994

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Technisch/transport

Technisch/transport

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Gemengd

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch/kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Oprichting Huisvesting
huidige locatie
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Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Technisch/transport

Technisch/transport

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Gemengd

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch/kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Nederlandse marine

kustvisserij en de visserscultuur

lokaalspoorweg goederenvervoer

lokaalspoorlijn Medemblik - Hoorn

Militaire luchtvaart

geschiedenis van de haven

openstellen van het paleis voor bezoekers

Verzameling + eigen werk van kunstenaar Hendrik Wiegersma in zijn woonhuis

spaans gouvernement

historie van gebouw en inwonenden 

kunst, volksdevotie, kruidentuin 

collectie kerkelijke kunst

streekhistorie

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

historie van de huisjes, bewoners en omgeving 

natuur en landschap van zeeland

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

telen en kweken; in stand houden van gewassen

streekmuseum

heden en verleden van het christendom in Nederland

voormalige bewoners van het pand + streekhistorie

over de mariniers die in 1940 vochten tegen de duitse invasiemacht

streekhistorie van de Ronde Venen

molens en hun omgeving

Kunstenaar R.W. Van de Wint gebruikte natuurgebied ‘de nollen’ als atelier

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving + streekhistorie

herinneringscentrum 

voormalige bewoners van het pand + streekhistorie

heden, verleden en toekomst van de drinkwatervoorziening in Nederland

verleden, heden en de toekomst van de Biesbosch

openbaar vervoer

herinnering aan de geschiedenis van het kamp en de slachtoffer

historie van de molen 

historie omtrent de schrijver Theo Thijssen in zijn geboortehuis

lucht-oorlog -en verzetsgeschiedenis

bastion en sterrenwacht

voormalige bewoners van het pand + streekhistorie

stoommachines

maritiem museum

torengebouw/opslagruimte + nieuwbouw (1995)

vissershuizen

spoorlijn en  treinen

spoorlijn en  treinen

militair terrein

schepen en werkplaasten

paleis

woonhuis

kapittelhuis + nieuwbouw

grachtenpand

abdij (vleugel)

Baseliek

(hallen)boerderij

kasteel

gasthuisjes

orangerie + natuurgebied

kasteel

landbouwgrond

boerderij (interventie) + nieuwbouw (streekhistorie)

klooster

woonhuis + vergaderhuis

wijnhaven

verenigings coopratie gebouw in het natuurgebied van de ronde venen

molens

natuurgebied + (in toekomst) paviljoens)

kasteel (interventie en herbestemming) + nieuwbouw (bestemming) + dependance 
Boscotondo sinds 2001

kamp Westerbork

visserswoningen. 1 huis ingericht naar woonsituatie 1932. Andere woningen o.a.  
klederdracht

watertoren

natuurgebied 

metrostation

kampterrein

molen

woonhuis

fort

bastion + sterrenwacht

boerderij

stoomgemaal

visserijschool

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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De Locht’ Nat. Asperge- & Champignonmuseum

Space Expo 

Archeologisch Museum Haarlem 

Historisch Museum Haarlemmermeer 

Volksbuurtmuseum Wijk C 

Watersnoodmuseum 

Museum van de Twintigste Eeuw 

Museum Slot Loevestein 

Openluchtmuseum Ootmarsum 

Nationaal Veeteelt Museum 

Florence Nightingale Instituut 

Mondriaanhuis 

Ateliermuseum Jac Maris 

Kasteel Keukenhof 

Nederlands Watermuseum 

Titus Brandsma Museum 

Geldmuseum 

Dolhuys, Museum vd Psychiatrie 

Stichting Synagoge Elburg 

Gevangenismuseum Veenhuizen 

Stichting Het Bolwerk 

Museum Martena 

Museum Smedekinck 

Nederlands Uitvaartmuseum

Stichting Museum de Kantfabriek 

t Huys Dever 

Nat. Reddingmuseum Dorus Rijkers 

Czaar Peterhuis 

Dongha Museum 

Geelvinck Hinlopen Huis 

Het Hollands Kaasmuseum 

Huis Verwolde 

Huis Zypendaal 

Infanterie Museum 

Kasteel Amerongen 

Kasteel Cannenburch 

Kasteel Doorwerth / Ned. Jachtmuseum 

Kasteel Groeneveld 

Kasteel Hernen 

Kasteel Hoensbroek 

Melderslo

Noordwijk

Haarlem

Hoofddorp

Utrecht

Ouwerkerk

Hoorn

Poederoijen

Ootmarsum

Beers (NB)

Zetten

Amersfoort

Malden

Lisse

Arnhem

Bolsward

Utrecht

Haarlem

Elburg

Veenhuizen

IJzendijke

Franeker

Zelhem

Amterdam

Horst

Lisse

Den helder

Zaandam

Dongen

Amsterdam

Alkmaar

Arnhem

Arnhem

Harskamp

Amerongen

Arnhem

Arnhem

Baarn

Arnhem

Hoensbroek

1990 1990

1990 1990

1991 1991

1992 1992

1993 1993

1993 2001

1994? 1994

1994? 1994?

1997 1997

1999 1999

1999 2002

2001 2001

2002 2002

2002 2006

2004 2004

2004 2004

2004 fusie 1845

2005 2005

2005 2008

2005? 2005

2006 2006

2006? 2006

2006? 2006

2007 2007

2009 2009

? 1978

? 2003

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

Natuurhistorisch

Technisch/transport

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst/Historie

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Oprichting Huisvesting
huidige locatie
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Natuurhistorisch

Technisch/transport

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst/Historie

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

streekmuseum met speciale aandacht voor champignons en asperges

ruimtevaart

archeologie

ontwikkeling van de Haarlemmermeerpolder

de vroegere utrechtse jordaan

tijdens en na de overstroming van 1 februari 1953

historie van de kaaspakhuizen + streekhistorie

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

streekhistorie

veeteelt en KI museum

geschiedenis van verpleging en verzorging

Pieter Cornelis Mondriaan: werk en ideeëngoed, tevens dat van tijdgenoten

Werk van de kunstenaar Jac Maris in zijn woonhuis

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

watermuseum in een watermolen en nieuwbouw ondergronds

het leven van Titus Brandsma verteld vanuit zijn geboorteboerderij(?)

geld

museum voor psychiatrie

geschiedenis van Joodse Elburgers

rechtspraak en straf in Nederland van 1600 tot nu

Staats-Spaanse Linies, de vestingbouw in Zeeuws-vlaanderen

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving + streekhistorie

voormalige bewoners van het pand + streekhistorie

uitvaartmuseum gelegen aan een begraafsplaats en huis van de opzichter

kantfabriek

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

alles over het reddingwezen op zee

houten woonhuisje uit 1627 waar Peter de Grote enige tijd heeft gewoond

gemengd: electra, leerlooijen, leven - wonen en werken in dongen

historie van gebouw en inwonenden 

kaasmuseum

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

Nederlandse Infanterie

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

ministerie van LNV en geschiedenis van landhuis en bewoners

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

boerderij

bedrijfspand: ‘hart’ van Europese ruimtevaartorganisatie ESA

kelder van een vleeshal (hier zijn de opgravingen gedaan)

boerderij + (overdekt) buitengebied

woonwijk

caissons (betonnen boten, gebruikt om dijk te dichten)

kaaspakhuizen

kasteel 

boerengebouwen op de “Heerengrond”

KI-centrum

meisjesinternaat

woonhuis v/d schilder

woonhuis

kasteel 

begijnenmolen + nieuwbouw

? boerderij

beetwortelsuikerfabriek. In 1911 verbouwd tot munterij. Rond 1940 gedeeltelijk museum

leprozen- pest en dolhuys

synagoge

gesticht, vanaf 1859  gevangenis

gouverneurswoning. In 1972 streekmuseum. Daarna huidige informatiepunt/
bezoekerscentrum

stadskasteel

boerderij

woonhuis + nieuwbouw

kantfarbriek

kasteel 

machinewerkplaats op de werf

houten woonhuisje + stenen overkapping

Leerlooierij

patriciërswoning

waaggebouw, waagtoren

kasteel/landhuis

kasteel/landhuis

legerbasis/kamp

kasteel

kasteel/landhuis

kasteel/landhuis

kasteel/landhuis

kasteel/landhuis

kasteel

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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Kasteel Rosendael 

Muiderslot 

Museum Broeker Veiling 

Museum Feijenoord (Home of History) 

Museum Nederlandse Cavalerie 

Museum voor anatomie en pathologie 

Nat. Biermuseum De Boom 

Olympic Experience 

Stichting Jordaanmuseum 

Texels Museum/Ecomare

herbestemming

Stad/gemeentehuis

Gemeentemuseum Weesp

Gorcums Museum/Gem.Gorinchem*

Museum Hindeloopen

Stadsmuseum Woerden

Oudheidkamer Bolsward

Sliedrechts Museum

Stedelijk Museum Kampen

Museum Land van Valkenburg

Streekmuseum “De Meestoof”

Sikkens Schildersmuseum

Nationaal Sleepvaart Museum

Gemeentemuseum Weert, Religieuze Kunst

Streekmuseum Stevensweert/Ohé en Laak

Museum Stedhûs Sleat

Zoutmuseum

Museum Hilversum

Museum Het Oude Raadhuis Urk

Gerechtsgebouw

Westfries Museum 

Stedelijk Museum Zwolle 

Defensiegebouw

Muzeeaquarium Delfzijl

Goud-, Zilver- en Klokkenmuseum, Ned.

Nationaal Fietsmuseum Velorama

Arnhem

Muiden

Broek op Langedijk

Rotterdam

Amersfoort

Nijmegen

Alkmaar

Amsterdam

Amsterdam

De Koog

Weesp

Gorinchem

Hindeloopen

Woerden

Bolsward

Sliedrecht

Kampen

Valkenburg (LB)

Sint-Annaland

Sassenheim

Maassluis

Weert

Stevensweert

Sloten

Delden

Hilversum

Urk

Hoorn

Zwolle

Delfzijl

Schoonhoven

Nijmegen

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

1911 1911

1912 1995

1917 1919

1933 1986

1955 1955

1958 1964

1958 2009

1969? 1969

1973 1973

1973 1992

1976 1979

1982 1982

1983 1991

1984? 1984?

1985 1985

2002 fusie 1935 en 1996

? 1989

 
1880 1880

1883 1904

 
1929 1966

1953 1978

1981 1981

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst/Historie

Technisch/transport

Oprichting Huisvesting
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Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch

Historisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst/Historie

Technisch/transport

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

historie van het kasteel, bewoners en omgeving

veiling van tuinders op het water en de omgeving van het waterrijke gebied

museum over Feijenoord en het stadion de Kuip

cavalerie

hoe het lichaam in elkaar zit en hoe het zich ontwikkelt

biermuseum

alles over het stadion en zelf olympische sporten ervaren

cultureel erfgoed van de jordaanse wijk in stand houden

natuurhistorie van de streek en de opvang van verschillende diersoorten

streekmuseum met speciale aandacht voor proselein

kunst

streekmuseum

stadsmuseum

gemeentemuseum

streekmuseum

streekmuseum?

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

schildersmuseum

Nederlandse zee- en binnensleepvaart

Limburgse religieuze kunst en Franciscaanse kunst en cultuur

streekmuseum

streekmuseum en toverlantaarns

zoutmuseum

centrum voor architectuur en cultuurhistorie

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

archeologie, geologie, schelpen, scheepvaart, zeeaquarium

goud, zilver en klokken

fietsen

kasteel/landhuis

kasteel 

botenhuis/veilinggebouw + nieuwbouw 2010

stadion

kazerne

2 studiezalen v/d universiteit

bierbrouwerij

olympisch stadion

De jordaan (geen museumgebouw) 

natuurgebied buiten 

stadhuis

stadhuis

stadhuis, Hidde Nijland schonk verzameling aan gemeente, voorwaarde stadhuis 
museumfunctie

stadhuis

stadhuis (nog in gebruik). Oudheidkamer + bezichtiging van de ruimten v/h stadhuis, 
mits niet in  gebruik

raadhuis + kantongerecht

raadhuis

stadhuis

gemeentehuis + 2 schuren + Noorse woning

gemeentehuis

stadhuis

stadhuis

gemeentehuis

stadhuis

stadhuis (in de omgeving eerste zoutboringen van Nederland)

Raadhuis (monument) + nieuwbouw. De oudheidkamder, waar het mee begon is wel 
een tijd weg geweest. Fusie van 2 musea

raadhuis

vergaderplaats, werd later een rechtbank. Tot 1932 gedeeltelijk kantongerecht en 
museum 

drostenhuis + nieuwbouw

in de bunker het zeeaquarium, nieuwbouw er omheen

kazerne in zilverstad Schoonhoven. Fusie: Nederlands Waarborgmuseum en Museum 
en archief Tijdmeetkunde

vestingwerken

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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Gemeentemuseum Het Land van Thorn

Haags Historisch Museum

Schoolgebouw

Stadsmuseum IJsselstein 

Veenkoloniaal Museum 

Museum Willem van Haren 

Natuurmuseum Dokkum 

Natuurmuseum E. Heimans 

Informatiecentrum Mar en Klif 

Techniek museum Delft/Science centrum Delft

De Noordwester 

Jopie Huisman Museum 

Fruitteeltmuseum 

Museum Het Domein 

Scheringa Museum voor Realisme 

Muzee Scheveningen 

Zieken/gasthuis

Museum Volkenkunde

Stedelijk Museum Schiedam

Historisch Museum Haarlem

Zandvoorts Museum

Graphic Design Museum, Beyerd

Nederlands Steendrukmuseum

Weeshuis

Frans Halsmuseum / De Hallen 

Natuurmuseum Fryslân 

Amsterdams Historisch Museum 

Museum der Koninklijke Marechaussee 

Museum In ‘t Houten Huis 

Kerk

Noordbrabants Museum

Museum Kempenland

Museum van Egmond

Nat. Museum van Speelklok tot Pierement

Museum De Kopermolen

Natuurmuseum Nijmegen

Armando Museum

Thorn

‘s-Gravenhage

IJsselstein

Veendam

Heerenveen

Dokkum

Zaandam

Oudemirdum

Delft

Vlieland

Workum

Kapelle

Sittard

Spanbroek

Scheveningen

Leiden

Schiedam

Haarlem

Zandvoort

Breda

Valkenswaard

Haarlem

Leeuwarden

Amsterdam

Buren

De Rijp

‘s-Hertogenbosch

Eindhoven

Egmond aan zee

Utrecht

Vaals

Nijmegen

Amersfoort

1985 ongeveer 1993

1986 1986

 

1931 1996

1939 1990

1944 1982

1951 1985

1954 1987

1959/1991 1959

1975 2010

1984 1984

1986 1992

1992 1996

1993 1993

1994 1997

2006 fusie 1970

 
1837 1937

1899 1940

1975 1990

1977 1977

1980 1980

2001 2001

 
1913 1913

1923 1987

1926 1975

1936 1972

1960 2004

 
1924 1981

1932 1984

1957 1960

1958 1984

1968? 1968

1980 1978

1998 1998

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Natuurhistorisch

Natuurhistorisch

Natuurhistorisch

Technisch/transport

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Historisch/kunst

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Ethnologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Technisch/transport

Kunst

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Gemengd

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Oprichting Huisvesting
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Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Natuurhistorisch

Natuurhistorisch

Natuurhistorisch

Technisch/transport

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Historisch/kunst

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Ethnologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Technisch/transport

Kunst

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Gemengd

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

streekmuseum

historie van de stad en kunst

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

natuurmuseum

natuurmuseum

natuur, het landschap en cultuurhistorie van Nat. Landschap Zuidwest 

Friesland

techniek museum wordt science center

leven en de Natuur op Vlieland

tekeningen, schilderijen van kunstschilder en oudijzerkoopman Jopie Huisman

fruitteelt

hedendaagse kunst en stedelijke historie en archeologie

kunst

geschiedenis van het vissersdorp en de badplaats en het dierenleven in zee

volkenkunde

kunst

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

graphic-design

steendruk

kunst

natuurmuseum

streekmuseum

Koninklijke Marechaussee

streekmuseum. Voornamelijk zeevaart en visserij

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

streekhistorie

automatisch spelende muziekinstrumenten

kunst, religie, handel, industrie en verenigingsleven

natuur en landschap van de regio Nijmegen

werk van de schilder Armando

entree in een kazerne, c.q. gemeentehuis, muziekschool. Museumzalen: voormalige 
bibliotheek. + nieuwbouw

doelengebouw, 1846 arondissementsrechtbank, 1882 gemeentemuseum

schoolgebouw

schoolgebouw

schoolgebouw

schoolgebouw

kleuterschool, vlakbij de kinderboerderij 

schoolgebouw

faculteitsgebouw van Technische Aardwetenschappen (Mijnbouwkunde). momenteel 
aan het verhuizen.

schoolgebouw uit 1898

schoolgebouw + uitbreiding buurpanden

schoolgebouw

schoolgebouw

huishoudschool. In 2010 verhuizen naar nieuwbouw

schoolgebouw. Fusie: Museum Scheveningen en Zeemuseum

academisch ziekenhuis

zieken/gasthuis (in 1934 verhuisden de inwoners naar comfortabeler gebouw)

Elisabethgasthuis

verzorgingstehuis

ziekenhuis, gevel poortgebouw, artotheek en nieuwe tentoonstellingszalen

verpleegtehuis (clustering van museale activiteiten)

burgerweeshuis

weeshuis

Burgerweeshuis

koninklijk weeshuis

weeshuis + regentenkamer + nieuwbouw

kerk, daarna gouvernement, hospitaal, woning en werkplek van de Gouverneur 
en zijn diensten

(steentjes)kerk

gereformeerd kerkje/zondagschool

buurkerk

Lutherse kerk

synagoge

elleboogkerk

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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Bijgebouw kerk

Zeeuws Museum 

Museum Tongerlohuys 

Museum De Vier Quartieren 

Museum Het Kleine Veenloo 

NINSEE, Nat. Inst. Slavernij en Erfenis 

Vincent van GoghHuis 

Klooster

Centraal Museum 

Gemeente Dordrecht (Dordrechts Museum) 

Historisch Museum De Bevelanden 

Stedelijk Museum Zutphen (gem. Zutphen) 

Museum Elburg 

Natuurhistorisch Museum Maastricht 

Comenius Museum 

Museum Boerhaave 

Museum Drachten Smallingerland 

Museum ‘t Freulekeshuus 

Ikonenmuseum (Alexander Stichting) 

Industrieel pand

Stedelijk Museum De Lakenhal

Veluws Museum Nairac

De Pont Museum voor Hedendaagse Kunst

Persmuseum

NAi Maastricht

Historisch Museum Ede

Nationaal Brandweermuseum

Zuiderzeemuseum

SM’s-Stedelijk Museum

Grafisch Museum Zutphen

Museum Het Petershuis

Twents Techniekmuseum

Nationaal Bevrijdingsmuseum 1944-1945

Machinemuseum Zwolle

Speldjesmuseum Pin Art Gallery

Gelders Geologisch Museum

Rotterdams Radio Museum

Middelburg

Roosendaal

Oirschot

Veenendaal

Amsterdam

Zundert

Utrecht

Dordrecht

Goes

Zutphen

Elburg

Maastricht

Naarden

Leiden

Drachten

Venray

Kampen

Leiden

Barneveld

Tilburg

Amsterdam

Maastricht

Ede

Hellevoetsluis

Enkhuizen

‘s-Hertogenbosch

Borculo

Gennep

Heim Hengelo

Groesbeek

Zwolle

Klaaswaal

Velp

Rotterdam

 
1787 1972

1932 1974

1976 1976

1988 1992

2002 2002?

2008 2008

 
1838 1920

1842 1904

1860 ongeveer 1970

1866 ?

1910 1985

1912 1912

1922 1992

1928 1991

1936 1994

1950 1981

2005 2005

 
1874 1874

1875 1975

1888 1992

1902 1989

1915? 1989? 2006

1924 1978 ongeveer

1927 1963

1948 en 1983 1948 en 1983

1956 2005

1980 ongeveer 1980 ongeveer

1983 1983

1983 1984

1987 1987

1989 2009

1994 1994

1995 1995

1998 1998

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst/Historie

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Natuurhistorisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst? Historie

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historich

Gemengd

Technisch/transport

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch
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Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst/Historie

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Natuurhistorisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst? Historie

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historich

Gemengd

Technisch/transport

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

streekmuseum 

slavernij een rascisme

Vincent van Gogh, tijdgenoten en geïnspireerden van zijn werk

kunst, stadshistorie en mode

kunst

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

streekhistorie

natuurhistorisch

gewijd aan het leven en werk van de Tsjechische geleerde Jan Amos Comenius

Geschiedenis van de Natuurwetenschappen en van de Geneeskunde

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

ikonen

historische verzameling, kunst en kunstnijverheid

streekmuseum

kunst

persmuseum

architectuur

streekmuseum

brandweer

Nederlandse kunst, mode, design en erfgoed op de grens van land en water

kunst

grafisch museum

streekmuseum

industriële leven van Hengelo

gebeurtenissen rond de nationale bevrijdingsgeschiedenis van Nederland

machinemuseum

spelden, pins, medailles en andere emblemen

geologie

radio museum

abdij

pastorie

kapittelhuis

pastorie en woning v/d predikant. Daarna dokterswoning. In 2010 gaat het museum 
verhuizen

bijgebouw van de (Muider)kerk

pastorie + patriciërswoning. Dit is niet het oorspronkelijke woonhuis, dat is in 1903 
gesloopt

klooster, maar ook weeshuis, militaire paardenstal en psychiatrisch ziekenhuis

Wittevrouwenklooster, een wees- en pesthuis en een psychiatrische inrichting

eerst klooster, daarna weeshuis, daarna school, daarna museum

klooster

klooster, veel verschillende functies volgden vanaf 1580

klooster

klooster + mausoleum van Comenius in de kloosterkerk

Sint Caeciliaklooster. In 1596 werd het klooster verbouwd tot dol- en pesthuis

klooster

klooster

klooster

lakenhal

brouwerij

textielfabriek

cacaopakhuis (gedeelde functie in het gebouw)

aardewerkfabriek

stationsgebouw

Kuiperij en magazijn, tot de jaren 30 opslagplaats t.b.v. Koninklijke Marine

pakhuis en botenhuis. Buitenmuseum: gebouwtjes an sich worden museumobject

tijdelijke herbestemming in loods van in het Bossche Paleiskwartier

jeneverfabriek

van pakhuis, naar woonhuis (aantal eeuwen), naar museum

centraal station, daarna huisvesting van energiebedrijf Holec

containers van het voormalig Werkeiland Neeltje Jans

industrieële  lege hal, voorheen DHL pakketservice. Opslag en vervoer

industrieterrein in een opslagloods later showroom maar wil naar een watertoren 
eigenaar van de watertoren monument maar al 20 jaar niet gebeurd politiek spel met 
rotterdam de gemeente en de monumentenzorg de man ouwehoert teveel!!!

kolenopslagplaats. Quote: diverse aanpassingen uitgevoerd om het museum enigszins 

aan museale verwachtingen aan te passen

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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Museum Jan Corver

Centrum Kunstlicht in de Kunst

Nederlands Fotomuseum

Stichting TwentseWelle

Gemeentelijke Oudheidkamer Ermelo

Reders/tol/spuihuisje

Gemeentemuseum Maassluis 

Geologisch Museum Hofland 

Nationaal Tinnen Figuren Museum 

Flessenscheepjesmuseum 

Visserijmuseum / Vlaardings Museum 

Kantoorpand

Stadsarchief Amsterdam 

Allard Pierson Museum 

Streekmuseum “Het Land van Axel” 

Katwijks Museum 

Museum Slager 

Verzetsmuseum Zuid-Holland 

Retail

Museum voor Communicatie 

Bakkerijmuseum De Oude Bakkerij 

Stadsgalerij Heerlen 

Woonhuis

Mauritshuis

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden

Siebold Huis

Bijbels Museum

MuseumGoudA

Museum Flehite

Fries Museum

Zeeuws Maritiem MuZEEum

Gemeentemuseum Het Sterkenhuis

Schielandhuis (Hist. Museum R’dam)

Keramiekmuseum Princessehof

Museum Bredius

Natuurhistorisch Museum Rotterdam

Budel

Eindhoven

Rotterdam

Enschede

Ermelo

Maassluis

Laren

Ommen

Enkhuizen

Vlaardingen

Amsterdam

Amsterdam

Axel

Katwijk aan Zee

‘s-Hertogenbosch

Gouda

‘s-Gravenhage

Medemblik

Heerlen

‘s-Gravenhage

Leiden

Leiden

Amsterdam

Gouda

Amersfoort

Leeuwarden

Vlissingen

Bergen

Rotterdam

Leeuwarden

‘s-Gravenhage

Rotterdam

1999 1999

2001 2001

2003 2007

? fusie 2008

? 2010

 
1933 1967

1969 1988

1985 1985

1992 1992

2003 fusie 1971

 

1914 2007

1931 1976

1933 1980

1966 1983

1968 1976

1985 1986

 

1929 1946?

1985 1988

1986 2003

 
1816 1816

1818 1818

1837 2005

1845 1975

1874 1939

1880 1890

1881 1881

1890/2002 2002

1903 1915

1904 1904

1907 1907

1922 1990

1927 1988

Technisch/transport

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/kunst

Natuurhistorisch

Gemengd

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Natuurhistorisch
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Technisch/transport

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/kunst

Natuurhistorisch

Gemengd

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Technisch/transport

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Natuurhistorisch

radiozendamateurisme

moderne kunst rond het thema licht

fotografie museum

hoe de mens de streek Twente, na laatste ijstijd betrad en hier zich vestigde

oudheidkamer

historische collectie en kunst collectie

geologie, paleontologie, biologie en archeologie

tinnen figuurtjes

flessenkunst 

Nederlandse Noordzeevisserij en de Vlaardingse stadsgeschiedenis

archief

collectie van Allard Pierson en veel uitbreidingen op deze universiteits collectie

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

werken van de kunstenaarsfamilie Slager

verzet in WOII en nu

alle vormen van communicatie

bakkerswezen

kunst

galerij van stadhouders en prinsen

oudheden

japancentrum

bijbel, kunst en cultuur

kunst

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

betekenis van de zee voor de mens in Zeeland in heden en verleden

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

keramiek en beeldende kunst

verzamling van voornamelijk schilderijen van A. Bredius

natuurmuseum

opslagloods van de NS

bouwcontainer op Neeltje Jans. nu naast de woning v/d oprichter v/h museum

gloeilampenfabriek

werkplaatsen van de Holland Amerika Lijn. (clustering culturele instellingen)

pakhuis van een molen

redershuis (uitzetten van exploitatie van schepen) en bakkerij

tolhuis + stenentuin

tolhuis, daarna tot 1982 stadhuis

Spuihuisje, op de spuisluis; waterverbinding Zuiderhavendijk en IJsselmeer 

redershuis. Fusie van 3 instellingen in 2003 

hoofdkantoor van de Nederlandse Handels-Maatschappij, later ABN-AMRO 

Nederlandse bank

postkantoor

politiebureau

kantoorgebouw Maatschappij van Brandverzekering. Vanaf 1940 bibliotheek

bankgebouw

Koninklijke bazar

sigarenzaak/timmerfabriek

warenhuis, het glaspaleis

stadspaleis

herenhuis en begijnhof

woonhuis (van de verzamelaar. Echter later pas huisvesting museum, zonder 
woonsituatie)

grachtenpanden, voorheen was o.a. het bijbelsgenootschap er gevestigd

winkel/woning (bakkerij/kruidenier/koffie, thee, snuiftabak) 1920 pand aangekocht 
door gemeente voor museale bestemming

historische muurhuizen. Het gasthuis tegenover is echter een vorm van interventie

herenhuis. Legaat Bonnema: museum gaat verhuizen? Moeizaam proces!

stadspaleis/pakhuizen/nieuwbouw

langhuisboerderij

stadspaleis, al snel archief en museum (Boymans) en daarna pas streekmuseum

stadspaleis

woonhuis (tot 1985 in woonhuis van A. Bredius) dit woonhuis dateert uit dezelfde tijd

Villa Dijkzigt was een buitenhuis. uitgebreid met een glazen paviljoen

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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Museum Freriks

Noordelijk Scheepvaartmuseum

Speelgoedmuseum Deventer

Natuurmuseum Brabant

Museum Jan Cunen

Fries Scheepvaart Museum

Voerman Museum

Stadsmuseum Harderwijk

Nationaal Glasmuseum/Stichting Glas

Museum Stad Appingedam

Miramar Zeemuseum

Gemeentelijk Archeologisch Museum

Nationaal Baggermuseum

Nederlands Tegelmuseum

Streekmuseum het Admiraliteitshuis

Museum De Oude Aarde

Nationaal Beiaard- en Natuurmuseum Asten

Stg. Museum Kinderwereld

Streekhistorisch Centrum

Museum Henriette Polak (gem. Zutphen)

Museum Dorestad

Nederlands Bakkerijmuseum

Nederlands Instituut voor Mediakunst

Genootschap Oud Rijnsburg

Liemers Museum

Anton Pieck Museum

Poppenspe(e)lmuseum

Museum van het Nederlandse Uurwerk

Museum Maluku

Stadsmuseum Zoetermeer

Museum Jacobs van den Hof

Chabot Museum

Museum Kranenburgh

Louis Couperus Museum

Museum Kasteel Wijchen

Tassenmuseum Hendrikje

Museum ‘t Oude Slot

Huis Marseille

Polderhuismuseum Westkapelle

Winterswijk

Groningen

Deventer

Tilburg

Oss

Sneek

Hattem

Harderwijk

Leerdam

Appingedam

Vledder

Aardenburg

Sliedrecht

Otterlo

Dokkum

Giethoorn

Asten

Roden

Stadskanaal

Zutphen

Wijk bij Duurstede

Hattem

Amsterdam

Rijnsburg

Zevenaar

Hattem

Vorchten

Zaandam

Utrecht

Zoetermeer

Amersfoort

Rotterdam

Bergen

‘s-Gravenhage

Wijchen

Amsterdam

Veldhoven

Amsterdam

Westkapelle

1929 1977

1930 1978

1932 1982

1932 1985

1935 1935

1947 1947

1949 1971

1950 1952

1953 1953

1953 ?

1955 1965

1958 1969

1958 1976

1963 1963

1963? 1963

1969 1969

1969 1975

1970 1973

1970 1975

1975 1975

1975 2000

1977 1977

1978 1997

1979 1979

1979 1980

1982 1984

1983 1983

1985 1985

1987 1990

1989 1989

1989 1999

1993 1993

1993 1993

1996 1996

1996 1996

1996 2007

1997 1997

1999 1999

1999 1999

Historisch/archeologisch

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Media/Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch
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Historisch/archeologisch

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Maritiem/scheepvaart

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Media/Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Gemengd

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch

streekmuseum

scheepvaart in Noord-Nederland

speelgoed

natuurmuseum

streekhistorie en kunst

Friese scheepvaart en scheepsbouw

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

glasmuseum

streekmuseum

zeemuseum

opgravingen in gebied

baggermuseum

tegels

streekmuseum

mineralogisch museum

natuurhistorie en klokken en bellen

speelgoedmuseum

streekmuseum

kunst

de periode van Dorestad wordt verteld aan de hand van de opgravingen

bakkersgeschiedenis

media instituut

streekmuseum

streekmuseum

kunst

geschiedenis van het poppenspel en poppentheater

Museum van het Nederlandse Uurwerk

erfgoed van de Molukse gemeenschap in Nederland

stadsmuseum

kunst

kunst

kunst

ode aan de schrijver Louis Couperus

archeologie, hedendaagse kunst, regionale geschiedenis en museumtuin

tassenmuseum

streekmuseum, volkenkunde Kempen

fotografie

streekmuseum

villa

woonhuizen

koopmanshuizen, daarna pakhuizen, daarna museum

villa, gedurende de vorige eeuw dienst gedaan als LTS

villa, tot 1980 ook stadhuis. Stadsarchivaris Jan Cunen richtte een kamer in als ‘museum’

grachtenpanden

koopmanswoning

herenhuis + naastgelegen pakhuis en daarnaast gelegen woonhuis

woonhuis directeur van de Leerdamse glasfabriek + naastgelegen woonhuis (loopbruggen)

woonhuis + steenhuis

woonhuis van een dominee (volledig verbouwd) + uitbreidingen

patriciërswoning. Opgravingen in het gebied

herenhuis + koetshuis + nieuwbouw

zomerverblijf van verzamelaar en oprichter. Museum gaat verhuizen naar nieuwbouw

admiraliteitshuis

boerderij/boerencoöperatie

Boederij + uitbreiding. Bij de museumtuin is sprake van interventie

Pietershuys

villa

herenhuis + pakhuis

woonhuis

stadsboerderij

grachtenpand

woonhuis

woonhuis

stadsboerderij (geen link tussen locatie en kunstenaar)

boerenwoning. ik weet niet zeker of de boerderij ook het woonhuis is/was van de 
oprichter/verzamelaar

wevershuis

woonhuizen + nieuwbouw

Burgemeesterswoning. Sinds 1967 weer in gemeentelijk bezit. College van B&W heeft 
weinig van het oorpsronkelijke interieur behouden

woonhuis

villa

burgemeesterswoning

parterre van een woonhuis (studio van medeoprichter, fan van...)

kasteel, van de museumtuin kunnen we zeggen dat het interventie is

grachtenpand

boerderij

grachtenpand

polderhuis

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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Aboriginal Art Museum

FOAM Fotografiemuseum Amsterdam

Museum de Fundatie (Paleis a/d Blijmarkt)

Diamant Museum Amsterdam

Stadsmuseum Leidschendam-Voorburg

Historisch Museum Arnhem

Nationaal Vlasserij-Suikermuseum

Stedelijk Museum Vianen

Bijgebouw woonhuis

Scryption 

Cultureel Centrum Prins Frederik 

Keramiekcentrum Tiendschuur Tegelen 

Gemeentemuseum De Tiendschuur 

Vereniginsgebouw

Museum voor Moderne Kunst Arnhem 

Kijk- en Luistermuseum 

Verzetsmuseum Amsterdam 

De Hallen 

Recreatie

Smalspoor Museum

Fries Landbouw Museum 

Overig

Galerij Willem V (Mauritshuis)

Museum Het Rondeel 

Nationaal Onderwijsmuseum 

Utrecht

Amsterdam

Heino/Wijhe

Amsterdam

Voorburg

Arnhem

Klundert

Vianen (ZH)

Tilburg

‘s-Gravenhage

Tegelen

Weert

Arnhem

Bennekom

Amsterdam

Haarlem

Valkenburg (ZH)

Earnewald

‘s-Gravenhage

Rhenen

Rotterdam

1999 2001

2001 2001

2005 2005

2007 2007

? 1968

? 1995

? ?

? ?

 
1981 1988

1995 1995

? 2006

? ?

 
1920 1920

1975 1975

1985 1999

1992 1992

 
1970 1993

2009? 2009

1774 1774-1795 en 1987

1907 1985

? 1987

Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Specifiek thema

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Technisch/transport

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Oprichting Huisvesting
huidige locatie

GenreLocatie Naam 
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Kunst

Kunst

Kunst

Specifiek thema

Gemengd

Historisch/archeologisch

Natuurhistorisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

Kunst

Technisch/transport

Natuurhistorisch

Kunst

Historisch/archeologisch

Historisch/archeologisch

aboriginal art

fotografie

kunst

diamantmuseum

Voorburgse geschiedenis en kunst

streekmuseum

vlasindustrie

streekmuseum

schriftelijke communicatie

vrijmetselarij 

keramiek

streekmuseum 

kunst

mechanische muziekinstrumenten, teddyberen, historische voorwerpen

verzetsmuseum

kunst

stoomtreinen, smalspoor 

landbouw

Schilderijen verzameling van stadhouder Willem V

streekmuseum met speciale aandacht voor archeologie en kunst

geschiedenis van het onderwijs

Grachtenpand

grachtenpand

paleis

villa

notarishuis

patriciërswoning (later weeshuis)

oude domein boerderij. in het gebied waar de grondstoffen verwerkt werden

woonhuis + schuilkelder op de eerste verdieping

koetshuis van een villa, sinds 1904 werkplaats van de LTS

koetshuis v/h ordegebouw

tiendschuur. Op het landgoed van kasteel de Höltmuhle

tiendschuur verbouwd naar herenhuis

herensociëteit + uitbreiding

vereniginsgebouw

oefenruimte zanggezelschap. Daarna muziektempel, taxi-centrale, bedrijfshal, garage, 
paardenstal

herensociëteit (sinds 1992 exporuimte) en vleeshal (sinds 1950 exporuimte)

recreatiegebied, nieuwbouw van themagerichte gebouwen (enscenering)

recreatiegebouw (soort center parcs) 

poortgebouw geheel verbouwd voor “gallerey voor Seine Hoogheids schilderyen.” In 
1987 gereconstrueerd

brandweerkazerne. Rijksmonument in beheer van de gemeente

gemeente bibliotheek

Genre specifiek Gebouwtype
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AppendIx 3

SummAry SIgnIFICAnCe 2.0
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Significance 2.0
the Commonwealth of australia

the assessment process
significance assessment involves five main steps:

- analysing an item or collection 
- researching its history, provenance and context
- Comparison with similar items
- understanding its values by reference to the criteria
- summarising its meanings and values in a statement of significance

based on this research and knowledge, the process defines the meaning and values of an item or collection by 
reference to comparable items, and a standard set of criteria or values. 

Four primary criteria apply when assessing significance:

- Historic
- artistic or aesthetic
- scientific or research potential 
- social or spiritual

Four comparative criteria evaluate the degree of significance. these are modifiers of the main criteria:

- provenance
- rarity or representativeness
- Condition or completeness
- interpretive capacity
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AppendIx 4

report oF deCompoSItIon oF the hIStorICAl 

ConStruCtIon, pAIred wIth A VAluAtIon
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rapport van een bouwhistorische ontleding, waaraan gekoppeld een waardestelling
rijksdienst voor de monumentenzorg, vrom/rijksgebouwendienst, stichting bouwhistorie nederland en 
stichting Historisch boerderij onderzoek 

een rapport moet tenminste de volgende inhoud bevatten, die het mogelijk maakt om de beschrijvingen en 
waardestellingen te controleren en verifiëren:

- adres van het onderzochte object of struktuur, kadastrale aanduiding en eventuele andere aanduidingen. 
 de situering moet duidelijk blijken uit een kaart of deelkaart van recente datum;
- een inleiding, met onder meer een duidelijke aanduiding van de beperkingen van het betreffende 
 onderzoek;
- een beschrijving van de locatie en de transformatie van de stedenbouwkundige of landschappelijke context;
- een uitgebreide beschrijving van de bouw- en gebruiksgeschiedenis, aan de hand van de bouwhistorische 
 ontleding en de overige onderzoeken;
- een overzichtelijke (en makkelijk leesbare) beschrijving van de belangrijkste onderdelen van een  bouwwerk: 
 bouwmassa/structuur, constructie, exterieur (gevels) en interieur (plattegronden, ruimten en 
 interieurafwerking);
- nauwkeurige plattegronden, gevelaanzichten en doorsneden met  aanduiding van de voornaamste bouwfasen
 door middel van verschillende arceringen of kleuren. voor de plattegronden, doorsneden en gevelaanzichten 
 is een schaal 1:20 gewenst. voor details komt de schaal 1:1 of 1:5 in aanmering;
- tekeningen of schetsen van de transformatie van het gebouw;
- een objectieve waardestelling van de belangrijkste onderdelen van het bouwwerk of structuur in woord 
 en beeld, aan de hand van de beoordelingscriteria. deze waardestelling is onderverdeeld in drie gradaties 
 of categorieën: Hoge monumentwaarde, positieve monumentwaarde en indifferente monumentwaarde. in 
 plattegrondtekeningen worden deze categorieën door middel van de kleuren blauw, groen en geel 
 aangeduid. bij de laatste categorie doet het rapport een uitspraak of de waarde neutraal danwel verstorend is;
- aanduiding van de architectuur- en kunsthistorische betekenis van het bouwwerk of de structuur, onder 
 meer door vergelijking met andere voorbeelden;
- bestaande verbouwings- en opmetingstekeningen, indien voorhanden en reproduceerbaar (uit het archief 
 van bouw- en Woningtoezicht of het gemeentearchief);
- oude stadsplattegronden, foto’s en prenten;
- uitvoerige fotografische documentatie van het bouwwerk of structuur, de gevonden bouwsporen en 
 (restanten van) afwerkingen;
- een samenvatting van de bouw- en gebruiksgeschiedenis en de waardestelling;
- adviezen ten aanzien van nader onderzoek, tijdens uitvoering van werkzaamheden;
- aanbevelingen waarin de gevolgen van bepaalde ingrepen worden afgewogen tegen de monumentale 
 waarden van het bouwwerk of de structuur;
- bijlagen met een verantwoording van de specialistische onderzoekingen en eventuele transcripties van de 
 voornaamste archiefbronnen.

een bouwhistorische waardestelling wordt vastgesteld aan de hand van onderstaande criteria, die door de 
rijksdienst voor de monumentenzorg zijn opgesteld voor het msp (monumenten selectie project). deze 
criteria vormen een uitwerking van de tekst van de monumentenwet 1988, die de begrippen ‘cultuurhistorische 
waarden’, ‘schoonheid’ en ‘betekenis voor de wetenschap’ kent:
1. cultuurhistorische waarden,
2. architectuur- en bouwhistorische waarden, en
3. ensemblewaarden (samenhang) en stedenbouwkundige waarden.

elk getoetst aan:
a. zeldzaamheid, en b. authenticiteit.
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